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PREFACE
This is a study of the relationship between speculators
and the development of village society in the frontier
region of central New York between 1788 and 1800. This
area, referred to as the Pnelps-Gorham Purchase, was
developed by Oliver Phelps, a man of capital and
enterprise, who organized the land into townships, created
a village called Canandaigua in the center of the purchase,
and helped finance the construction of transportation net-
works from that place eastward. Phelps believed that a
centrally located trading center promoted frontier settle-
ment. By stimulating village settlement, land values
increased throughout the area, helping speculators to
realize substantial profits on their investment. On the
Phelps-Gorham Purchase, village settlement was the moving
force behind the rise of a permanent American society.
The main trading village of Canandaigua, located at
the north end of Canandaigua Lake, possessed every feature
desirable for agricultural and commercial growth. Rich
soil, well stocked lake and streams, timber, and direct
water connection to eastern markets made this parcel of
land a prize among frontier locations. But it required
entrepreneurial skill and vision to turn this wilderness
site into a frontier Eden. Phelps understood that set-
tlers were attracted to frontier regions which were struc-
v
vi
tured in familiar ways and possessed natural qualities
likely to produce a prosperous livelihood. He developed
Canandaigua because of its potential as a trading area.
Phelps promoted settlement by transplanting to Canandaigua
familiar economic and social institutions. By 1800 Canan-
daigua flowered as a prosperous, attractively built town-
ship and village.
The process of settlement and development of Canan-
daigua reveals that Phelps, working through the Phelps-
Gorham land company and as an individual, opened, organized,
settled, and developed this town and the surrounding lands
into a new commercial society modeled upon eastern American
culture. Men of wealth, not poor farmers, were responsible
for making a viable society out of a forbidden and dis-
organized wilderness. And village rather than rural growth
was the agency promoting frontier settlement. By studying
the policies and procedures of Oliver Phelps and his
associates, we can understand the significance of commer-
cial growth in western settlement and the role wealthy
entrepreneurs played in its development.
Historians have tended to view frontier settlement
principally as an agricultural movement; and, development
in terms of farming activity rather than in terms of
entrepreneurial activity. Frederick Jackson Turner's
ground breaking essay "The significance of the frontier
in American history," suggested several ideas for including
vii
town development in a study of westward expansion. Turner
believed that the origin of American land policy was found
in colonial land practice; and, that the so-called "Atlantic
frontier" was "compounded of fisherman, fur trader, miner,
cattle raiser, and farmer," suggesting the idea of urban
frontier growth."'" These suggestions were lost in the
larger debate generated by Turner's frontier theory,
however
.
In 1941, Bayrd Still wrote a suggestive essay on
"Patterns of mid-Nineteenth Century Urbanization in the
Middle West," which stated that cities and towns actually
2facilitated settlement of the frontier area. But not
until 1959, was there a full length study of the signifi-
cance of the role of the city in frontier development.
Richard C. Wade's The Urban Frontier: the rise of western
cities, 1790-1830 (Cambridge, Mass., 1959) clearly shows that
cities grew well before the surrounding countryside was
settled. 3 Cities were the children of commerce. They
correctly anticipated trade routes used by pioneers, and
wherever they were founded the adjoining territory was
quickly settled. More recently, studies by John Francis
McDermott in The Frontier Reexamined and Robert R. Dykstra,
in the The Cattle Towns , have amplified and refined the role
of cities on the frontier and have shown the commercial
4
nature of frontier development in the far west. The
study of urban influence on America's westward development
Vlll
is now an important field of scholarly investigation.
A fundamental part of the history of frontier develop-
ment is the process of migration, the introduction of
institutions, and the role of speculators in frontier
settlement. But these factors are missing from modern
studies of frontier growth. This dissertation is an
attempt to shed light on the founding of a village or
"city" in the middle of a wilderness, and to analyse its
economic and social growth over a period of ten years. This
study might also suggest that a market-place mentality
underlies the growth of both eastern and western
societies. The westward spread of this American value may
well be a central unifying influence in the growth of
American civilization. Beneath regional differences
Americans share a common commercial ethic reflected in a
drive for profits and a strong need for social respect-
ability. This ethic was clearly present during the
pioneering of central New York and does not seem to have
abated as the west was populated. In western settlements
as in eastern cities, the drive for wealth was a central
theme of life, making the west similar to, if not indeed
an extension of, eastern American society.
Since this study focuses upon diverse topics such as
frontier migration, town-building, and proprietary settle-
ment policies, an explanation of my approach and data
used is in order. Oliver Phelps was a central figure in
ix
Canandaigua' s growth, but he was also important in the
settlement of the entire Phelps-Gorham Purchase. His
activity with the Phelps-Gorham land company, his role in
state and local politics, and his vast land speculating
interests made a study of village growth based upon the
chronological activities of one man impractical to do. But
I had no desire to obscure the remarkable contributions of
Phelps and several others connected with town-building, so
a compromise was struck. The first four chapters deal with
the period from 1779 to 1790 in chronological fashion.
Emphasis is placed upon Phelps 1 activities in discovering,
purchasing, organizing, and developing the Phelps-Gorham
Purchase and the township of Canandaigua. The last four
chapters treat Canandaigua development topically. These
chapters describe the process of migration, barriers to
settlement, and the economic growth and social development
of the village, between 1788 and 1800. Proprietary
contributions are described when appropriate, but the main
theme is the impact of speculators and the frontier
environment on the early growth of Canandaigua and its
outlying area.
Data for this study was gathered from diverse sources.
Much of it came from letters, land records, maps, surveys,
and financial records found in the Phelps-Gorham Papers
held by the New York State Library, Albany, New York.
Additional data bearing upon the construction of Canandaigua
township and the entire Phelps-Gorham region came from
Phelps 1 papers found in the Princeton University Library,
Princeton, New Jersey, and in the Detroit Public Library.
A considerable portion of the work of identifying settlement
patterns and pioneer settlers, determining currency values
and currency exchange rates, and computing land values was
accomplished by using these papers. The computations and
values appearing in this study were taken from the records
left by Phelps and constitute as precise an accounting as
one can give without resorting to the use of a computer.
The time limits of this work were set after determining
the period during which Canandaigua developed into a fully
mature community possessing all the institutions marking
it as an urbanized society. After comparing its frontier
settlement with later growth patterns, I discovered that
by 1800, Canandaigua, as well as a large portion of
surrounding territory, had achieved viability. Although in
some instances this work draws upon information outside
the stated parameters to demonstrate development, readers
will immediately see that the time difference is inconse-
quential. For the purpose of studying the evolution of a
township, the term Canandaigua refers only to township 10
range 3 of the Phelps-Gorham Purchase. In 1792, township
9 range 3 was settled as a part of Canandaigua, but its
late beginning and its typical agricultural development,
which duplicated township 10 range 3, made it impractical
xi
to include.
Canandaigua and Geneva, important townships in the
Phelps-Gorham Purchase, were originally pronounced and
spelled according to Indian dialect. Canandaigua was
identified as "Kanandarqua" or "Canandarqua" and Geneva was
called "Canadasaga" For the purpose of clarity, I have
changed "Canandarqua" to the modern form of Canandaigua
while retaining the term "Canadasaga" for Geneva. This
small change enables me to present letters and other
primary materials in their original form without confusing
the reader with similar names.
Since data for both the settlement of Canandaigua and
the rise and fall of the Phelps-Gorham Company is plentiful,
my purpose has been to explain as clearly as possible how
very complicated activities and policies resulted in the
creation of a new frontier society without doing an
injustice to either the company or the settlement. Much
could be written about the land company, but rather than
diverting my main theme, only essential information bearing
upon its involvement in the Purchase is offered here.
Civilizing the frontier of central New York had much to do
with the activities of individual speculators and builders,
and little with company committees. The interaction of
individual proprietor, settler, and Indian, produced the
new society and that is what this study attempts to
delineate
.
xii
In writing this dissertation, I have been helped in
significant ways by historians, librarians, and friends.
Professors Winfred E. A. Bernhard, Hugh Bell, and Gordon F.
Sutton of the University of Massachusetts offered guidance,
constructive criticism, and considerable encouragement at
every stage of my research and writing. The thoughtfulness
and support of Professor Bernhard, in particular, who
directed this study, were of great value in completing it.
Professor Paul W. Gates of Cornell University, who listened
patiently to many recitals of my thesis and who followed
its development with interest, also contributed to a refin-
ing of its content.
Many librarians, local historians, and local officials
aided my search for Phelps-Gorham material. The entire
staff of the archives section in the New York State Library
helped at one stage or another. James Corsaro and Peter
Christoph, in particular, lent me special support in digging
out Phelps papers and guiding me to related research infor-
mation. Frances A. Hoxie of the Connecticut Historical
Society taught me the fundamentals of genealogical research
and also helped me locate Genesee Country data in the large
Jeremiah Wadsworth Collection at the Society.
Clyde Maffin, Ontario County, New York historian gave
generously of his knowledge and time. His grasp of the
entire Phelps Collection in the Ontario County Historical
Society greatly aided my study. Richard Morse of Canan-
xiii
daigua, a kind
r knowledgeable gentleman spent many hours
explaining Canandaigua 1 s early history to me. Mr. Frank
Talome, the Ontario County Clerk, allowed me to use impor-
tant court records and deed books. Mr. William Valentine,
also of the county office, taught me the art of searching
deeds right back to the pioneers. Dr. Robert S. Cotsen of
Buffalo, New York, contributed to my understanding of
pioneer disease by interpreting an old medical dissertation
on the subject. Finally, this work would not have reached
its present form as quickly or as neatly were it not for
Mrs. Suk C. Koo who typed this manuscript with professional
expertise
.
My parents William and Virginia Siles and friends such
as C. Edwin and Anne Doan and Thomas M. Maher have shown
continuing interest in my work, and helped me in many ways
during the long pull toward completion. To my wife Dorothy
D. Siles, who aided and counseled me at every stage of my
work, I am particularly grateful. I deeply appreciate
the encouragement and support which she gave me. Without
her enthusiasm and understanding, this dissertation could
never have been attempted. To Muffin, our late, great
household cat, who kept me company during long hours of
work, I can only say that we are finally finished.
ABSTRACT
A Vision of Wealth: Speculators and Settlers
in the Genesee Country of New York, 1788-1800
May, 1978
William Herbert Siles, B.A., University of Buffalo, M.A.T.
M.A.
,
Ph.D., University of Massachusetts
Directed by: Professor Winfred E.A. Bernhard
This is a study of the relationship between spec-
ulators, and the development of Canandaigua, N.Y. from
1788 to 1800. Oliver Phelps, a wealthy speculator from
Granville, Massachusetts organized and helped finance the
establishment of Canandaigua village in the center of a
large tract of land he and Nathaniel Gorham of Charles-
town, Massachusetts purchased from the Commonwealth of
Massachusetts. Phelps believed that a centrally located
trading center promoted frontier settlement, and raised
land values throughout the entire area, thereby helping
speculators to realize substantial profits on their
investment. By studying the policies and procedures of
Oliver Phelps and his associates, we can understand the
significance of commercial growth in western settlements
and the role wealthy entrepreneurs played in its develop-
ment .
Although Canandaigua was designed by its founder to
act as an agency for frontier settlement, its development
xiv
is significant for a study of urban frontier growth.
Canandaigua settlement shows that during its early years
economic opportunity was available to every class of
citizen. But as society expanded and grew wealthy,
opportunity for poor people diminished. The cost of land
and the function of the market place quickly priced the
settlement out of reach of the poor. The reality of
economic opportunity present in Canandaigua in 1795, was
all but gone by 1800.
Canandaigua 1 s pattern of settlement and development
indicates that the Genesee Country was not settled by
adventurers and troublemakers, but by quiet New England
families. The bulk of migration to both the village and
farm lots consisted of young, married men with families.
Most of these migrants came from central and western
Massachusetts and Connecticut. These families did not
move westward to escape eastern problems, but rather to
seek greater economic and personal self-satisfaction.
Canandaigua grew economically because it was
located on a main trade route and because speculators
settled there very early. These wealthy residents
provided newcomers with supplies and markets for their
goods, as well as financial assistance and other support
necessary for pioneering a new frontier. But the
presence of speculators could not completely overcome
problems generated by frontier living. Sickness, economic
xvi
failure, loneliness, fear of Indians, uncertain and
insufficient supply, and a lack of currency confronted the
settler. Society was nearly overwhelmed. But as the
physical and emotional barriers were overcome, frontier
society returned to a pattern of development similar to
that found in the east. Frontier society was fashioned to
fill a gap left by the loss of familiar eastern institu-
tions. By 1800, Canandaigua settlers had reestablished in
the middle of a western wilderness many of the finest
institutions found in eastern American cities.
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CHAPTER I
THE GENESEE COUNTRY
Genesee is an Indian name for a portion of a river
running between present day Avon and Mount Morris, in
central New York State. Seneca Indians, who inhabited the
region before white settlement, called the area "Gen-nis-he-
°" or beautiful valley, and "Gen-ne-see" or clear valley or
pleasant open valley. 1 The remainder of the river running
from Avon northward to Lake Ontario was known in its
entirety simply as "Guh-hun-da , " a large stream. 2 When the
Seneca began trading with white men, and occasionally
warring with them, their village site near Avon became the
common term for the entire river system. 3 Later, when a
tract of land was purchased from the Seneca, in 1788, the
name "Genesee" was applied to all the land surrendered by
the nation. After settlement began, Genesee was loosely
applied to all lands west of Utica, and all of western
New York became popularly known as the Genesee Country.^
The Phelps-Gorham Purchase was the first land sale
made by the Seneca after the American Revolution. The
Purchase was a generally rectangular configuration 4 3 miles
wide and 8 3 miles long, and located between the Genesee
River and Seneca Lake. The Genesee river and lake marked
its western and eastern boundaries, and Lake Ontario and
the northern border of Pennsylvania its northern and
1
2The Phelps - Gorham Purchase
3southern boundaries. The tract, in totality, contained
2,500,000 acres or 3,905 square miles of land. When the
Phelps-Gorham Purchase was obtained from the Indians, in
1788, it was a vast preserve of untouched natural resources,
capable of providing a variety of profitable returns, and a
valuable prize for ambitious land speculators, developers,
5colonizers, and promoters of settlement.
The Purchase is characterized by a climate, land
surface, and soil conducive to bountiful agricultural
production. On the northern half of the land, approximately
from the center of the Finger Lakes to Lake Ontario, the
climate is marked by short, moderately severe winters,
long mild autumns, and a growing season between 180 and
200 days. Below the center of the Purchase, winters are
somewhat longer and summers and autumns shorter and cooler.
7
The average growing season lasts about 16 0 days. Annual
precipitation averages 32 inches, and is lighter than are
g
coastal areas like Long Island which averages 46 inches.
There are, however, advantages with the lighter rainfall.
Distribution of precipitation is relatively uniform over
the tract, largely falling during the growing season, so
long droughts or dry spells are rare. High winds,
tornadoes, and violent weather, which are sometimes
characteristic of areas having heavy precipitation are also
rare.
9 The moderate climate, lengthy growing season, and
even rainfall provide excellent conditions for generous
4harvests
.
The surface of the land contrasts sharply with the
relatively uniform character of the climate. The Purchase
is divided almost evenly into two parts: the Allegheny
Plateau region in the south, and the Erie-Ontario Plain in
the north. From the Pennsylvania border northwards, the
Allegheny Plateau extends 47 miles until it slopes toward
the north by means of a series of "steps" called the Portage
Escarpment. 10 Beyond this there is the somewhat rolling
and hilly Plain region. The surface of the Plateau ranges
from fairly broad and level areas in the south, where
elevation above sea level reaches 2,500 feet, to short,
hilly areas in the north, where elevation slopes downward
to 710 feet near the Escarpment. 11 In contrast, the Erie-
Ontario Plain is a region of low relief extending about 35
miles south of the Great Lakes to the Escarpment. This
land is generally level, but not entirely so. Rolling and
hilly terrain is mixed with level land creating a distinctly
hilly appearance near the center of the tract. Elevation
rises from near sea level at the edge of the Great Lakes to
about 900 feet near the Escarpment. z Thus, as one pro-
gresses from south to north, the land becomes more level and
the hills shorter and rolling.
The quality of soil found on the Purchase varies with
the topographical features of the land. From Lake Ontario
to the Portage Escarpment, a broad belt of deep topsoil with
5a bedrock consisting of nearly horizontal layers of lime-
stone, Silurian shale, and sandstone predominates. 13
Because limestone is very high in organic matter, and
nearly neutral in reaction, it makes an excellent parent
material for producing fertile topsoil. 14 Thus, the Erie-
Ontario Plain soils, known as silt and sandy loam, and muck,
are the most productive soils found on the Purchase; and,
are equivalent to the best agricultural soils in the entire
15
state. The Escarpment and the Allegheny Plateau, however,
contain interbedded shales and fine grained dense sandstone.
Since there is little or no limestone in this area, and the
bedrocks are acid, and the compact subsoil alkaline, the
15
soil is less fertile. In general, these soils are stony,
acidic, and shallower than the plains soils, and are
1
7
capable of only fair to good agricultural production.
An indication of a soil's fertility is given by the
species of trees grown in an area. Before settlement the
Purchase was generally heavily forested. Exceptions to
this were small areas at the heads of the Finger Lakes and
along the Genesee River where the Seneca cleared land for
their villages and gardens. On the higher hills of the
plain and on the plateau grew white pine, chestnut, ash,
butternut, and basswood trees. Alluvial soils produced
elm, black ash, willow, and soft maple trees. Sugar maple,
beech, red and white oak, yellow poplar, wild cherry, white
and black walnut, hickory, wild plum, and dogwood were also
6ommon to the soils of both the plain and plateau. The
bundance of hard woods on the plain was clear indication
f the land's superior soil. 18
Another index of a soil's fertility is the variety of
hrubs and plants grown on the land. Common to the tract
ere plentiful supplies of sassafras, wild hops, fox grapes,
inseng, sarsaparilla
, snake root, and mandrakes. Berries
nd fruit trees grew in abundance, and accounted for a
arge portion of the Seneca diet. Cranberries, wild
oseberries, whortleberries, apple, peach and plum trees
1 9ere grown wild on the Purchase.
Wild animals thrived in the forest and an array of
ish were found in the lakes and streams before the land
as settled. Deer, moose, elk, beaver, otter, and
quirrels provided the Indians with meat as well as with
urs and pelts. Menacing creatures such as bears, wolves,
nd panthers were the foes of both the Indians and the
ater settlers. Game birds were plentiful and provided
tie inhabitants with feathers for pillows and meat for the
able. Wild turkeys, pheasant, partridge, quail, pigeon,
nd wild geese were abundant in wooded areas. In the
akes and streams, the Indians caught quantities of trout,
srch, pike, sheep-head, bass, and sucker fish. With this
ariety of natural resources at their command, the Seneca
20
ndians and, later on, Americans thrived on the land.
Domination of this rich territory by the Seneca lasted
for at least a century prior to their sudden collapse in a
battle with an American Army in 1779, at Newtown, New York.
Prior to the outbreak of the American Revolution, the Seneca
tribe numbered about 1,050 warriers and was the strongest
member of the Six Nations, a confederacy of New York Indians
containing an average of about 180 warriers per tribe. 21
The Seneca were known among the Six Nations as the guard-
ians or "Keepers of the Western Door" because their
territory encompassed the western end of the Confederacy,
and it was their duty to defend that area against enemy
22
attack. The Seneca tribe fell when they, along with
three other members of the Confederacy/ joined with the
British to suppress the Revolution. General Sullivan of
New Hampshire led an expeditionary force against the warring
Indians in the autumn of 1779, and won a total victory. 23
The Seneca nation was reduced to an aggregate of 1,695
people containing less than 600 warriers as a result of
24that conflict. Their power broken, the Seneca were
pushed westward to Lake Erie and into Canada. The Genesee
Country was thus opened for exploration and settlement by
the victorious Americans.
Forces building up in New England for a century prior
to the American Revolution produced conditions favorable
for post-war migration to the Genesee. Land holdings per
head of household in seventeenth century New England
averaged between 125 and 150 acres of land, which was more
8han sufficient for farming and family growth. By the end
f the Revolution, however, the average farm had declined
o about 4 5 acres per household and was no longer adequate
or the needs of a large family. 25 a rapidly multiplying
opulation competing for limited reserves of good land
ncreased land prices, thereby reducing the size and quality
4= n 26t new farms. Many small propertied farmers were forced
o cultivate inexpensive marginal land which reduced
ields, increased labor requirements, and ultimately
owered their standard of living. Continuous division of
lder farms among family members also contributed signif-
cantly to the reduction of family farms. Farm lands were
ivided and redivided among the sons of the original owner
ntil there was little left for the later generations to
27
arm.
The decline in personal wealth due to the precipitous
ecline in land holdings was exacerbated by New England's
nefficient farming practices. Poor planting techniques,
estruction of woods, and poor soil conservation quickly
2 8
ore out fertile land. When these techniques were
pplied to marginal lands they yielded such poor results
hat all but the destitute refused to work them. Rapid
xhaustion of soil thus resulted in a constant demand,
2 9
mong rich and poor alike, for new fertile lands. But
rising population and over a century of soil mismanage-
ent reduced the availability of good land and raised its
price. By 1785, unabated land hunger, especially among
poor and lower-middle class farmers, could not be met in
southern New England and it became an important factor in
the post-war migration. 30
Population pressure also affected men trained for pro-
fessional, commercial, and skilled labor positions. College
educated men, apprentices, and young entrepreneurs
discovered that the villages and the cities contained few
opportunities in relation to their growing numbers. Limited
opportunity at home and the lure of new adventure attracted
their attention to the west. New lands seemed a likely
area where young men might profitably invest their time
and satisfy their ambitions.
Post-war economic conditions compounded the long term
trend toward economic instability. In Massachusetts, the
state government faced an enormous war debt and insuffi-
cient revenue to retire it. Dry taxes, that is, taxes
designed to recall certain types of currency, were levied
on property to reduce the debt. Then, additional taxes were
passed to pay soldiers bonuses and to pay for war supplies.
Local taxes increased when poor relief grew after the war.
Returning soldiers, not able to pay accumulated debts,
required assistance from their towns in order to re-
establish themselves. Creditors, uncertain of the future,
called in their debts. Thus, farmers and villagers,
oppressed by high prices, tight credit, limited opportunity,
10
nd high taxes, began looking thoughtfully toward undevel-
ped western lands. 31
Many New Englanders focused their attention on western
bw York State because Sullivan's army brought New England
^ldiers in direct contact with the rich soil and consider-
3le resources of the Genesee Country. They saw the hard-
Dod trees, the fresh water, varieties of fish, abundant
ame, productive soil, and their interest was naturally
wakened. The potential of this amazing territory for
sttlement compelled many to write down what they saw, in
:der to keep the details fresh for their friends at home. 32
Journals written by some of the officers on the
cpedition reveal the delight experienced by their discovery
5 Sullivan's army marched northward along the banks of
lyuga Lake, one of the Finger Lakes, Major Burrows of New
;rsey made it his business to take in as much of the
33
:enery as he could. "As soon as our tents were pitched,"
i wrote, "I amused myself with walking on the bank of the
:ayuga/ river, which brought to my view a large bottom or
sautiful plain - not a stump to be seen - a great burden
wild grass, and with industry (from the appearance of
.e soil) would make most excellent meadow." 34 Major
Lrrows practiced eye continually studied the terrain as
passed along the eastern edge of Seneca Lake enroute
Geneva. He marvelled at the Indian crops he saw growing
most wild in the fields. He noticed that "corn grows
11
such as cant be equalled in Jersey - Beans, cucumbers,...
watermellons & pumpkins in such quantities (were it reaped
in the manner it should be) would be almost incredible to a
. . 35
civilized people."" "The corn at this place /Middletown/
being about 150 acres and superior to any that I ever see.
The land exceeds any that I have ever seen. Some corn
stalks measure eighteen feet & a cob, 1 foot and a half.
Beans, musk melon, cucumbers are in great plenty." 36 He
observed that "there is a great plenty of pea vines, which
is as good as clover for horses, with which this part of
37
the country abounds." At Geneva, the Major noticed a
well built stockaded town containing 40 dwellings. "Corn,
beans, and peach and apple trees abounded. "All the land,"
3 8he wrote, "is very good."
At Geneva the army turned westward, and 17 miles later
Major Burrows was entering the Indian town of Canandaigua.
The town appeared as a "large and prettily situated town,
the number of houses about thirty and very neat. Corn and
39beans plenty." The march fron Canandaigua to the Genesee
River was noted as uninspiring, due to the swamp land that
intervened for 10 miles. 40 When the Major reached the
river, he was astonished with what he saw. In his journal
he wrote
:
Came upon a plain of land about 2 miles and one half
wide (some places wider) and to appearances in
length about twelve miles. Not a rise of ten feet
through the whole, not a stump on it. A few acres
of timber, which stands in small groves, make it
appear much more beautiful. The land cant be equalled
I have frequently heard the expression when a personhas been describing good grass and good pasture thatit was knee high and pasture up to the horses eyes.But here, it is higher than a mans head, when on hishorse
.
qi
ne army halted at the Genesee, reversed course, and
^turned east. But the reports of Major Burrows and many
thers stimulated considerable interest in the Genesee
Duntry among New Englanders and encouraged them to explore
ts potential for settlement. 42
During the late 1780' s, several unidentified travelers
rom New England followed the path of Sullivan's army into
ne area
. Their letters expressed the same enthusiasm
Dr the Genesee as their earlier counterparts. Viewing
le land with the idea of eventually settling it, these men
sported that no better conditions existed elsewhere for
le start of a new civilization. Compared with the flat
and of the Connecticut River, the Genesee was considered
Bqual to if not superior" to it. 43 The "flat and intervale
3 of a good quality you will meet with." There is "lime-
tone and plenty of clay... for pottery work." "The water
3 clear and very good and the current of the streams is
Lvely." 44 Access to the Genesee was convenient, due to a
ater network that linked the Mohawk River with the Finger
akes. Good boating could be expected, except for a 1 mile
Drtage at Little Falls on the Mohawk, a similar portage to
Dod Creek, and a short portage on the Seneca River leading
13
to Geneva and Canandaigua.
A most important observation on the capacity of the
new land to support pioneers was offered by one of the
explorers. The writer explained that:
In this tract of country there have been a number of
old indian settlements which with their apple trees,
peach trees, corn, beans, etc., were destroyed by
General Sullivan in the late war. In the place
where the indian townships stood, there is good
english grass, besides other large tracts of cleared
lands, both up land and meadows or intevales, on
which grows very great quantities of indian grass
called indian bent. Most of which affords very good
grazing in summer, if cut in season, will make good
fodder for horses & cattle, which I think must be
very convenient for the first settlers. /The land7
is easily cleared to plow. Although the orchards-
were generally destroyed in the war, there are some
left which with some growing can bear very good
apples, but the quantity is not yet very great.
There is a number of good streams and good mill seats
in the flats. 4b
His report confirmed what had already been known of the
Genesee, that it was a ripe spot for new development. The
same writer cautioned his reader that he had not exag-
gerated when he said that the Genesee was the finest place
he had seen. "I know very well that romantic stories of
new countries are frequently circulated, and you wish for
facts and not romances, so you are to expect nothing of
that from me." "I think it /Genesee/ bids fair to be a
prosperous country .. ./and/ I am pursuaded that it is
calculated to support a great number of industrious
inhabitants, which will add weight and strength to those
states. May America flourish in agriculture and manufac-
iring, and my friend, bring it prosperity ." 46 with the
ilue of the Genesee firmly fixed in the minds of potential
ittlers and speculators, it remained for the states and
le federal government to clarify its ownership.
Great Britian, at the end of the Revolution, in the
reaty of Paris of 1783, relinquished her claim to all
Ldian lands west to the Mississippi River. Since there
is no provision in the treaty for either making peace or
^tending sovereignty over England's fallen allies, it was
ift to Congress to conclude a separate peace with them. 47
te Congress appointed commissioners for that purpose, and
i October 22, 1784, concluded a peace treaty at Fort
:anwix, near Rome, New York, with the Seneca, Mohawk,
londaga, and Cayuga nations. By the terms of the treaty,
;ace was established upon condition that the Indians
irrender all claims to land west of Fort Niagara. The
>mmissioners agreed to allow the Indians to reside upon
>out 6 million acres of land between Fort Niagara and
;neca Lake and retain the right of selling it if they
jsire. But the Indians were forced to acknowledge that
ley were doing so under the sovereignty of the United
:ates. The same principle applied to America's allies,
le Oneidas and Tuscaroras, who were confirmed in the
>ssession of their respective territories east of Seneca
ike. In the minds of Congress, the Treaty of Fort Stanwix
;duced the territory of the Six Nations to the status of
15
land owned under the American government, and eliminated
any Indian pretension to treatment as a foreign nation. 49
Although the treaty extinguished Indian claims to
western territory and brought the Genesee Country within
the jurisdiction of the United States, it did not settle
the question of state jurisdiction over the land. The
states of New York and Massachusetts were not willing to
allow this land to pass out of their hands, so both states
advanced claims to it based on their old colonial charters.
On May 24, 1784, the Commonwealth of Massachusetts presented
a petition to the Congress claiming that their charters of
1620 and 1629, granted the colony all lands between
latitude 42 degree, 2 minutes north and latitude 44 degree,
15 minutes north from sea to sea; and, that the Genesee
Country was the just and proper right of the Commonwealth.
The petition also noted that New York had claimed the same
land, and requested that Commissioners be appointed to
5 0determine the controversy. On June 3, 1784, Congress
served notice on New York that Massachusetts had petitioned
for a settlement of the claim, and ordered both states to
present legal briefs before the congressional commission
5 ]in December.
New York's claim was by far the stronger of the two.
She based her claim on the fact that a 1664 patent granted
by Charles II to his brother, the Duke of York, conveyed
all the land taken from the Dutch at New Amsterdam during
le Anglo-Dutch war, 1664-67. The patent included all the
-rritory controlled by the Six Nations (then Five) and
apervised by the Dutch through numerous treaties made
atween the two parties. By a series of treaties made in
le King's name, but administered by the colony of New York,
le territory of the Six Nations was effectively brought
nder the permanent management of that state. Thus, New
Drk contended that the royal charter, the submission and
sssions of the Indians, and the active assertion of
Dntrol by New York's colonial legislature of Holland's
revious trading rights brought the territory of the Six
ations within their boundaries. 52
The controversy was, however, not easily settled,
le states could not agree upon suitable judges to arbitrate
leir dispute; and, after a two year delay, both states
Esquested their legislatures to allow them to settle the
atter outside the jurisdiction of Congress. 53 Permission
as granted and agents for both sides met at Hartford,
Dnnecticut, in November, 1786, for a final settlement.
:ter three weeks of negotiation, they executed a cora-
romise agreement by which New York retained "the
)vernment, sovereignty, and jurisdiction" of all territory
Laimed by her; and Massachusetts obtained the right of
irehasing or pre-empting all Seneca land between Seneca
ike and Lake Erie. 5 ^ She was also given the pre-emption
.ght to 230,000 acres of land lying between the Owego and
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Chenango Rivers. 55
Massachusetts' pre-emption right carried several
important conditions which affected the settlement and
development of the Genesee. First, the lands ceded to
Massachusetts were exempted from "general or state taxes
until fifteen years after granted thereof shall be confirmed
by Massachusetts.
"
5 6 Only town and county taxes were
permitted during that period, and they required the
approval of the New York Legislature. Second, Massa-
chusetts was allowed to sell the pre-emption right to
whomever it deemed worthy. The only stipulation attached
to a sale was that the purchaser had to have a state
appointed superintendent witness the transaction, and the
state had to confirm, by legislative vote, any treaty
approved by the superintendent. 57 Freedom from taxation
enhanced the value of the property to land starved and tax
oppressed New Englanders, while the opportunity of
purchasing a part or all of the pre-emption right opened
the way for private development, so the Genesee lands
became an object of importance among settlers, speculators,
and developers.
Although a strong need and a willingness existed among
New Englanders to settle fresh new lands like the Genesee
Country, no immediate migration resulted as a consequence
of Massachusetts' ownership of the pre-emption right. Due
to Massachusetts ' s policy of land distribution, expansion
18
ito the Genesee was controlled and the pattern of develop-
mt directed by wealthy businessmen, whose pioneering
iforts opened the way and helped transplant a new civili-
ition to the New York wilderness. Access to new land
mded to be restricted to men of capital because Massa-
msetts' system of acquiring a land grant, or pre-
option right, during the 1780' s was little changed from
lat which existed a century and a half earlier. In 1633,
le General Court decreed that all Indian purchases must be
ipervised by the colonial legislature. Individuals or
roups were thus required to petition the General Court
>r the privilege of buying land from the Indians. 58 When
le petition was received by the legislature, a special
>mmittee was assigned to consider which individual or
roup was qualified to carry out the requirements of the
)lony and the pre-emption right was then granted. Addi-
.onally, a committee of the General Court or its agent,
tiled a Superintendent, observed the Indian purchase, and
>proved of the deed, before the General Court would con-
.rm the sale of the land. 59 The procedure followed by
te General Court in granting pre-emption rights was
milar to the one granting new townships within the
ilony, except that a superintendent was not required for
•anting townships. The basic requirements that grantees
:monstrate a need for the new land and settle the property
anted was the same in both cases.
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In the 18th century, the General Court changed its
requirements for granting pre-emption rights, but retained
the original procedures. By an Act of 1727, need for land
was no longer a requirement and actual settlement was re-
placed with a bidding system whereby proprietors bought
land from the colony on the basis of speculation rather than
settlement. 60 Free or nearly free grants of land in return
for actual settlement was eliminated in the colony of
Massachusetts. This change sharply curtailed the ability
of less wealthy men to have access to new lands by placing
an emphasis on a petitioner's financial resources. 61 The
General Court's policy of emphasizing revenue over need
was crucial in awarding the pre-emption to the Genesee,
because those who needed the land most would not be the
first ones to own it.
Massachusett 1 s land policy also had a direct effect
upon the pattern of development occurring on new lands.
Under Massachusetts' proprietary system, the grantee became
an agent for the establishment of new towns. Although the
proprietors did not have to settle where they purchased,
they were legally responsible for surveying the lands into
townships, laying out town plots, building highways and
streets, erecting saw and grist mills, providing a burial
ground, attracting settlers to the purchase, and introduc-
ing religious and educational institutions on the prop-
erty. 6 ^ Thus, before a pre-emption right was granted, the
neral Court had to be satisfied with the ability of the
rchaser to carry out a plan of development coinciding with
evailing practices in the state. 63 when the bidder gave
evincing evidence that he possessed the means of accom-
ishing these goals, then the award was made. This policy
.rthered the interests of wealthy men at the expense of
tall propertied individuals, because only men with surplus
pital commanded the resources necessary for developing a
rge tract of land, such as the Genesse Country, into a
able society. 64 It also had the effect of insuring that
wn building procedures and practices current in Massa-
usetts during the 1780' s would be transferred to western
w York and that an orderly process of settlement would
ke place.
The overall effect of the Massachusetts system of
operty ownership on the development of the Genesse
untry was to promote a speedy settlement and, at the
me time, limit initial access to men with capital. This
licy enabled land promoters to determine the form of
velopment occurring on the frontier lands, and the price
ttlers would pay for the opportunity of owning such
rtile soil. Small propertied individuals, unable to
mpete with businessmen who could afford to buy large
acts of land at one time, were forced to pay much more
r good land then they had to, if they were allowed to buy
rectly from the Commonwealth. Pioneering the Genesse
would thus occur on terms laid down by men of business
rather than farmers or village dwellers. Speculating
townbuilders, not pioneering farmers or backwoodsmen,
would determine the nature of the new civilization in
Genesse Country.
CHAPTER II
PRE-EMPTION AND PURCHASE OF THE GENESEE COUNTRY
Notwithstanding the existence of orderly procedures for
purchasing land grants from the Commonwealth of Massa-
chusetts, and the existence of a legal agreement between
Massachusetts and New York concerning the disposition of
the Genesee Country, wealthy and influential men quickly
discovered that the Genesee lands were not easily purchased.
Coalitions, compromises, bribery, and treachery charac-
terized the policies pursued by the parties involved in
purchasing the land. There were sufficient numbers of men
competing for a share of the territory so that a successful
completion of the purchase was nearly impossible to achieve.
At the beginning of the bidding process, during the
early months of 17 87, problems developed when two rivals,
Nathaniel Gorham and Oliver Phelps, formed a partnership.
Nathaniel Gorham, 49 years old in 1787, was a wealthy
Boston shipping merchant. Born the son of a Charlestown,
Massachusetts packet-boat captain, he lived his early life
in adequate lower-middle class surroundings. His early
education qualified him for Harvard, but instead he was
apprenticed to a New London merchant at age 15. On com-
pletion of his apprenticeship, Gorham returned to Charles-
town and engaged in merchandizing on his own. His business
prospered and he quickly became a well respected citizen
22
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Nathaniel Gorham
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the town. 1 His social standing and affluence was
tdicated by the fact that he was admitted as a member of
te Ancient Fire Society of Boston, an exclusive benevolent
ganization. At his death it was stated that he was "in
sy and affluent circumstances /and/... had much to attach
mself to the world, and induce him to wish for the con-
nuance of life .
"
2
Although he was a successful and respected merchant,
xham's greatest accomplishments and widest fame came in
litics. His character, in that regard, seemed well suited
18th century politics. According to a contemporary
etch written by William Pierce, Gorham was "a man of very
od sense, but not much improved in education." Commenting
his oratorical ability and personality, Pierce observed
at
:
He is eloquent and easy in public debate, but has
nothing fashionable or elegant in his style; - All
he aims at is to convince, and where he fails it
never is from his auditory not understanding him,
for no man is more perspicacious ... He is rather
lusty, and has an aggreable and pleasing manner.
^
education was a weakness, Gorham seemed to have com-
nsated for it by reading widely in literature, especially
llins and Plutarch. His correspondence reflected a deep
preciation of classical education.^
Gorham 1 s reputation, talent, and interest in public
fairs enabled him to achieve positions of great responsi-
lity in both state and national governments. After
serving locally as a Charles town selectman, he entered
state and regional politics. Gorham was elected to the
provincial legislature, 1771-75; the Revolutionary
Provincial Congress, 1774; and, to both houses of the state
legislature (including 2 years as the Speaker of the House).
In addition to serving his state as an elected official,
Gorham was appointed Superintendent of Revenue of Massa-
chusetts during the American Revolution and continued to
serve in that capacity until his death in 1796. He was
also appointed to the Governor's Council in 1788, and
became a judge of the Middlesex County Court of Common
Pleas. 5 Gorham' s participation in national politics
included serving as Massachusetts representative to the
Congress of the Confederation and a delegate to the Con-
stitutional Convention in 1787. 6 Thus, his political con-
nections gained during almost twenty years in public life,
and his intimate knowledge of Massachusetts financial
affairs made him a likely candidate for purchasing the pre-
emption.
Gorham became familiar with the Genesee lands as a
result of his service in the Confederation Congress, in
1785-86. His state was then contesting New York's claim
to the land, and he was concerned that Massachusetts
achieve a suitable resolution of the matter. He appeared
to fret over the possibility that New York would sell the
land to speculators before there could be a settlement.
i February 23, 1786, he wrote from New York that "As New
»rk continues to sell the lands in those parts, it will in
little time be an object of no importance whether we
:cover or not - As people are fast settling the lands etc.
.
will be very difficult to remove them or make them
purchase.
"
8
At that time, Gorham favored a cash settle-
:nt of the issue. "I was long ago of opinion that if Mass
>uld get a handsome sum of money to quit claim their
ghts it would be best to do it." 9 He could not see any
lue in a state owning land far away from its seat of
vernment. "Mass. cannot exercise jurisdiction over a
ople so remote," he wrote, "it is therefore . . . a business
at requires the consideration of govt.", and Massa-
usetts could not govern the Genesee well. 10
When Massachusetts gained the Pre-emption Right from
w York, Gorham began considering the possibility of
king a speculative purchase himself. At first, he
vored making a small purchase, but after meeting with
iver Phelps, he was convinced that both men could profit
they formed a partnership and made a joint purchase,
ther than competing for the right to the land. Thus
a series of steps, Phelps and Gorham moved into a most
mplicated speculative adventure.
Oliver Phelps was, like Gorham, a self-made man. A
ecocious financial manipulator, he was 39 years old and
11 established when he formed a partnership with Gorham.
Oliver Phelps
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He was born on a farm near Poquonock, Connecticut, in 1749.
His father died when he was 3 years old. At age seven, he
^as sent to live with relatives at Suffield, Connecticut,
and spent the remainder of his formative years there.
Phelps was taught business management as an apprentice
2lerk, and at the age of 22 left his foster home and set
ip a small country store at Granville, Massachusetts. 11
Us merchantile activity succeeded and he used the profits
:o buy real estate and wholesale beef cattle. By the
Deginning of the American Revolution, Phelps was a wealthy
nan
.
1 ^
During the revolutionary period, Phelps served as a
selectman of his town, then in both houses of the state
.egislature, and one term on the Governor's Council.
'helps also served as a delegate to the state Constitution
tl Convention in 1779-80. His significant service to the
mblic, however, was as a merchant, rather than as a
>olitician. At the outbreak of the American Revolution,
'helps served one year as Deputy-Commissary on the staff
if General Henry Champion, then retired from active
•articipation in the war. The next year he secured the
ob of beef supply sub-agent for the Northern Department
f the Continental Army, in Hampshire and Berkshire
ounties. His skill as a merchant earned him a promotion,
nd in 1781, he was appointed Superintendent of Beef
upply for the Continental Army in those counties. By the
end of the war, Phelps' quick wit, energy, self-confidence
boldness, and natural instincts as a trader earned him a
reputation as a sharp negotiator and as an effective
speculator
.
13
Phelps' personality is difficult to assess. So
involved was he in business affairs, that commentators
could not objectively separate the man from his occupation
Men dealing with Phelps both praised and damned him. To
his acquaintances, he was a loyal and generous person
whose friendship never faltered during difficult times. 14
His ability to exude charm made strangers feel welcome
and secure, and his wit put people at ease. But to his
enemies, he was known as a "damn rascal." 15 One man, in
fact, exclaimed that "Mr. P. is fond of maneuvering &
that it is almost impossible to keep him to a fixed point
in anything - ."16 Jefferson had much the same impression
of Phelps when he met him briefly during his first term
as President. "I do not know Oliver Phelps particular
character," Jefferson wrote, "except that he has all the
sagacity of a Connecticut man." 17 Phelps reputation as a
sharp business man, however, caused him much public
embarrassment and generated considerable resentment among
his associates.
In business dealings, for example, where Phelps was
suspected of unethical conduct, men gave him little time
to explain his actions or correct problems arising from
30
:he daily whirling of the market place. Phelps, in a
Letter addressed to Ephriam Root of Hartford, Connecticut,
i banker and close friend, explained one of the problems
racing him. A man named Gleason was calling Phelps "hard
lames in public claiming I had no funds in Lloyd's hands
md that I drew on. . .Lloyd knowing that the bill would be
>rotested." Rather than defend himself in public and
create more trouble, Phelps decided to settle the case on
Jleason 1 s terms
.
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On the occasion of Phelps' nomination as the Democrat-
.c-Republican candidate for Lieutenent-Governor of the
State of New York in 1804, on a ticket headed by Aaron
5urr, Phelps was subjected to continuous attacks on his
:haracter. In one broadside reprinted in the New York
:ity newspaper American Citizen
,
April 4, 1804, Phelps
ras characterized as
A man of extremely limited understanding. If
talents are essential pre-requisites for the
office of Lieutenant-Governor, he is totally
unfit. . . . His capacity is of the narrowest
kind. Nor has education supplied the defects
of nature. He is illiterate, perhaps with
out a parallel in the sphere in which he
accidentally moves . His ignorance is proverbial -
his vanity almost unequalled. He was noted for
duplicity and misrepresentation in the eastern
states .. ./where/ he was known by the name of
lying Phelps until he was thirty years old. 19
'his attack summarized in an exaggerated way many of the
'roblems Phelps faced with his image among businessmen.
evertheless, Phelps continued to forge ahead, working
31
endlessly and effectually on projects that taxed the
ability of average men. The man's drive and his capacity
to visualize great deeds and execute large tasks with
imagination and efficiency made him the envy of many of
his contemporaries. In that regard, Phelps thought of
himself as enterprising, industrious, and temperate in
all that he did, and believed that these virtues, while
not guaranteeing success, would be appreciated by society. 20
By combining the instincts of a gambler with the ability
of an artist, Phelps made an ideal candidate for the task
of pioneering, organizing and developing the wilderness
lands of the Genesee Country. 21
Phelps learned about the potential of the Genesee
Country from Hezekiah Chapman, a 41 year old Yale educated
minister, turned lawyer, that the Genesee Country could
not be purchased from the Indians until influential Tories
residing at Fort Niagara were involved in the business.
Chapman had spent the entire summer and early fall of 1787,
exploring the Genesee. He learned from Col. John Butler,
the British Deputy Superintendent of Indian Affairs at
the Fort, that the Indians would act only according to
the advice he and Chief Joseph Brant gave them concerning
a sale. The Indians might be induced to part with their
land, Butler said, but only if he and several other
British agents were made partners in the purchase.
While the motive of Butler's chief partner, Samuel
Street, an Indian Trader at Fort Niagara, was profit, it
ippears that Butler intended his share for the support of
relatives and close friends in Connecticut. Butler was
>orn in New London, Connecticut, in 1725, and had moved to
:he Mohawk region of the western New York frontier in the
-760' s, serving as a Judge of Tryon County, and later as
commander of a British Regiment of Militia during the
vmerican Revolution. After the Revolution, Butler remained
rith the British garrison at Fort Niagara, and in the
:apacity of Deputy Superintendent of Indian Affairs
delded great influence over the remnants of the Six
fations residing near the Fort. After the war, Butler
earned that a number of his friends and relatives in
few London County, Connecticut, were suffering financial
.ardship, and he was determined to help by donating a
arge parcel of valuable Genesee land to them. Hence,
utler became steadfast in preventing any sale until he
as included in the transaction. Chapman, for his part,
as also steadfast in the belief that the Genesee lands
ere very valuable. He returned to Massachusetts with
he idea of forming a land company of his own, buying the
re-emption, and then dealing with the Tories and Indians
t Fort Niagara. 23
After returning to his Uxbridge, Massachusetts home
n the autumn of 1787, Chapman formulated plans for
urchasing the Pre-emption. He wanted to form a company
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of wealthy, influential, and ambitious men, so he contacted
Oliver Phelps at Granville and sought his opinion. How
well Chapman knew Phelps can not be determined, but
Chapman trusted Phelps "in preference to all others to
procure the Pre-emption Right. "24 At their meeting Chapman
proposed that he, Phelps, and several others "form a
respectable Company of Associates" and bid on only "1/10
part of the whole of the Pre-emption if a purchase could be
effected." with a small purchase, the financial risk was
low and the cost of involving the Tories and Indians was
minimized. 25 Phelps agreed to form a company with Chapman
and bid on the Pre-emption, and the Phelps-Chapman was
brought into existance.
By the time Phelps and Chapman had reached their
agreement, the Constitutional Convention had concluded its
work and Nathaniel Gorham had returned to Charlestown.
Gorham approached the General Court with an offer to
purchase one million acres of Genesee land and pay the
Commonwealth in specie at whatever price they agreed
2 6
upon. Rather than bid against each other, Phelps sug-
gested to Gorham that they join together as equal partners
and improve their chances of getting the right. Phelps
also explained that he was forming a company of investors
for the purpose of raising capital for an Indian pur-
chase. He had secured the consent of thirteen men and
there was the probability that many more would join in the
34
ear future. After listening to Phelps' plans and
earning of the men involved with the company, Gorham
ecided to join him and form the Phelps-Gorham Company. 2 ~>
The company that Phelps was in the process of forming,
ontained mostly wealthy and politically influential men
rom Massachusetts. The membership included Samuel
hillips, merchant, judge, and a former state representative
rom Boston; Samuel Breck, merchant, from Boston; Joseph B.
arnum, merchant, and a former state representative and
elegate to the Confederation Congress from Dracut; James
ullivan, a judge, from Boston; Thomas Russell, merchant,
ember of the Governor's Council, and state representative,
rom Charlestown; John Lowell, lawyer, member of the
ontinental Congress, and a member of the New York-
assachusetts Boundary Commission that settled the contro-
ersy over the Genesee Country, from Boston. Also
ncluded from the Boston area was Dr. Charles Jarvis,
epresentative to the General Court, and Joseph Burrell
hose occupation was not identified. John Brown, a
erchant and delegate to the Confederation Congress from
rovidence, Rhode Island was also a member of the
ompany . ^8
Of the original 13 members, only 4 lived in the
estern part of New England. Israel Williams was a large
ropertied farmer and Judge who lived in Hatfield,
assachusetts . Israel Chapin was also a farmer and former
Revolutionary War General from Hatfield. Thomson J.
Skinner was a landlord, judge, and state representative
from Williamstown; and Jeremiah Wadsworth was a wealthy
merchant from Hartford, Connecticut. 2 * The wealth and
political influence of these company men were assets in
securing the Pre-emption and dealing with the Tories at
Fort Niagara. 30
Late in 1787, Phelps and Gorham submitted a request
to purchase one million acres of land from the Six
Nations, and pay the state five cents per acre for it. 31
Both men paid visits to the members of the legislative
committee formed to select the best bids, and explained
their plans for developing the wilderness lands. The
committeemen in the Massachusetts House of Representatives
were generally receptive to their arguments, but many in
the Senate were not. The company offer of five cents per
acre was scorned by those who had heard of the Genesee
Country. Phelps remarked at the time that
We found such opposition in the Senate, and so many
persons eyes and ears wide open, propagating great
stories about the value of these lands, that we
thought best to postpone the affaire until the
next session. 32
While the company waited for the General Court to re-
convene in 178 8, fresh problems emerged to further
complicate their purchase of the Genesee Country.
During the winter of 1787-88, Phelps and Gorham
discovered that a company of New Yorkers had met with the
eaders of the Six Nations and persuaded them to lease
;°me ° f the p^-emption land for 999 years. 33 According
:o the New York Constitution of 1772, private purchases of
and from Indians was prohibited without written authority
f the state legislature. Furthermore, the legislature,
n 1784, created a Board of Commissioners to superintend
ndian affairs. The Board, composed of the Governor and
others, were the only officials allowed to negotiate
ith the Indians on any matter. 34 But lawyers advising
he New York Company stated that a lease was not a purchas
ithin the intent and meaning of the Constitution and H
ould legally be used. 35 Clinton, when informed of the
lan, indicated that he would reserve judgement until the
etails of the purchase were known and then issue a
reclamation concerning the legality of such an act. 36
linton and his councillors never expected that the
Dmpany intended to lease land belonging to Massachusetts
c interfere with lands they wanted to buy to satisfy
evolutionary War bounty claims. But on November 13, 1787
le New York Company of Associates signed a long lease
Lth the sachems of the Seneca Tribe and secured control
E over 2 million acres of land between the Genesee River
id Seneca Lake. The Seneca were promised $20,000 for
le land and $2,000 annually for the length of the
jase. 3 ? ^ second lease was signed with the Oneida and
londaga Tribes on January 8, 1788, giving the company
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control of most of their land between Oneida Lake and
Fort Stanwix. The Indians were to receive $10,000 annually
for the duration of the 20 year lease. Settlers were
organized for a winter settlement so the company could
present their opponents with a fait accompli
, thus making
it difficult to eradicate the leases. 38
Phelps learned of the leases in January, 1788, when
a member of the New York Company contacted him concerning
a possible union of the two companies, thereby avoiding
law suits over the lease and Pre-emption right. 34 After
studying the question for a short time, Phelps concluded
that a union was in the best financial interest of his
company. "Will it not be best for us form a coalition
with that Co. - One of them has suggested it to me & waits
for my proposal - provided we can purchase the right of
pre-emption," he wrote to James Sullivan at Boston. 40
Uniting with the New Yorkers was the easiest way of
gaining a clear title to the land. Chapman favored the
New York proposal and encouraged Phelps and Gorham to bid
on the whole 6 million acre right rather than on 1 million
as originally planned. 41 Chapman reasoned
With respect to the present situation of the affaires,
you have doubtly heard that the company at Hudson
have succeeded in their lease. A number of
inconveniences will accrue in consequence; indeed,
I think it prudent as matters are now circumstanced
to form a coalition with them. The petition
preferred by Mr. Gorham was only for one million
of acres.... I know perfectly well their views and
well know that if a company is formed in this state
38
for the whole of what belongs to us and the oronprpersons are employed to go on, clothed with the*authority of the Commonwealth, the Co. at New Yorkwill be glad to compound. 42 *
nother issue facing the company was the actual transfer
f lands from the Indians to the Yorkers. if the New
nglanders abandoned their plan to work with the Tories
uring the Indian negotiations and rely on the Yorkers,
hey might not get a sale. But the Yorkers assured the
ew Englanders that they enjoyed the complete confidence
f the Indians and a sale was easily accomplished. Al-
hough several investors believed the lease invalid and
hought excluding the British foolhardy, a majority of
hareholders agreed to join the Yorkers and bid on the
hole Pre-emption.
^
3
The details of the union were worked out in February,
788, between Phelps and several of the New Yorkers. In
long letter outlining terms acceptable to the New
nglanders, Phelps explained
The company in this Commonwealth, I believe, will be
contented with one third of the whole purchase
provided they can be admitted on reasonable terms -
This will be sufficient to interest all the influ-
ential men in the Commonwealth v/hich will enable
us to purchase the right of pre-emption on good
terms & prevent any companyes /sic_/ raising to
interfere with us - I conclude you will see some
of the gentlemen concerned in the state of N. York
and will know their pleasure on the subject....
It will be necessary to have a general plan agreed
on. Also the price agreed on to be paid to this
Commonwealth for the right of pre-emption - As
the General Ct. are now in session, it will be
necessary for a proposal to be made soon. 44
com-
By the end of February, all the arrangements were
Pleted. Both companies agreed to send representatives to
Boston during the latter part of March, and submit a bid
on the land. When the actual purchase was made, the
companies would meet again and arrange for a transfer of
the lease and a distribution of company shares. 45
While the two companies were negotiating with the
General Court, the New York legislature discovered the I
Yorker's deceitful leases and quashed them. 46 The details
of the leases came to light when the New York Company
submitted them to the legislature for approval. Governor
George Clinton issued a proclamation warning purchasers
that the lease would be nullified by the legislature, and
sent the state Superintendent of Indian Affairs, John
Taylor, to the Genesee Country to tell the Indians that
they had been cheated by the Yorkers. Taylor also advised
about 160 families migrating to the territory under the
auspices of the Yorkers that they refrain from making a
settlement since their deeds were not valid. 47 The work
on the New York leases was completed near the end of
March when the Legislature passed an act cancelling every
lease and deed negotiated by the company, and ordering
settlers who lingered on the land to be driven off by
force of arms and their buildings burned to the ground. 48
Word of the legislature's action reached Phelps and
40
orham too late for a change of plans. The Massachusetts
ouse of Representatives was preparing to vote on their
id, and they needed the New Yorkers to help pay the
xpenses. On March 31, 1788, the House, on the recommen-
ation of the Pre-emption Committee, voted to accept the
ompany offer of L 300,000 in consolidated state notes in
eturn for the right to purchase 6 million acres of Indian
and in western New York. 49
As affairs transpired in New York and Massachusetts,
ossessing the Pre-emption Right was both advantageous and
etrimental to the best interests of the Phelps-Gorham
Dmpany. The New York Company's credibility with the
ndians was shattered when the lease was overturned. The
aperintendent of Indian Affairs had explained to the
sneca that they would not be able to recover damages
com the Yorkers because they could not sue them in
Durt. 50 The Indians blamed the Yorkers for cheating
lem out of their money and vowed never to negotiate with
lem again.
The fortunes of the Phelps-Gorham Company, on the
:her hand, also received a set back at the hands of the
sw Yorkers when Phelps was required to borrow funds from
lem to cover the bonds needed to secure the Pre-emption,
lelps gave three shares of land and a promise to survey
: at his company's expense in return for the loan. This
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land was given in addition to what the company was required
to offer the Yorkers in a future contract binding the two
companies. 51 The Yorkers had, in effect, secured a legal
claim to four townships without performing any agreed upon
negotiations for the Genesee. Phelps' hasty deal with the
Yorkers resulted in bitter feelings among members of the
New Englanders toward him and the New Yorkers. it also
placed Phelps under considerable pressure to negotiate
a favorable contract with the Yorkers after purchasing
the Pre-emption. 52
One aspect of the pre-emption negotiations that
resulted in a favorable outcome was the terms the company
received from the General Court. Although the legislature
refused, four months earlier, to consider a bid of five
cents per acre, they eventually voted to accept that bid. 53
By a Resolution passed by the House of Representatives on
March 31, 1788, and concurred to by the Senate on April 1,
Phelps and Gorham were required to pay L 300,000 in
Massachusetts securities in three annual installments of
L 100,000 each. A bond was also required as a guarantee
of future payment. 54 According to policy, the House of
Representatives stipulated that a Superintendent of Indian
Affairs, appointed by that house, oversee the actual
purchase and attest to its fairness. Phelps proposed
that the Reverend Samuel Kirkland, a Connecticut born, Yale
educated, Indian missionary who had helped the Yorkers
cquire their lease, be appointed. After a brief delibera-
ion, the Legislature appointed Kirkland Superintendent . 55
Lth the Pre-emption secured, Phelps and Gorham turned
leir attention toward the Genesee Country and the
rospects of a speedy purchase of Indian territory.
According to his agreement with the New Yorkers,
lelps was required to meet them at their headquarters, at
idson, New York and sign a contract involving the purchase
:
the lease and a transfer of land from the Massachusetts
>mpany to the Yorkers. The contract, signed April 19,
'88, stipulated that the Yorkers would pay for one sixth
:
the lands actually purchased from the Indians. Phelps
>uld also convey a deed for three shares of land in
Idition to that amount when a purchase was completed. He
irther agreed to procure from the Governor of Massa-
.usetts, a large commission with a seal and ribbon 1/4
.rd long as required by Massachusetts law to prove to
e Indians that the company legally held the Pre-emption
ght. 56
The New Yorkers agreed that they would get the Indians
transfer their lease to the Massachusetts Company and
feet a sale of the land in a way that the Superintendent
uld approve of it and enable the company to receive a
ed from the Commonwealth. They also agreed to pay for
e services of the Superintendent while he was represent-
g the Commonwealth before the Indians. When the land
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was purchased, the title confirmed, and a deed issued, the
Yankees would then pay the Yorkers for the lease. Any
rent payable to the Indians as a result of the lease would
be divided between the two companies in proportion to the
number of shares held in the land. The Yankees were
obligated to pay one half the annual rent mentioned in the
lease. In an unwritten agreement, the New Yorkers agreed
to sponsor 1,000 settlers who would begin settlement in the
Genesee in 1788. When the negotiations were concluded,
Phelps agreed to meet members of the New York Company at
Albany during the first week of May, 1788, and then proceed
to the Genesee for negotiations with the Indians. 58
After returning to Granville, Phelps was informed by
Jeremiah Wadsworth of Hartford, Connecticut, a shareholder
in the company, of the details of the New Yorkers'
involvement with the Indians, settlers, and their leases
in the Genesee Country. Wadsworth, who operated a beef
wholesale business, learned of the state of affairs from
cattle drivers trading at Fort Niagara. Wadsworth warned
Phelps that "the Indians are very uneasy & dissatisfied
with Livingston & Co. - They think... that the obligation
Livingston gave them is good for nothing as they can not
recover it of Livingston by law." 59 Phelps also learned
that Butler and Samuel Street were willing to persuade
the Indians to sell for about one half of what Phelps had
contracted with the Yorkers to pay. When confronted with
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he evidence that the Yorkers were incapable of dealing
ith the Indians, Phelps contacted several shareholders
ad requested $10 , 000 to pay Butler and Street for their
Brvices. Phelps' inflated figure discouraged the share-
Dlders and his request was refused. Without the extra
Dney, Phelps was forced to continue his association with
ie New Yorkers. ^0
Although Phelps never ruled out the usefulness of
ribing Butler and Street, he never entertained notions of
Drming a partnership with them. Phelps truly believed
iat dealing with the Tories would cost the Phelps-Gorham
>mpany more money than was called for in his contract with
ie Yorkers. In a defense of his position, Phelps wrote:
Had not this contract been made, we should have had
all the interest & influence of the NY associates
to have combatted. And I apprehend also that of
Gov. Clinton-It was an object which he has advanced
to induce the Indians who occupy the lands belonging
to the NY Pre-emption to remove into the Mass. Pre-
emption. Another circumstance is to be considered;
I am fully convinced that to have extinguished the
native claim by courting the favorable intervention
of Butler would have required twice the amount of
what has been engaged to the NY Company-Taking all
these circumstances into consideration ... I have not
been duped in making this contract. 61
.elps also believed that his contract with the Yorkers
ovided the company with an orderly transfer of the lease
d also provided an enforceable guarantee of a purchase.
elps, therefore was determined to permit the Yorkers to
gotiate with the Indians and to fulfill the remaining
rts of their contract.
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After making the contract with the Yorkers, Phelps
quickly prepared for his trip to the Genesee. He called
a meeting of the proprietary to discuss financial and
legal arrangements of the negotiations, explain his con-
tract, and determine who would accompany him on the trip.
The company decided to purchase as much land as the New
Yorkers could convince the Indians to sell, even if it
fell short of 6 million acres. Expenses were high and the
company needed to begin their operation as soon as Phelps
returned from the Genesee. The members voted $2,000 for
expenses, and hired a surveyor named Hugh Maxwell and a
lawyer named Elisha Lee to accompany Phelps. 62 The
surveyor was assigned to estimate the size and value of
the lands purchased and mark out their boundaries. The
lawyer was expected to draft the deeds and to insure a
proper exchange of title. The company also hired the
Reverend Samuel Kirkland, who had accompanied General
Sullivan on his expedition through the Genesee in 1779, as
a guide and interpreter. 63 Gorham presented a long
document he had drawn up and sealed by the Governor 1 s
Office, attached a long red ribbon to it, and offered it
to Phelps as his official credential from the Commonwealth
By May 1, Phelps was prepared to travel westward, and he
set out on his journey to buy the Massachusetts Pre-
emption lands.
Phelps met a small number of New York Company
Bpresentatives at Schenectady and both parties prepared
3 boat up the Mohawk River to Fort Stanwix where they
3uld then follow Indian trails to Seneca Lake. 65 while
3 was waiting for the boats, Phelps heard stories from
idian traders concerning the behavior of the Yorkers
>ward the Indians and Governor Clinton's attitude toward
ie lease. He was told that the Chiefs of the Six Nations
!re angry and defiant since they discovered they had been
sceived and cheated by the Yorkers. it was said that
tief Brant declared that the New Yorkers misrepresented
eir authority to lease western lands, and had insulted
d threatened the Indians during the negotiations. 46
nee the lease had interfered with Indian relations,
vernor Clinton stated that any future attempt by the
rkers to meddle with the Indians would result in the
rest of their company officers and treason charges
ought against them. These, and other rumors concerning
massing of Indians at Buffalo Creek under the leadership
Butler and Brant to prevent a sale of the land, Phelps
smissed as "vague reports", idle gossip, and specula-
Dn.67
Although he was warned by many people, Phelps did not
jin to comprehend his predicament until an Oneida
lian, who had fought with the Americans during the
solution, arrived at Schenectady. The Indian, named
Lonel Lewe, claimed he had seen the Indians gathering at
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Buffalo, and Butler exhorting them to fight to prevent a
sale from taking place. After conferring with the Yorkers
over the meaning of the Indians threat "to take up the
hatchet" against him, and learning that Lewe was probably
correct, Phelps grew panicky. with no army to protect him,
and no desire to postpone a purchase, Phelps decided to
change course and deal directly with Butler. 68
He dashed off a letter to Jeremiah Wadsworth,
requesting him to send out Butler's nephew, Captain Isaiah
Thompson, and Street's beef supplier, Major Scott, to help
him open talks. He also requested Wadsworth to write
Butler directly concerning an Indian purchase. Phelps
explained that the New Yorker's reputation among the
Indians was so bad that the company would never succeed in
a sale. Phelps believed that the future of his company
at stake. Westward migration would not wait for him to
solve his problems. Competitors with accessible lands
would divert the settlers, and most of the profits would
be lost. Desperately he implored Wadsworth to help him
correct the situation. "It will be destruction to us not
to succeed in extinguishing the Indian rights at this
time", he wrote, "for it will just back the settlement for
a whole year, and great numbers that are desirous of
purchasing & settling these lands will go some other
way. "69 wadsworth refused to respond to Phelps' call for
help. Rather, he returned his shares to the company,
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bating that since Phelps had not taken his advice he would
Dt involve himself further. 70
While in the middle of solving his problems with
utler and Brant, Phelps discovered that his Pre-emption
ight not contain 6 million acres. Ebenezer Allen, an
adian Trader who had resided at Seneca Lake for many
Bars, had mapped out all the land between Seneca Lake and
ake Erie. His maps indicated that the entire Genesee
Duntry contained only 4 million acres. If they were
Drrect, then the Pre-emption was not a good bargin,
lares would have to be recalculated, and profits re-
stimated. Phelps passed this information on to Gorham
Lth the warning that he must say or do nothing about
le problem until he inspected the land. Otherwise, the I
lvestors might panic and ruin the company. With this
id other problems facing him, Phelps departed Schenectady
7 1
>r the Genesee
.
On June 2, Phelps and the New Yorkers reached
madasaga at the north end of Seneca Lake. He immedia-
ily put his surveyor to work determining the exact north-
>uth direction of the eastern boundary of his Pre-emption
.ght. At the same time, Phelps made an extensive tour
: the area between the Lake and the Genesee River. He
ls discouraged by what he learned from his trip and by
tat his surveyor discovered with his measurements,
inadasaga, which pleased Phelps and which he wanted to
use as a settlement town, appeared to be outside his
boundary. His travels also convinced him that his Right
did not contain 6 million acres. The loss of an excellent
township and the prospect of a small purchase dampened
Phelps' spirit. 72 m a letter to Gorham, he explained
that it appeared New York controlled much valuable terri-
tory
.
ItUXZ
^he Yorkers have got all the important olaceswithin their line viz. Oswego, the Three Rivers,
and I fear this place (Canadasaga)
. Respecting thelands, I fear they will fall much short of whatthey have been calculated at - If this should be the
case, perhaps it would be best for us to back out
with the General Court. 72
While Phelps was considering his next decision, he
received some good news from the company of New Yorkers.
Although runners dispatched to Buffalo Creek with a
friendly message from Phelps to Butler and Brant returned
with an angry reply, the Yorkers had prevailed upon the
Seneca, who they manipulated through Indian traders
friendly to their interests, to meet with Phelps at
Canadasaga. Since the Seneca owned all the land between
the Genesee and the Lake, their appearance indicated to
Phelps that he might purchase at least a part of the Pre-
emption lands. Kirkland, however, stipulated that an
agreement between Phelps and the Seneca must be ratified
by the full council of the Six Nations before he would
approve it. 74 Thus a sale by the Seneca was only a
reliminary step toward a purchase. The Yorkers then
ispatched one of their members, Major Philip Schuyler, a
Drmer state Superintendent of Indians, to meet with
atler at Niagara, and pursuade him to influence the Six
*tion to approve of the sale. At the meeting Butler
Laimed he could do nothing to help because the Indians
sre stubborn in their desire not to sell. He then
ircastically suggested to Schuyler that he try to nego-
Late another lease with the Seneca. 75
When Phelps learned of the results of the Schuyler-
itler meeting he despaired of ever buying the land. A
iase was distasteful to him, but if one was forced upon
.m he decided he would "endeavor to get a lease that is
[ual to a deed and if they insist on an annual rent. I
.all give bond for payment for a number of years and we
n probably buy it off afterwards." 76 if he rejected
e idea of a lease Phelps faced the probability of
turning home with nothing to show for his efforts, and
at was also distasteful.
When negotiations with the Seneca commenced, Phelps
perienced, first hand, the treachery practiced by the
w York Company. The interpreters, who were in the
ploy of the Yorkers, tried to keep him confused about
s details of the talks. When Phelps discovered that
2 Yorkers had drawn a new lease and reserved large
stions of land for Indian use, he declared his contract
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with them broken. Kirkland, who had shown the Yorkers
favorable treatment, also condemned the lease so the
Yorkers were forced to admit defeat, with the Yorkers out
of the way, Phelps was free to deal directly with Butler,
so he went immediately to Fort Niagara and opened
negotiations
.
77
Phelps was able to accomplish in two days at Niagara
what he failed to do in a month of bargaining with the
Yorkers. Butler, Brant, and Street, agreed to use their
influence to encourage the sale of all the land between
the Genesee and Seneca Lake. The Pre-emption lands on
the west side of the Genesee were not included. Phelps,
grateful for a portion of the lands, agreed to pay Butler
L 400 cash, deed him 20,000 acres of land, and give him
two shares in the company. Street was offered 5 shares
of company land on the same terms as the original proprie-
tors. Brant received L 300 cash, and the promise of more
money after the negotiations were completed. In all, the
three men received cash and land equal to $13,700 New
York Currency, a far higher price than Phelps original
estimate of $10,000, and much higher than Wadsworth's
estimate of $8, 000. 78 When the added expenses and wasted
effort that characterized Phelps 1 negotiations are also
considered, the cost of purchasing a portion of the Pre-
emption surpassed his estimated cost for the entire
tract. The solitary benefit accruing to the Yankees
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iring Phelps odyssey was the unexpected declaration of
•nkruptcy by the New York Company. The protracted
gotiations depleted their resources, so they requested
elps to take back 10 shares of land as payment for their
are of expenses. He did so and immediately sold them to
muel Street. ™ The Yorkers continued to own three
ares of land according to their earlier agreement with
elps but their influence was considerably reduced. 80
a result of the Indian Purchase, the Phelps-Gorham
tnpany became an amalgamation of New Englanders, New
rkers, and Tories, a coalition forced together by
actical considerations of enterprise and greed.
The purchase occurred at Buffalo Creek during the
rst week of July, 1788. On July 8th, Phelps and the
x Nations came to a settlement of their differences.
b Seneca Nation sold their lands east of the Genesee
i a twelve by twenty mile stretch of land on the west
3e of the Genesee for $5,000. Additionally the chiefs
reived an annuity of $500 a year for life. 81 Phelps
30 paid the remaining chiefs a total of $4,500,
:luding an extra $750 to Brant "so as to influence them
8 2sell." He promised to bring the Indians $1,000 worth
presents, and provide the chiefs with 10 cattle when
returned in the fall of 1788. In return, he received
5 leases from the New York Company, and a warrantee
id signed by the Indians. Kirkland signed the deed
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enabling Phelps to confirm it with the Massachusetts
Legislature during the fall session. 8 3 Thus, when the
council fires were put out for the last time, Phelps
possessed a clear title to over 2 million acres of some
of the richest lands yet discovered in the United States.
The task before him was to make the lands productive as
quickly as possible so as to pay Massachusetts her due and
to replenish his company's depleted store of funds.
Raising capital to invest in the Genesee lands, as
well as to finance Phelps near desasterous activities, was
not a difficult problem for the company. Although Phelps'
problems with the Indian Purchase almost undid the plan,
they were carefully hidden from public view so they did
not obstruct efforts to find willing investors. The
company's committment to development and the favorable
price it received from the Commonwealth resulted in rapid
capitalization of the proprietorship. Phelps divided
6 million acres into 120 shares of land, making one share
equal to 50,000 acres. He reserved 72 shares or 3,600,000
acres for himself and Gorham, and sold the remaining 4 8
shares to 22 investors within 10 months of his Indian
Purchase. As an indication of its promise, a share of
Genesee land sold for more than double the price per acre
paid for the Pre-emption. One share sold for L 500
New York currency or two and one half cents per acre in
April, 1788, and rose steadily until it reached a value of
* an acre in 1791.85 0n the basis Qf land shares
^ the
iginal capitalization of the Phelps-Gorham Company was
50,000 N.Y. in 1789, and did not include additional
ney raised for such work as road building, surveying,
d supply of company workers. 86 Thus, the amount of
pital raised and the magnitude of the investment
dicated that no combination of poor or middle class
dividuals could compete with Phelps-Gorham in the
nesee Purchase.
The authority delegated to the company by the Common-
alth allowed the proprietors ample opportunity to bring
eir lands into productivity quickly. The land system
effect in both New England and New York enabled com-
nies to exercise governmental authority in developing
a land. This policy eliminated attempts by squatters
upset the pattern of settlement, and cut down the
Dunt of friction between white settlers and Indians by
King authority with one individual or group. Maintain-
or
boundaries, setting land prices, building roads,
fing out towns, and honoring committments to the Indians
re the responsibility of the owners of the purchase,
s state could revoke deeds made illegally or force a
npany to fulfill its obligations, but it could not
inge the terms of a deed or take away property acquired
3m the Indians. While the company and state were
rtners in the land purchase, for practical consider-
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ations the company was the government on the frontier in
so far as settlement and development was concerned.
With the purchase of the land, unobstructed by compet-
ing legal claims, a significant obstacle had been overcome.
Access to the Genesee had been blocked by Indians and
Tories, legal claims by New Yorkers, and by the very
nature of the Pre-emption process in Massachusetts
. Men
of wealth and influence, fortified with abundant financial
resources and possessing considerable political influence,
succeeded in buying the right, convincing the Indians to
sell, and combining with their competitors in such a way
as to retain control of the land while satisfying their
interest. The task required a level of negotiating skill,
planning and perseverance that only determined business-
men could bring to it. By opening up a portion of the
Genesee for settlement, men of property and position
performed a fundamental pioneering service for Americans.
They led the way westward to a rich new land of promise.
CHAPTER in
PLANNING FRONTIER DEVELOPMENT
After completing the purchasing of the Pre-emption
and acquiring a clear title to the Genesee lands, the Phelps
Gorham Company faced the hard task of transforming their
wilderness tract into an attractive region for settlers and
speculators. The work involved exploring, surveying, and
evaluating the quality of the land for the purpose of
formulating a comprehensive policy of development. They
also had to concern themselves with the problems of build-
ing roads and opening up water routes between the Genesee
and the Mohawk River, so that their lands were accessible
to pioneers and to established markets.
Upon Phelp's return to New England, he wasted little
time in calling a meeting of the proprietors to affirm a
"general plan for locating & disposing of the lands... and
to appoint an agent or agents to transact said business" in
the Genesee. 1 The proprietors gathered at Zeno Parsons'
tavern in Springfield, Massachusetts, on August 20th, 1788,
to hear Phelps' report and to decide how the Genesee would
be organized for settlement. After Gorham was elected
chairman, and Elisha Lee clerk of the proceedings, Phelps
proceeded to review his actions regarding the Indian
negotiations, and offered suggestions for the rapid
development of the Genesee Country. 2
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Phelps explained that he did all he could to forward
a survey of the tract before he returned to Massachusetts.
He had put Hugh Maxwell to work surveying the exact north-
south direction of the eastern pre-emption line separating
the Genesee from New York. Maxwell reported that the line
ran about 90 miles north from the Pennsylvania border to
Lake Ontario and about one and one-half miles west of Canada
saga. The width of the purchase was calculated at about 42
miles. Since the dimensions favored surveying the land into
6 by 6 square mile townships, Phelps ordered that work to
begin. 3 He also learned, however, that the land in the
southern portion of the purchase, ranging north about 18
miles from the Pennsylvania border, was rugged and unfit for
either profitable investment or rapid settlement. So he
directed Maxwell to survey a range of townships on the pre-
emption line above that point and wait until he received
instructions from the company. 4
Phelps also reported that he had stopped at Albany on
his way home and conversed with Simeon DeWitt, New York's
Surveyor-General, about the pre-emption line, and learned
that the line was probably drawn incorrectly. 5 He advised
Maxwell that he was
fearful that the line is not right. I have seen
DeWitt... who informs me that the line must strike
at the lake unless Sullivan's survey is wrong. He
tells me it must be a direct right angle from
Pennsylvania line. I hope you will attend
particularly to this matter as it is of importance
to have the right line. 6
le line Maxwell drew wandered in a northwesterly direction,
saving a gore of land between it and Seneca Lake. The
>re included Canadasaga, a valuable piece of property,
lere Phelps expected settlers would buy quickly. since
: was vital for the company to retain Canadasaga, he
rdered the pre-emption line to be run again. Roger Noble,
surveyor and proprietor was dispatched from Sheffield,
issachusetts
,
to help Maxwell with the task. 7
In order that the work of surveying townships was not
ilayed because of the Pre-emption line, Phelps requested
.s men to continue surveying three ranges of townships
:ginning on the east line at a point 18 miles above the
snnsylvania border northward to Lake Ontario and westward
t miles from Canadasaga to Canandaigua Lake
.
8 The
irveyors were to note in a field book the quality of good
md, upland, sunken land, barren plains, hills, and
>untains in each township surveyed. Phelps laid down the
lie that
The very best intervale near water navigation at four
shillings. The very best upland in the same section
at two shillings. All other land in proportion,
taking into view the situation as well as the quality
of the township. This rule being observed through
all the towns, it will enable the company to raise
or fall the price as they think advisable.
was also important that the work of organizing and
aluating the land be completed by the fall of 1788,
cause many people who held notions of settling or
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speculating in western lands might be diverted to other
frontiers if they were not ready. 10
After listening to Phelps' lengthy report on the status
of the Genesee survey, the members agreed that they could
not trust the present surveyors to do a proper job, and then
voted to elect a land agent to go to the Genesee with the
authority to hire surveyors and chainmen, and supervise
their work. 11 m order to expedite land sales, the agent
was given authority to sell land by the township. After a
secret ballot was taken, William Walker, of Lennox, Massa-
chusetts, was chosen agent. 12 The members also elected an
explorer who would assist the agent in appraising and
evaluating the townships, and identifying likely roads and
waterways for transporting material onto the land. After
another secret ballot, General Israel Chapin of Hatfield,
Massachusetts, was selected as the company explorer.
Oliver Phelps and John Livingston, a member of the New York
Company, were elected general agents in charge of over-
seeing the entire survey and development of the territory.! 3
When the issues of company supervision of the survey
and the establishment of a land office on the frontier were
decided, the proprietors took up the matter of the Pre-
emption line and the problem of disposing of the undesirable
lands above the border of Pennsylvania. They agreed that
the line should be re-run and that a sale of the unsurveyed
lands was best for the company. The members voted to send
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athaniel Gorham to New York City to discuss with Governor
sorge Clinton the possibility of assigning Simeon DeWitt
3 help run the Pre-emption line in a proper manner.
Drham was then to go to Philadelphia where he would attempt
3 sell the southern portion of the purchase. After com-
Leting that business, the members heard Phelps' views on
Enveloping the Genesee Country. 14
It was Phelps' previously stated view that large
rofits could be realized from the sale of Genesee lands
Z proper measures were taken to foster frontier settle-
int. Phelps estimated that between L 20,000 and L 100,000
550,000-$250,000) profit after one year of work was very
Lkely, and higher profits were possible. In order to
jalize high profits, settlement had to be encouraged, and
i efficient means of stimulating settlement was the
reating of what Phelps referred to as "city- towns " at
:rategic locations on the purchase. "City-towns" were
>wnships containing village plots surveyed into ten acre
>ts, arranged in an orderly fashion, with straight roads
id public squares. The village design would foster a
>ncentration of settlers thereby promoting higher land
.lues and increasing trade throughout the purchase,
elps recommended that townships that were centrally
cated in relation to expected patterns of settlement and
ssessing high quality soil, and natural avenues of trans-
rtation to eastern markets be surveyed into village and
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farm lots by the company. To stimulate a trading pattern
between village and hinterland, the company would construct
roads and make sufficient waterway improvements to enable
a profitable shipment of goods to take place on the frontier
and between it and the settled regions of the east. Thus,
the village towns would act as "organizing points" around
which frontier economic development would take place. As
commercial centers, surrounded by agricultural producers,
they would provide an orderly process for trade and trans-
shipment of produce eastward, thereby stimulating the
commercial development of agriculture and commerce as well
as an early and rapid settlement of outlying frontier
regions
.
Phelps proposed that the outlet of Canadaigua Lake,
Canadasaga, and Big Tree Flatts on the Genesee River,
offered excellent locations for village plots. Since
Canadasaga was outside their boundary, Phelps indicated that
Canandaigua would serve as the best choice for a village.
Because of its central location on the purchase, Canandaigua
would also serve as a county seat for the entire area. 16
Further because of the great value of city towns, they
would remain within the possession of the company. These
townships would be surveyed into lots equal to the number
of shares in the company, and the members would draw lots by
lottery, and receive their profit when those lots were
1 1
sold. Thus, the company would be able to sell off all
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:s lands at increasing rates as village settlement raised
ie value of the surrounding countryside.
Nothing was done regarding the surveying of villages
lelps explained, until the proprietors were consulted on
lis important matter. Phelps had specifically refused
Lxwell permission to lay them out before the proprietors
Ld met. He told Maxwell that
We mean to locate a town at the outlet of theCanandarqua Lake and perhaps one at the inlet but
I believe it will be best to let them be until afterthe meeting of the company - We have also concludedto omit laying out any on the Genesee River till
after the meeting. 18
elps instructed Maxwell, instead, to
look for a good town somewhere near the east line that
will answer best for immediate settlement which I have
a view to lay out into lots for the benefit of the
company, so as to accomodate settlers that want to
make immediate settlement.! 9
elps intended to compensate for the loss of Canadasaga
offering an equivalent township for settlement nearby,
was, however, going to survey that township into farm
ts rather than village and farm lots to keep the possi-
lity open that he would secure Canadasaga after a re-
rvey of the east line. 20
The proprietors approved of Phelps' plan of developing
e land by a series of villages and also approved of the
an to construct roads on the frontier. But time was
nited and the members wanted to open the lands in the
ring of 1789, so they voted to survey only Canandaigua,
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and open only enough roads to enable settlers access to
both Canandaigua and the Genesee River area. Because
Canandaigua would serve as the administrative center of the
Genesee purchase, as well as its primary commercial market,
all road and waterway work would begin at Canandaigua and
extend east toward Canadasaga, and west toward the Genesee.
After their decisions were made, the members completed
their meeting by haggling over salaries to be paid elected
administrators, and then voted to meet again when Canan-
daigua and the other townships were surveyed. 2
1
The next day Phelps and Gorham met with John
Livingston and drew up instructions for the company agent.
Walker was instructed to depart for the Genesee by the
first week of September, and upon arriving at Canadasaga
he was to "make a through and exacting inquiry" of it and
"see if it falls within our purchase." If it did, he was
to lay out a city plot there, and if it did not, he was
instructed to proceed to Canandaigua. 22 If squatters
attempted a settlement prior to his survey, Phelps ordered
him
to notify all the settlers on the ground and forbid
them making any further improvements and to forbid
all new comers from making any new settlements. You
will proceed to lay out a township six or eight
miles square as may be convenient ... after which you
will consider the most suitable place within the
township and as near the harbor as will be con-
venient for a town and lay the same into 120 lotts
/sic_/ containing one acre each and mark and
number the same in such manner as to _enab_le the
proprietors to draw for their lotts /sic / upon
goprxetors to divide and draw for a^otLflotts
Then repeating instructions he had given to Maxwell, Phelps
advised Walker to keep a minute book with "the exact
description of rivers, lakes, ponds, carrying places, mill
streams, timber.
. .and every other circumstance necessary
to judge the comparative value of each town, which General
:hapin and others will be very competent to do." 2 * with
:he issuance of these instructions, the process of town
)uilding on the Genesee frontier commenced.
Phelps, however, did not ignore the need of estab-
-ishing a policy for evaluating the lands surrounding the
rillage townships. Walker was reminded that when he sold
.and
The poorest townships are not to be sold under 1/6£.16*/ of a dollar per acre, referring the purchaserto us for the mode of payment unless they pay moneydown. The lands upon the Genesee River are to be
considered as more valuable and we think they will
undoubtedly average 1/3 of a dollar per acre. Thebest clear flat /land/ will bring one dollar per
acre, while some of the adjoining land may be very
ordinary. ^5
e was to sell as much surveyed land as he could, but only
y the township. The surveying of plain townships into
arm lots was the responsibility of the purchaser. 26
Bttlers who could not afford a township had to buy at
ne company town or from the owners of other townships.
ius the company was not responsible for settling the
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frontier, except the village-towns, but only for promoting
profitable land sales. And
, to insure ^ ^
owned a valuable piece of property on the Genesee River
for the promotion of sales in that area, Walker was in-
structed to "reserve one of the best townships on the
Genesee.
..for the future disposition of the company. "27
As a focus for frontier development, village- towns would
Promote the sale of townships as well as promote the
settlement of the land.
After walker received his instructions he, in company
with his brother Captin Caleb Walker, Chapin, and a
surveyer from Sheffield, Massachusetts, named Frederick
Saxton, departed for the Genesee on September 4, 1788. 28
Preventing friction between the Walker party and Maxwell's
group was necessary, since Walker superceded Maxwell, so
Phelps wrote a letter to Maxwell asking for his cooper-
ation. "I hope peace and harmony will take place betwixt
you and Esq. Walker," he wrote, "as well as among all of
us." He advised Maxwell that for the good of the company,
he should treat Chapin well too. Chapin "is a farmer of
considerable consequence in this part of the country,"
Phelps said, and he should "treat him well and give him
a good opinion of the country as his opinion will go a
great ways among our farmers." 29 A profitable disposition
of the Genesee lands required that there be no trouble
between the Yankees, Yorkers, or Tories.
When the Walker party reached Canadasaga, in mid-
September, they discovered that the Yorkers and their
iUies were attempting to halt the work of the Phelps-
^orham company and that the little village was on the verge
>f rebellion. The new obstacle to Genesee settlement
lr° Se SOOn after PhelPS had returned to Massachusetts.
Jonflict erupted between Phelps' surveyors and members of
:he New York Company when the Yorkers asserted that there
ras no need to re-survey the Pre-emption line. The Yorkers
.revailed upon their Indian supporters and dissatisfied
foite settlers, squatters, and Indian traders, to block
t.30 Their aim was tQ preserve canadasaga as an Indian
ossession, so they might have a chance to buy it for
hemselves. They also desired to use their considerable
nfluence over the Cayuga, Oneida, and Onondaga Indians to
urchase substantial portions of Indian land between
anadasaga and Fort Stanwix on the Mohawk River. 31 Before
urvey and settlement could begin in the Genesee, order
ad to be established.
When Phelps learned of the proceedings at Canadasaga,
2 hired Samuel Kirkland to "calm" the Indians and help
alker carry out his duties as company agent. 32 But
editions had reached such a state that when Walker and
Lrkland appeared there was little they could do to change
lem. Walker attempted to assert his authority, but he
is told by the Yorkers to leave. Others who did not
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agree with the views of the Yorkers and their friends
were harrassed, threatened with harm, or expelled. The
"anti-governmental party/' as Walker called them, pro-
claimed themselves in charge of the village, claiming that
it was Indian land and not subject to any control. 33
After receiving Walker's report on the state of affairs,
Phelps advised him to move to Canandaigua to avoid the
"tumult," "as we mean to have you rule independent of
anyone, and where you differ from Benton & Co. you must
act your own judgement so as not to be embarrassed,
entangled, and encumbered by their confusion. "34
Walker, however, refused to retreat in the face of
the Yorker threat, and convinced the Indians to allow his
party to remain at Canadasaga in spite of the Yorkers.
In the meantime, a Seneca Chief named Little Beard sent
a speech to Congress requesting help settling the dif-
ferences between the Yankees and Yorkers. His speech,
reflecting the confusion sown by the Yorkers, was made in
the autumn of 1788. He said, in part
We your brothers are in such trouble and perplexity.
We are drawn and pulled every way, our peace is
likely to be broken. Councils and treaties are
held here and are held there, and they speak
different languages. The Bostonians will not be
quieted with what we have agreed upon here. They
will not let people settle down peaceably upon
lands we have leased to them. We wish you to
interpose betwixt the Bostonians and the New Yorkers
and exhort them to a speedy settlement of their
disputes about our lands which we have leased. 35
The speech, which favored the Yorkers' interpretation of
events, was quickly answered by the Governor of New York
"ho, with a large party, had arrived at Fort Schuyler on
august 28, 1788, to purchase Indian land for the state.
During the summer of 1788, the Governor and his
assistant, John Taylor, had made extensive preparations
[
" thSir Indian COUnci1
' *** sent agents and runners to
:he villages of the Six Nations who explained the nature
>f the meeting and to encourage full attendance. The New
'orkers also had their agents among the Indians attempt-
ng to prevent a meeting from taking place. When the
Governor's council opened in late August, most of the
hiefs of the Six Nations were absent. Governor Clinton
ummoned the small collection of Indians, Indian traders,
nd runners, and questioned them about the problem. when
linton learned how the Yorkers had interfered with his
egotiations, and that many of the Chiefs were detained
Y the Yorkers at Canadasaga, he sent agents there to
ree them. But the Governor's agents were not able to do
iy more about the situation than Walker or Kirkland. 36
When the agents arrived at the settlement, they were
bounded by what they saw. Dr. Caleb Benton, a director
:
the New York Company, had marshalled the Indians
>gether and tried to prevent them from attending the
•uncil. He had plied them with rum, filled them with
<od, dealt them trinkets, and influenced them with
eeches against the Governor. 3? Kirkland, who arrived a
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week after Walker, described the wild scene that unfolded.
Col. Hugh Maxwell had joined Benton and assisted him in
keeping the Yankees and the Governor's agents away fro, the
Indians. 38 At the same time, "the Chiefs were kept in one
state or round of disapation /JicJ for near three weeks -
seldom sober enough one day, to know what had passed the
day before." Then, "one part of the tumult rose almost to
an insurrection." Benton and Maxwell had between 20 and
30 riflemen stationed in the village "for near 24 hours,"
and "gave out severe threats" to those who attempted to
persuade the Indians to attend the council. Benton
accused the Yankees and agents of being enemies to his
party and friends of the government. "At a certain
crises," Kirkland wrote, Roger Noble led a squad of men
against the rioters, "premptorly /sic_7 ordered them off
the ground or abide the consequences" and "the tumult
ii 3 9ceased." The Indians were then convinced to attend
the council, and Governor Clinton was able to acquire
from the Oneida and Onandaga Indians all their land
between Fort Schuyler and Cayuga Lake. Later, warrants
were issued for the arrest of the Yorkers involved in the
riot, and they were taken to New York to stand trial for
40treason
.
Although the confrontation between the Yankees and
Yorkers and that between the Yorkers and the Governor
was quickly settled, this brief but intense struggle
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>ointed out to Phelps a need for regular law inforcement
:o preserve frontier stability. Unpunished outbreaks of
rentier violence, when reported in eastern newspapers,
ould do considerable harm to the value of the lands by
ersuading investors and settlers not to involve them-
elves with it. In order to prevent future disorder,
helps sent a petition to the New York Legislature to allow
he "erection of a new county" in December, 1788 which he
amed Ontario. 41 The establishment of county authority
ver his purchase was necessary, Phelps wrote, because
the erection of the county will result in early and
egular administration of justice." 42 Disorderly people
ad moved into the territory, and "the most considerable
eople about to move view it essential to peace and
rder" that legal institutions be extended to the
4 3rontier. Phelps requested that Canandaigua be
ssignated as the "capital or shire town" of the county. 44
he petition was received favorably by the legislature,
id an act creating Ontario County and Canandaigua as the
Dunty seat was passed on January 27, 1789. 45 Thus, the
aick action of Phelps helped prevent future outbreaks of
Lsorder, and saved the Genesee from continuous rounds of
Lolence
.
With the Yorkers suppressed, the work of exploring
id surveying the lands went ahead as Phelps had planned,
ilker wasted little time examining the re-survey of the
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east line. He reported to Phelps that- tt-uex nat the line would not
inolude Canadasaga after all. ,It now runs about a^
and a quarter west of this lake" and "we shall get nothing
by having it run again. "46 Pheips, although "well
disatisfied" with the results, told Walker to move on to
Canandaigua and begin surveying the city. 47
The loss of Canadasaga forced Walker to press his
work with Canandaigua forward with considerable energy.
He and Chapin explored the area throughly, and found it
to contain good soil, cleared land, and a water communi-
cation with the northeastwardly flowing Seneca River
which reached the Mohawk through a series of connecting
rivers and creeks. They located a pleasant sloping hill
with a beautiful view of the lake on the west bank of
Canandaigua outlet and decided that it was best to survey
the village on that spot. The only problems they found
with the location involved obstructions with water trans-
portation to the east. The outlet was so throughly
clogged with rocks and timber that it could not be used.
Also, a waterfall four miles north of the outlet prohib-
ited traffic from flowing easily into the area. The men
decided, however, that the obstacles could be surmounted,
so they went ahead with their work. 48
Time was short for Walker. Since winter was fast
approaching, they had only about two months of work before
cold air and snow would force a halt to their projects.
talker delegated authority for supervising other survey
.ork and road construction, and concentrated on Canan-
daigua. His tasks were to survey a village plot, clear
>ut the inlet, and build a by-pass road for boats around
:he falls. By mid-November, Walker had achieved his goals
le had surveyed 120 one acre lots in a straight northeast
lirection from the lake, and had divided the land behind
:he village lots into 120 twenty acre backlots
. He had
ccomplished it in such a way as to preserve a direct
nd unobstructed view of the lake for future settlers,
t the center of the village, Walker surveyed a large
ublic square for the location of town and county
uildings. He also constructed a by-pass road around
he falls to allow settlers to reach the township during
he spring. The obstructions in the outlet were not
amoved. So Walker contracted with John McKinstry, of
adson, New York, to work through the winter clearing
ie outlet so that it would be ready for "batteauing
sic/" in the spring "from the mouth of said creek to
ie mouth of said lake." A small log hut was built to
>use supplies for company workmen who were surveying
>arby, and Walker's work was complete. 49
While Walker's party was busy with Canadaigua,
rkmen were opening roads from Canadasaga to Canandaigua
d from Canandaigua to the Genesee River under Chapin '
s
pervision. The roads were mostly cleared and widened
Survey of Canandaigua Village and Township
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Indian paths, but they were sufficient to allow a horse and
vagon to pass. They served to direct the initial flow of
nigrants toward the company's village-town and its sur-
rounding country side. They also served as access routes
Eor supplies in the east. Crude as they were, they were
m aid to farmers who were struggling to settle new land. 50
When the Walker party departed Canandaigua for New
England, in November, 1788, they left behind a structure
symbolic of the future growth of frontier civilization.
En the midst of a wilderness, the men, lacking adequate
supplies of labor and material, erected a two story log
>uilding. With a stone fire place and a window frame in
:he front and back of each room, yet with neither floor
lor doors, the cabin had only enough room for one person
ind some provisions. "Some suitable person would reside
:here," Walker wrote, "and give the purchaser information
is they explore the country". 51 Soon, he expected, the
inergy and toil required to construct that cabin would be
Iwarfed by more ambitious projects built by pioneer set-
ters. An Indian civilization of hunters soon would be
•eplaced with an American civilization of property owners
ind builders.
After Walker returned to Massachusetts and reported
o Phelps on the condition of the water routes leading to
he purchase and on the need for linking eastern settle-
lents with the west by constructing good roads. Phelps
realized that the establishment of a new western civili-
zation retired the promotion of extensive transportation
Projects. Roads leading to the Genesee from New England
did not exist, and the water system was in poor condition.
Small boats could travel easily from Schenectady to Fort
Stanwix on the Mohawk River, but beyond the Fort, the
creeks and rivers tended to be shallow and clogged with
debris. swamps were so numerous between Fort Stanwix
and Seneca Lake that travel by horse was dangerous.
Before the Genesee could develop, the company had to pro-
vide farmers and traders with the means of transporting
their supplies to the land.
During the winter of 1788-89, Phelps and Gorham
spent much time with the problem of opening up the Genesee
with roads and waterways. The company contracted with
Ephraim Blackmer of Whitestown on the Mohawk, and John
Taylor of Albany, in February, 1739, to construct a good
road from Fort Stanwix to Cayuga Lake and westward to
Canandasaga, a distance of about 100 miles. 52 The road
was also designed to link the Mohawk with Canandaigua,
thereby offering settlers direct access to Albany. The
importance of quickly constructing the road was stated by
the company in their petition to the New York Legislature,
in February, 1789. The proprietors wrote:
Impressed with the sense of the utility that will
result to the public from opening proper roads
through the western territory of said state... and
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the encouragement that will thereby be qiven toemigrants and the sources of commerce that win
tn
fa
^,
ltated b
^
™a™ thereof and being anxious
s
When the petition reached the legislature it was
•ejected. The legislature, instead, passed a law for-
bidding all but the state from contracting for roads on
tate property. According to the law, passed on February
5, 1789, the state Surveyor was required to determine
he best roadway to the western lands, mark it out, and
eport his findings to the legislature which would then
ccept bids on the route and pay the contractor in land. 54
Little time remained between the passage of the law
nd the beginning of the spring migrations, and Phelps
nd Gorham were despairing of a solution to their problem.
Drham contacted Simeon DeWitt and explained that "in
tie spring great numbers of people were planning to move
it to the Genesee Country and the road must be built to I
^commodate them." Gorham suggested that he make a quick
astern trip, mark the road, and submit his report. "If
le expense is greater in consequence of an early view
id report," Gorham stated, "we shall be willing to make
l adequate allowance." 55 But nothing came of Gorham'
s
:forts
.
Phelps, meanwhile, was also working hard to
Lcilitate road construction. He secured the cooperation
: William Bacon, a shareholder from Sheffield, Massa-
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chusetts, who agreed to bid on the contract when the state
offered one, and then requested Gorham to relay the
information that the company was prepared to begin immedi-
ately, if the state allowed non-residents to bid. 56 phelp
also wrote to Governor Clinton on the willingness of the
company to build the road. He explained
provision
f
?or^ ^ Y°Ur le^isl^ure had madef r cutting a road into the western cart
»LZ
OUr St
,
atQr and that
^
our Excellency is
P
?n^ 1 f Sd t0 SSrVe a contract with proper persons
us to havr^OS^ AS Lt 13 ° f g-a/importance to
as to
this business completed in such seasonaccommodate our spring removals, Mr. Fowlerwaits on your Excellency for the purpose of con-tracting to cut the new road. 57
In order to improve his chances with the Governor, Phelps
also wrote to Caleb Strong, a former member of the
Massachusetts Boundary Commission, who had many politi-
cally influential friends in New York and asked for his
help.
It is of great importance to us to have that road
opened this spring. Until it is done, it will beimpossible for our settlers to get on with theirteams and farming utensils and I think it probablethat not less than two or three thousand families
will go into the country this spring if the roadis opened. The bearer, Mr. Fowler, will wait
on the Governor for the purpose of signing a
contract to cut the road. I shall take it as a
particular favors if your Honor would advise
and assist him in this business. Any trouble you
may be at in this business shall be rewarded. 58
The results achieved by Phelps was similar to Gorham's.
The Governor decided to postpone building the road until
the Surveyor-General and the legislature made up its mind
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:o act on the matter. The Surveyor-General tola Gorham
:hat he would not act until s»er
, at the earliest, so
:he company had to cogence settlement without a good
oad. 59
The company, however, refused to consider the matter
losed. The members felt that if the issue of financing
he road was removed from consideration, then the state
ould reconsider its decision. Therefore, on May 6, 1789,
he company voted to build the road at their expense, if
hey were allowed to build it between the Mohawk and
*nadasaga. When the legislature was presented with the
roposal, it was turned down. The frontier development
>uld thus begin without roads leading to it. 60
The issue was not finally decided until the end of
ily, 1789, when Gorham reported to Phelps that Clinton
ivored the road and the company would receive payment
they agreed to build it.
I have seen the Gov. His dispositions are veryfavorable toward us. We must wait until theSurveyor makes his report. If a road is cut with
economy, we may have an allowance. The road cut
must communicate with a road ultimately to be run
southeast of the Mohawk River on higher, dryerground. Engage a number of people who will be
coming out of the country in the fall to undertakeby contract to cut the road and I am for doingit if we have to pay for it at the expense of our
company. 61
Witt made his report in the late fall of 1789, and
=lps signed a contract on December 12, 1789, and by the
ring of 1790, a road wide enough to serve settlers and
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traders was open from the Mohawk to Canadasaga . 62
While the road was being built, water transportation
served as the only reliable way of entering and leaving
the Genesee purchase. Phelps sent out a party of workers,
in the spring of 1789, to open waterways and Indian paths
for settlers. He instructed them to clear out the outlet
of Canandaigua Lake, if that had not been completed,
"because it is of great importance to the company to have
the water navigation opened early in this spring. The
Wood Creek will also want clearing," he said, "so that
boats can pass, and the ferry at the outlet of Cayuga
will require your attention." There were swamps and
morasses around the Cayuga outlet that also required
draining or bridging "in order to ease the crossing of
the outlet. "63 Eleven men departed from Massachusetts on
April 8, 1789, to begin the work of clearing the water
route and marking the way for pioneering settlers, so the
westward migration toward the Genesee could begin. 64
After struggling for nine months to organize the
Genesee into regular townships and to open it up for
speculation and settlement, by April, 1789, Phelps and
Gorham succeeded in their object. The basic economic
design of their frontier property had been established.
Ranges of townships six miles square, extending from
Seneca Lake to the Genesee River, were swiftly surveyed
and placed on maps that formerly identified only Indian
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•illages and important bodies of water. Canandaigua was
urveyed into a village-town, and designated a county seat,
rimiti.e roads and waterways were opened on the purchase,
nd others leading to it were ahnnt 4-« u^ ^ ±^ bou to be opened to facili-
ate commerce and settlement . 65 while much more surveying,
oad building, and institutional planning were required to
ake the Genesee flourish, the broad economic foundation
3°n WhiCh this ^ontier was to grow had been set in place.
Accomplishment, however, was balanced by several
>ntinuing problems which the proprietors were not quickly
>le to solve. Reliable transportation was necessary to
:omote a volume of trade and settlement sufficient for
Lpid economic growth, and the company road, completed in
'9 0, was not good enough to support that growth. Since
te state, the only source of help that the company could
:pect, was not willing to invest in western roads,
ansportation problems continued to plague the Phelps-
rham Purchase during its formative stages of develop-
nt. Another problem was the survey of the Pre-emption
ne. This erratic line not only cheated the company
t of Canadasaga, but the probability of a re-survey
variably would cast doubt on the validity of land
ties granted on the line, thereby frustrating settlers
i diminishing profits. The company also faced a
tentially difficult problem because of its inability to
LI the marginal land along the Pennsylvania border.
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Gorham was not able to complete a sale in Philadelphia
books.66 The solutions tQ probiem^ accQrd^ ^ ^
proprietors, was an aggressive promotion of settlement.
A rise in land values would not only stimulate land sales,
it would also generate enough profit to compensate for
unanticipated expenditures and financial losses elsewhere.
CHAPTER IV
THE RISE OF CANANDA IGU
A
Throughout most of 1783, Phelps optimistically
supported the view that town building, transportation
development, and settlement would generate such rapid
frontier growth that, by the end of 1789, rising land
values and voluminous land sales would provide the company
with great profit. 1 The source of his optimism was the
ready market for new lands which he knew existed in New
England and the hundreds of settlers he saw moving west
during his travels to the Genesee in the spring of 1788.
The "inducement," as Phelps called it, for settling the
Genesee involved a combination of factors that favored
swift agricultural and commercial development. The land
on the northern one-half of the purchase was very favor-
able for crop production. And, about one- third of this
land had been cleared by the Indians and made ready for
immediate use. At that time, Phelps predicted at least
"2 or 3,000 settlers will go out" during the first year
of company operations. 2
Phelps' enthusiasm was shared by many company
investors and other speculators who, noting the trend,
eagerly requested land from the company in 1788, so they
might gain an early advantage before the migration
occurred. 3 These men planned to purchase townships at
82
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near whoiesale prices
, hold them ^ ^ ^ ^
values, and then re-sell the ra to settlers or to other
speculators. « Thus
, with . ready^ ^
Prepared to bid on the l^nH »»iu n a d, sales commenced soon after
Walker appeared on the purchase in 1788. 5
The special interest investors showed in the Genesee
lands was a good sign for the company. It was necessary
for Phelps and Gorham to sell their lands as quickly as
Possible. They had invested a large sum of money in the
purchase and survey, and more was needed for the develop-
ment of Canandaigua. They also owed a large debt to the
Commonwealth of Massachusetts, and with so much at stake,
it was necessary that the company establish guidelines
for selling and receiving payment for their land.
Sales policy was determined at the company meeting
of August, 1788. The General Agent was required to sell
no land below ls/4 (16*) an acre, and demand payment in
cash. If a worthy purchaser needed credit to complete
the transaction, the Agent was required to refer him to
Phelps for the loan. 6 Phelps generally allowed a
purchaser to pay one-third down, and the remaining two-
thirds in one or two years time, if the purchaser could
provide ample security for his payments. 7 By following
this policy, Phelps expected that the company would re-
main solvent during the early period of frontier develop-
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nent
.
Experience with the early sales proved Phelps to be
wong. Demand for land was strong, but receipts feU
elow expectations, when „alker arrived at Canadasaga,
n September, 1 788
,
he reported that "the large number of
urchasers beinq so arp^ •»g g eat, that space for sleeping and
onducting business was at a premium. ^ mterest was also
igh in New England. Phelps was overwhelmed with inquiries
t his Granville office. He discovered, however, that
armers and speculators were reluctant to do business
itil they actually saw the lands. * To accommodate them,
id to publicize the land in his area, Phelps provided
^rtain influential men with special treatment when they
mt west. He wrote them letters of introduction,
istructed Walker to lavish food and drink on them, and
ovided them with private accommodations at company
pense. m several instances, Phelps also paid the
avelers expenses during the trip. Ebenezer Curtis, for
ample, was a surveyor whom Phelps wanted to send to the
nesee to work for the company, and who was also influen-
al with Granville farmers. Walker was advised to
Pay particular attention to Mr. Curtis and ifpossible give him a good opinion of that country
as much depends on the account he brings /back/-As our farmers place great confidence in him -He is a man of very ordinary appearance, but is
a person of judgement. 11
another time, two men from the vicinity of Hartford,
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Connecticut, appeared on the purchase with a letter of
introduction from Phelps.
-j would beg your particular
attention to Captain Thompson and Mr. Wadsworth.
.
. •' he
wrote, "as their opinion respecting our country will go
far with great numbers in Connecticut." 12 i„ this way
,
Phelps and Walker served to stimulate interest in the
Genesee and to promote a rapid sale of their lands. By
the end of 1788, the company had sold 30 townships out of
4 5 they had surveyed. 13
Although the number of townships sold represented two
thirds of the total available, it was far below Phelps
original estimate of 50, which he predicted would be sold
by the beginning of 1789. 14 Furthermore, the company was
only able to raise little money from the sales, placing
it in a very dangerous financial position. The problem
became apparent by mid-November, 1788, when Phelps alerted
Gorham that land sales were progressing slowly. "I do
not think we shall be able to gain any great matter from
the sale of towns so as to help us toward the first pay-
ment /to Massachusetts/," he explained. 15 what land he
and Walker sold was as good as could be expected, under
the circumstances prevailing on the purchase, but if the
company was willing to accept unsecured notes of hand,
much more land could have been sold. In spite of repeated
attempts to get cash at the time of sale, Phelps was
forced to extend credit to the purchaser. Thus, as
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purchasers were unable or u„willing to make , cash^
ction, and as the company needed to sell all their town-
hips quickly, the company had to change its sales
olicy." At the meeting of the proprietors, in February,
789, it was decided to accept unsecured notes of hand
I.O.U's), and permit purchasers three years to pay off I
he balance remaining on the property." In this way> ^
>mpany would have some income from their lands, and it
« hoped that the sales would foster rapid settlement of
ie purchase.
The action taken by the company was largely in the
iterest of the company membership. Out of 30 townships
>ld, 16 of them were purchased by members of the com-
^ny. With the cost of an average township running
out $4,000 (ls/8 or 20* an acre for 20,000 acres), they
re reluctant to advance large sums of money for it in
dition to the investment already made in the company. 19
ther, the members planned to raise money by selling
nd to other speculators or to settlers, or by develop-
g it themselves. Much of the company's success depended
du developing Canandaigua, since the value of its
vestments turned, in part, on that town. The faster
m development occurred, the greater the prospects were
: settlement, and the larger the market became for re-
-e of company lands. There was, therefore, a strong
:entive for Phelps and Gorham to promote an early rise
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of Canandaigua. The company's financial interest in
settling and commercializing the Genesee was intertwined
with the speculating practices of its members. For the
company to avoid bankruptcy, the members had to realize a
quick return on their investment.
With this objective in mind, the company set about
formulating plans for developing Canandaigua during the
winter of 1788-89, so the work of community building could
begin in the spring of 1789. To stimulate interest in
the township, the company set a very favorable pricing
and deeding policy for their village and farm lots. Land
prices were very reasonable, village lots, consisting of
10 acre front lots and 30 acre back lots, were priced at
$1.00 per acre. Farm lots, averaging 100 acres a piece,
were priced at
.56* an acre. 20 These prices were below
equivalent lands in New England which were retailing for
510 to $20 an acre in 1789. 21 They also were less than
good lands in eastern New York State. New York lands
were then selling for $8 to $10 an acre. 22 An added I
incentive for settling was the policy of granting mortgage
deeds instead of tenant contracts as was common in New
York. A mortgage deed enabled settlers to sell their
property for the value of the improvements, and profit
from their labor if they chose to move before paying for
the property. It also offered settlers legal protection
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gainst a landlord's unreasonable requests or against
arbitrary ejeotraent, „hich contrasted shgrply^^
:rces =o«„ on large manors in New York where purchasers
-re tenants who leased, but oould not own lands from
lanor lords. 23
Besides providing attractive pricing and deeding
olicies, the company approached the development of
anandaigua with the idea of building a handsome as well
s a thriving frontier town. All village settlers were
equired to erect decent dwelling houses on their lots,
nd the company planned to erect public buildings on the
illage square, as soon as practical, to promote Canan-
*igua's function as the county seat. 24 Most importantly,
*ny proprietors were preparing to make a settlement at
mandaigua during 1789, for the purpose of establishing
lemselves in business as well as promoting company
isiness by selling land, overseeing survey and road work,
id keeping the peace between the settlers and the
, . 25
;dlans
'
By developing Canandaigua
• s function as the
onomic center of the frontier, the proprietors were
ying the foundation for the growth of Canandaigua and
e surrounding territory.
Of all of the approaches followed by the proprietors,
e pioneering settlement of wealthy and able frontiersmen
3 the farthest reaching consequences for the development
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of Canandaigua. During the spring of 1789, Caleb Walker,
brother of MlUii Walker and a company member, Israel
Chapin, Oliver Phelps, and 9 other investors established
residences in the village and formed the nucleus of
Canandaigua's early settlement. 26 Their purpose was to
pursue private as well as company business, so that the
supplies necessary to support these activities were
brought to Canandaigua by boat from New England and Albany.
When the supplies began arriving, the proprietors opened
stores, and erected grist and saw mills for the conve-
nience of purchasers intent upon making a settlement and
for the use of laborers who worked for the company. 27 m
a brief time, flour, beef, sugar, salt, tea, mustard,
rice, butter, coffee, potatoes, chocolate, liquor, tobacco,
paper, ribbon, plates, eating utensils, cloth, hats, and
building materials such as paint, nails, brick, and
shingles were sold in limited quantities at Canandaigua.
Equipment, such as lanterns, axes, and knives, was also
brought out for the settlers. The land office was com-
bined with the operation of the general store, so that
land sales and supply were located in the same place,
thereby effectively organizing the frontier trading
pattern around Canandaigua, and making it the seat of
commerce . ^8
Not only was Canandaigua made the center of land
sales and trade, it was also turned into the principal
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inancial center where every essential economic trans-
ection occurred. The opening of the frontier attracted
he presence of a wide variety of people. There were 36
en employed by the company to survey and work on roads,
here were also speculators, settlers, Indians, Indian
raders, itinerant peddlers, and various other opportu-
Lsts flocking to the Genesee in 1789.29 since mQney
f
applies, and labor were scarce, proprietors and other
^althy individuals became the frontier's first bankers,
ley stabilized financial transactions among frontiers-
m by co-signing notes, paying off I.O.U's, and
lending credit to settlers so they could buy necessary
ipplies and farm equipment. 30 since the proprietors
eded help establishing and supplying their businesses,
d carrying on the work of the company, they readily
changed supplies, land, and money for carting, boating,
rveying, chaincarrying
, blacksmi thing
, and carpentry
31
rk. This enabled many men who were in debt to the
mpany or to others to pay back what they owed. This
formal banking system continued at Canandaigua until
L3, when a bank was chartered by the state.
Businessmen also played an important role in
:ablishing a local economy. In order to supplement
sir stock of goods, merchants regularly made purchases
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of food and supplies from local traders, as well as
leasing^horses, wagons, boats and other equipment in short
supply. 32 By doing this, businessmen created a market
for farmers and traders who needed to raise money or earn
credit to carry on their pioneering work.
The early economic growth of Canandaigua was also
influenced by the settlement of businessmen who were not
proprietors. Although many of these men were not as
wealthy as the company members, they also contributed to
the development of the village. Eight men accounted for
the establishment of 3 general stores, 2 taverns, 2 hotels,
and a tannery. 33 The presence of these businesses not
only served to create additional trade activity in the
town, they also provided places where transients,
laborers, settlers and traders could congregate and
transact business.
Within one year of settlement, the activities of
pioneering investors had succeeded in transforming
Canandaigua into a frontier boom town. The scene was
recalled by John H. Jones, a brother of a Canandaigua
merchant who later became a frontier Judge. The change
of pace was striking. "when we left /Canandaigua/ in
the fall of '88, there was not a solitary person there;
When I returned fourteen months afterwards the place was
full of people - residents, surveyors, explorers,
adventurers, houses were going up; it was a busy, thriving
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lace. "34 To maintain ^^ Qf .^^^ ^ ^ ^
:ract other investors, farmers, and traders, the company,
:nder the direction of Phelps, undertook measures to
reserve Canandaigua
•
s position as the frontier's =«er-
ial and legal oenter, and to enhance its image of pros-
erity and power.
Accordingly, Phelps' plan was to replace rudimentary
cabins serving as stores and dwelling places for
smpany personnel, with larger and more elegant frame
aildings. The work began soon after Phelps and the
-hers arrived on the purchase, and continued until the
id of 1789, when the outline of what was to become the
Lrst generation of attractive Canandaigua architecture I
is in place. Frames for houses, barns, and stores
rarfed the small cabins that served the proprietors as
Leir homes and places of business. Construction was
fficult, due to shortages in building supplies and
bor, and many were not completed until 1792, when
elps dispatched six New England carpenters to finish
e work. When they were completed these substantial and
tractivily built houses, lent grace and dignity to the
all town, conveying to visitors a feeling of growth and
Dsperity . 35
To sustain that pattern of development, Phelps
quired villagers to erect a "decent dwelling house"
thin one year of settlement, or they would forfeit the
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land. The terms were included in the mortgage deed. For
example, where lots were overrun with trees and bushes, the
terms required that the owner "level said lot so as to af-
ford a good and clear prospect of said lake from the public
square and likewise build a decent dwelling house. "36 This
policy insured that village settlers invest in their
property, contribute to the appearance of the town, and
reside there for a long period of time. A stable and
attractive town was just as important to frontier develop-
ment, in Phelps view, as a rise of commerce.
Although there was no immediate need, Phelps was
prepared to erect a court house and jail on the public
square, because he believed that a functioning legal
system would attract lawyers and merchants to the village.
When Phelps presented his plan to Gorham, during the sum-
mer of 1789, he was pleased with it.
I like it because it has a tendency to produce a
speedy settlement of it - And to give some conse-quence to the county - as the heart or head to thehuman body - In order the more to encourage, I
wish you to reserve a lot of good land and
conveniently located for a ministerial or parish
lot - & perhaps one for a school. 3 7
The establishment of a school and parish, Gorham believed,
would "give the town a respectable appearance . "38
Gorham also proposed that Phelps encourage the
establishment of a first class hotel in the town. The
two already in the village were adequate, but a good hotel
projected a favorable image of the community by providing
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measure of refined civility for its visitors. AcCordinc
3 Gorham, an innkeeper named Brown, living in Lexington,
.ssachusetts, was a likely candidate for the job, and
lelps was requested to lure him westward. He also
guested Phelps to reserve about 250 acres of land for
ls use "on the south west side of the village, and about
ie mile from the public square," because he intended to
-ve at Canandaigua part of the time. The reservation of
md was also meant to demonstrate Gorham's confidence
i Canandaigua 's future, and thereby encourage reluctant
ittlers to go into the township. 39
Phelps and Gorham never intended that the company
uld operate as an absentee landlord, so their incentives
r settling were buttressed by a responsive and effi-
ently run land agency. Encouraging purchasers to I
main on the frontier was an important part of a
veloping area, so a full time agent resided at Canan-
igua to help the pioneers. Everyone of the agents,
zept Phelps, was a surveyor and competent to lay out
ts, settle boundary disputes, and give accurate advice
icerning the value of various tracts of land. Phelps
le a practice of living a part of every year at Canad-
Lgua, personally overseeing the settlement of the town
well as the company lands, and his presence allowed
itlers access to their landlord on a regular basis,
i appearance among the settlers, struggling with fatigue
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and other discomforts, was encouraging to them, giving
them an incentive to continue with their pioneering work.
James Wadsworth, the founder cf Geneseo on the Genesee
River, understanding the value of high frontier morale,
supported Phelps' residence at Canandaigua. He exclaimed
to Phelps
But, sir the most important matter I have notmentxoned Come, Come, my dear sir, and restorelife ^activity to Canandargua /sic A When youare with us, Canandargua /sic 7~is like anexchange, but when absent it is extremely dull. 40
Caring for the plight of the settler was a mark of the
Phelps-Gorham Company.
Attending to the financial needs of Canandaigua
settlers was also important to the company. Understanding
that a shortage of money prevented settlers from paying
on their land, Phelps permitted them to pay with farm
produce or with their labor. 4 ! Purchasers who desired to
make an immediate settlement and had farms in the east
but little capital, were allowed to trade their farms for
equivalent land on his purchase. 42 This practice became
popular during the last three years of the 1790' s. For
farmers who held land warrants for fighting in the
American Revolution, Phelps agreed to accept them for
payment on his land. 43 Poor people who desired to
explore the Genesee before purchasing were given the
opportunity of paying for their trip by working for the
company. Many times, Phelps traded work for the lands
he settler wanted. Poverty was not an obstacle for
mbitious people who wanted to pioneer the Genesee during
ts early period of development. 44
As a result of town building policies and promotion,
ands in Canandaigua township sold well during 1789. m
ie village, 39 men purchased 42 lots, reflecting the
^eloping commercial nature of settlement. m the town-
lip, only 21 farm lots were sold, mostly to speculators,
fleeting the idea that as the village grew in importance,
itlying area would eventually become valuable. The
iportance of investors and businessmen to rising land
ties is indicated by the fact that almost half the lands
>ld were purchased by company proprietors or merchan-
sers. Many of these men used the land to open part-
me real estate businesses in the village. 45
Although lands sold well, actual settlement at
nandaigua, during the first year, was not extensive,
xteen settlers established residences in the township,
eluding 5 on farm lots and 11 in the village. The
llage population contained a mixture of business
rsuits, but the most numerous one was merchandising,
ur men engaged in retailing dry goods, 3 were primarily
land sales, 2 practiced tavern and innkeeping, 1
:>vided blacksmi thing and leatherdressing service, and
farmed the land. On the basis of occupational pursuits,
the proportion of settles an., •tler engaging in commercial activity
was very high. Ten of 16 settlers or 6?°
'
2 *> were commercial
rather than agricultural residents. Although small, the
settleraent reflected the expectations of its residents
that Canandaigua would become a center fn,d or commerce on the
frontier. 46
The small settlement was, nevertheless, cosmopolitan
in its make-up. Men were drawn from various places in New
England, including Massachusetts, Connecticut, and New
Hampshire. There was also a diversity of social and
economic backgrounds represented among the settlers.
Wealthy proprietors mingled with carpenters, Indian
traders, farmers, and blacksmiths. Several men were
college educated and one was a doctor. The settlers were
about evenly divided religiously, with half the residents
adhering to the Congregational and half to the Episcopal
church. A diversity of backgrounds and a pursuit of
commerce contributed to Canandaigua s growth as a frontier
center of urban values and behavior. 47
The settlement and development of Canandaigua seemed
to have some effect upon the sale and settlement of other
townships on the purchase. Phelps had predicted that the
company would sell "every good township by the end of
1789," and results proved him correct. 48 The company
sold 16 townships, at an average price of 16$ an acre,
during their first year of settlement, raising the two
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"r t0tal t0 46 ' 49 Purchasers, however, remained the
«ne and sales patterns followed those of the previous
Jar
* °
f thS 16 P^chasers, 9 were associated with the
>mPany either as a shareholder or as a supplier.™ All
!
the purchases were made on credit, compounding the
.mpany's critical financial condition. But the pattern
:
purchases made in 1788 and 1789, gave hope to the
mpany's shareholders. Thirty-two of 46 townships pur-
ased were located on excellent Erie-Ontario soil, and
thin 12 to 18 miles of Canandaigua. Although the towns
re purchased on their own merits, the pattern indicated
at settlement would begin on lands adjacent to Canan-
igua, resulting in rapid agricultural development and
sing land values outside the commercial center.
Frontier migration, during the first year, tended
bear out Phelps' view that land within the limits of
/illage-town would settle first. Out of 8 townships
meered in 1789, 5 were located within 6 miles of
landaigua. The other 3 were located within 12 miles of
s town. The approach used in settling these towns was
lilar to that used by Phelps. Lands were swiftly
•veyed into lots, and to generate sales the owners took
residence there, so that absentee land lording was
ided in most cases. 51 Development was hindered, how-
r, because the townships lacked a village plot so the
tiers tended to become dispersed, retarding communi-
cation and development of the township. During the year
roads were cut between Canandaigua and her neighboring
settlements, increasing their potential for trade, and
enhancing Canandaigua
• s role as a commercial center. Thu
settlement policies of Phelps and Gorham and those of
other proprietors laid a foundation for the gradual
development of commercial agricultural production on the
Genesee frontier.
Despite an enormous effort by the company to build
a viable commercial base in the wilderness, frontier
conditions were such that little more in the way of
settling and developing the frontier could be achieved
for several years. They were hampered in their task by
the remoteness of the region from established markets.
The network of creeks, lakes, and rivers that connected
Canandaigua with the east presented problems for the
developers. One hundred fifty miles separated Canan-
daigua from Albany, its nearest market, since Canadian
markets were closed to Americans after the American
Revolution. 52 Roads linking the east with the west,
partially completed in 1790, were inadequate for year
around travel, so most of the trade traveled slowly over
water, utilizing small batteaux. The cost of operating
the boats, the time required for travel, and the limited
volume of cargo, were major factors contributing to a
scarcity of goods, a scarcity of money, and extremely
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prices for th. sparcely populated frontier region
* a result, bartering quickly became ^ means of^
Even barter failed of producing a level of economic
-rowth desirable for commercial development during the
"St years of settlement. Canandaigua merchants exchanaed
revisions for produce or labor, but produce and labor wire
ery scarce commodities. Thus
, they were force . ^^
-dits, hoping the customer would eventually return with
terns exchangeable at Albany for cash or provisions. The
astern also failed because residents consumed all they
reduced, which in many instances was inadequate for their
^eds. The only readily available means of exchange among
oneers was the fur trade which some settlers followed,
•apping and trading trinkets with the Indians for fur
Its became a short term livelihood for some new settlers,
cause, it was the only way a valuable commodity was
oduced during the first years on the Genesee frontier,
e scarcity of furs, however and the time required for
apping made this form of trade difficult to pursue,
apping by itself could not eliminate the impoverishment
perienced by most frontier people. 53
With little else to trade except their labor, settlers
ild not stimulate a profitable exchange with the
.andaigua merchants. But if they were able, the supply
tem was inadequate for their needs. The proprietors
loyed no more than 4 or 5 batteaux for carrying pro-
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visions to the new settlement, since a large percentage
of the supplies originated in New England, the result was
an unstable, costly, and inefficient flow of goods west-
ward. During winter months, some merchants returned home
because waterways were impassable, and supplies dwindled.
Starvation, always a threat among a pioneering people,
became a distinct possibility for many families. The
merchants, with nothing to trade, and the settlers, with
nothing to offer, had to endure until a better network of
roads could be constructed and population on the frontier
increased sufficiently to support rapid economic growth. 54
Adding to the problems inhibiting settlement and
growth was the tension generated between the company and
settlers and the Indians who resided on the perimeter of
the tiny settlements. it was a continuing concern of
Phelps that peace exist between whites and Indians, and
that the Indians remain friendly with the company. Accord-
ingly, a considerable portion of his time was spent dealing
with problems related to the Indian presence.
At the beginning of settlement, the Indian presence
was formidable. According to a 1792 federal census,
there were 3,82 3 Indians living between the Mohawk River
and Fort Niagara, and 1,800 Seneca Indians living within
50 miles of Canandaigua. An earlier census also indicated
that in 1790, there were only 1,047 settlers living on the
Phelps-Gorham Purchase, and only 99 at Canandaigua. Thus,
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:he Indians held a 3 to 1 numerical advantage over the
:ettlers.55 The issue Qf ^^^ _
ated by Phelps purchase of 1788. His agreement stipu-
ated that the Indians were allowed to hunt and fish on the
urchase until such time as it became inhabited and
ultivated by settlers. Indians mingling with whites, and
anting, trapping, and fishing on their land was not only
source of potential trouble, but also influenced the
Bttlement of the territory. 56
Phelps was determined to treat the Indians fairly
id fulfill every provision of his agreement with them with
ire and dispatch. But Indian misunderstandings con-
doling the agreement, and clashes between Indians and
tites frustrated Phelps' work. During the summer of
89, Phelps was expecting to meet the Chiefs of the
neca Nation at Canandaigua, and pay them for the land
rchased a year earlier. But before he left Massa-
usetts, he was notified that the Indians had become
happy with the transaction. The Chiefs were insisting
at Phelps pay $10,000, or double the amount agreed to,
as to cover what they had lost with the New York lease.
By would not distinguish between the lease and Phelps
reement, and threatened to damage the settlements if
sir wishes were not met. 5 ? Phelps, however, would pay
it he owed, but no more. In a letter to Samuel Street,
) was still residing at Fort Niagara, and who held the
10
confidence of the Indians, he explained:
In III sprint
1
^S**?^ resPecti^ the payment
.
Genesee River 'are ^SSu^^g^ °and^
SPeand^he r sPaY " »^ « *£
?hev winVe, are t0 - Pay them Wil1 be so small
make &Si^l8dl8aRP°lnted and 1 am
He asked Street to keep the Indians peaceful until he
personally explained the terms to the Chiefs. As a pre-
caution, and to avoid unnecessary expense, Phelps
instructed Chapin to inform the Indians that he "shall be
there on the 4th of June and fulfill my contract with
them;" and, "as it is my wish not to have a final treaty,
but only to have the Chiefs to meet and receive their pay,
he was to avoid encouraging the whole nation to attend. 59
While Phelps was preparing for the meeting in New
England, he received news which further complicated his
problems. Indians had burned a store and killed a doctor
at Canandaigua, and were also threatening to make war
against settlers who attempted to take possession of lands
east of Seneca Lake which were owned by New York State. 60
The news of the death of "Doctor Taylor who formerly
lived in Lunenburg /Massachusetts/," frightened Phelps. 61
It was reported that he was "killed by the Indians at
Canandarqua /sic_7, " and the "account of a shocking piece
of murder" caused him to believe that the Indians were
becoming uncontrollable. 62 "I fear it will be a damage to
our settlement," he said to Gorham, and "I believe it is
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'St to say but little about." 63
Concealing a murder was difficult, but the Indian's
reats against New York's so called Military Tract was
possible to hide. Seneca chiefs were upset because
ey claimed that the state bought their lands without
e authority of all the Indians. Phelps himself commented
the time of purchase that "the Indians are determined
prevent any settlement in the Kuiga /sic_7 lands as
Bre was not one Chief or Sachem present that signed
6 4b deed." it was purchased "of a few straggling Cayuga
3 Onondage /sic_7 Indians who had no right to sell it." 6 ^
s Chiefs had made it clear that trouble lay ahead, if
5 land was settled.
With these problems before him, and the success of
! settlements hanging in the balance, Phelps proceeded
tt to calm the Indians and dispel all their misunder-
indings. By mid-June, Phelps arrived at Canandaigua
h the money and a substantial baggage of Indian
plies. The Indians stayed away from the talks until
-July, then they descended upon the little town in a
de. Instead of meeting with the Chiefs and Sachems
ne, Phelps was confronted with "2 or 3,000 hungry
ians arriving for the treaty, and must feed them all." 66
hough he probably misjudged their actual numbers,
lps was placed in a difficult position with so many
ians camping in the middle of his village. Not only
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was he intimidated by their presence, he was also fearful
of the Indians destroying the settlers and the settlement.
After observing a brief ceremonial introduction of
the principal negotiators, bargaining commenced. imme-
diately, Phelps discovered the seriousness of the business
before him, because the Indians were questioning his very
title to the land. The Chiefs were convinced that the
so called Treaty of 1788, was a fraud, and were prepared
to attack it with the testimony of two Indian traders named
Horatio Jones and Joseph Smith. 67
Jones and Smith, former Indian captives during the
American Revolution, were Indian traders and interpreters
who were present at the 1788 negotiations. After that
meeting, according to Phelps, they had "ingratiated them-
selves with the Indians" by filling their heads with the
idea "that Col. Butler had received just as much as the
whole nation" for the sale of their lands. 68 since they
were cheated, they were entitled to more than they had
received, and the "writing" made at Buffalo Creek was not
correct. Hence the Chiefs demanded $10,000 and an annuity
of $1,000 for life or the lands would revert to them. To
emphasize their feeling, the Chiefs made a gift of "six
square miles of land to include all the great Genesee
Flatts" on the west side of the river to Smith and Jones,
"so that they might go and live with them do their busi-
ness for them and keep others from cheating them." 69
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Rather than attacking the motives of the two traders
Phelps referred to the agreement the Chiefs had signed at
Buffalo Creek, and appealed to four chiefs, who he knew
understood the situation. Phelps implored the chiefs fcQ
-nvince the others that it was Smith and Jones who were
the cheats. Joseph Brant, Captain David, Farmers Brother
^ ChiSf LUtle BU1
^—ded in convincing the Seneca
:hat Phelps title was legitimate and they were to receive
>nly $5,000, an annuity of $500, and 25 cattle for the
-and. After settling that misunderstanding, Phelps
-resented the Chiefs with $700 in cash, 25 cattle, and
ome calico and linen, and retired one of several bonds
eld by the Indians. He also promised to meet them in
ne year and make a similar payment. Smith and Jones,
owever, retained such influence with the Indians that
helps feared they would eventually control all the lands
Q the west side of the Genesee. He observed that "Smith
id Jones still had the lead" and "if I do not prevent
iem
- will hold the lease" that the Indians had offered
iem. 70
After this matter was settled to the Indian's
itisfaction, Phelps reported that
There arose a dispute between the nations with
respect to the division of the money. The
Senecas said that the lands belonged to them andthey would receive all the pay. This was with
much warmth disputed by the other nations, but
after three days spent treating on the subject -
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Capt. David put himself at the ^ ±u »/sic_/, Onnadagas /sic 7 Tuscarar^ 5~ %Ke°gUaSMohawks and agreed to seDar,!^ /S1c_/, and
the Senecas and aareed no? ll ^ from
pay. 71
g t to receive any of the
This agreement brought peace among the Indians, and allowed
Phelps a chance to discuss Indian intentions regarding the
settlement of the xMilitary Tract.
The Cayuga and Onondaga Nations, freed of Seneca
domination, displayed a willingness to discuss their pro-
blems with Governor Clinton or to dispatch a delegation to
Congress for that purpose. They also agreed not to take
hostile measures against settlers, unless provoked by
them or by the actions of the state. Phelps also used
the opportunity to convince the Seneca Chiefs to sign a
compact promising that Indians and whites would punish
offenses committed by their people against others. it was
hoped that murders of Indians and whites would be dis-
couraged by the imposition of mutual restraint and account-
ability. 72
After the negotiations were completed, the Chiefs of
the four non-sharing tribes came forward and signed a quit-
claim deed confirming the Seneca right to the proceeds of
the 1788 agreement, and the talks came to an end. 73 Phelps
was satisfied with the results, and the Indians "appeared
happy that they were not cheated as they had claimed." 74
As an expression of their feelings
The Chiefs of the Four Nations waited on me and
thanked me for my attention to them and expressed
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Y w°uid
1
at a11 times give me their aide and
thfse^l^ n°ne ° f the nations ^ould damagehe ett ers on my purchase. 75 g
:elebrations followed and when they ended, the Indians
'left the grounds in a very peaceable manner without doing
:he least damage to any of the inhabitants . "76 After the
indians had departed, in late August, 1789, Phelps
>ptimistically reported to Gorham that, finally, "all things
Lre now going on well and nothing is wanting but a good
•oad to this country to make it flourish. " 77
With the Indian problem apparently settled, Phelps
•urned his attention to the financial problems facing
he company. The results achieved from his management of
he land was encouraging for those who believed that
nvestment in wilderness land would return handsome
rofits. On paper, at least, this seemed to be the case,
ncome from land sales, including Canandaigua, was
xpected to reach L 50,000 NY currency or $125,000, by
he end of 1789, while expenses connected with the
pening of the frontier were calculated at less than half
hat amount. 78 The financial condition of the company
Duld have been solid, were it not for the fact that much
f its business was done on credit and that there was
Lttle cash available to pay the Commonwealth of Massa-
lusetts at the end of the year. As a condition of
ranting a title, in 1788, the Commonwealth required the
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company to post bond for one year's payment, ana, in order
to oomply, the company borrowed L 30,000 NE currency against
its future income. Consequently, all of the profits
realized in 1738 and 1739, were required to retire that
debt." Deferring payment to the Commonwealth was
impossible, because many members of the General Court,
believing that Phelps and Gorham had used their influence
to get "a valuable country from them for a trifling sum-
threatened to void the deed if the money was not paid on
time. The company was expecting to pay the state with
depreciated state securities, but they unexpectedly began
to rise in value, making it more difficult for the company
to comply. 80
The reason for the rise in near worthless securities
was an expected redemption of state notes by the federal
government. Newly appointed Secretary of the Treasury,
Alexander Hamilton favored such a policy for stabilizing
state and federal credit, encouraging domestic develop-
ment, and for stimulating foreign trade. The effect of
such policy on securities caused Massachusetts notes to
rise from 37 cents on the pound to $1.25 by the time
Phelps and Gorham' s first payment was due in late 1789. 81
When Hamilton's plan was finally announced, in 1790,
state securities had already risen to near par value.
Thus, as prices rose, the supply of securities diminished
as owners held them for future gains, making it difficult
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for the company to purchase notes at any price.
Even when the company was able to buy securities, they
-re hampered by a lack of cash. Phelps calculated that
>o more than 1/3 of the sales made in the Genesee would
reduce cash before the state debt was due. ^ The only
>ther source of income was payment due the company for
and shares. But this revenue also fell short of expec-
ations. Phelps was required to notify several associates
f their obligation to the company, and in some instances,
e was forced to cancel shares and resell them to men who
ere willing to immediately pay for them. 83 while phelps
as pursuing this approach to the problem, he discovered
hat the New York Company, who still held 13 shares, was
^fusing to pay for them.
Although Phelps had been disappointed with the
>rkers during the 1788 Indian negotiations, he expected
lat they would honor their financial commitments to the
>mpany. But as the time of paying the first install-
Hit drew closer, and nothing was forthcoming from them,
ielps became concerned. He declared to Gorham that "not
thstanding Livingston's assurances at Hartford, I have
t been able to get a farthing" from them. 84 He re-
ested Gorham to write to him and explain the difficulty
e company would be in if the money were not paid.
You must immediately inform all those interested
in shares that they must advance their pay and
Ill
associates in^?^ sLt^an^hafwe* STing from them in this resoert ™ 6 hear noth-
that we have advanced ' ^ muSt be se"sible
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/^ nnJi 7 sub:ect...and be at Boston by the 28thof October/ prepared to complete this business
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in the meantime, Phelps wrote directly to the Yorkers and
explained that "it was our promise that we would pay one-
third down in the confirmation
... and unless we do it, the
whole will be overturned. "86 Both men waited for the
Yonkers response.
The New Yorkers answered Phelps plea by declaring
bankruptcy. Unable to raise enough money to meet their
obligations, "the Yorke company have crumbled to pieces,"
Phelps announced to the shareholders. 87 "They were so
broke, they could not get enough money to pay... They
paid us only L 700 toward the 20 shares." 88 "At present
we have nothing more to do with that company." 89 The
financial loss to the Phelps-Gorham Company was con-
siderable. The Yorkers owed L 13,361 NY currency
($33,402) as their share of the expenses of purchasing
the lands from the Commonwealth of Massachusetts and the
Indians. Phelps and Gorham also lost 4 valuable town-
ships on the east border of their purchase, because the
Leasee Townships, as they were called, were deeded as a
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condition of a loan granted Phelps in 1738.90 To Qff_
set the losses, the Yankees were forced to resell the 13
shares through Edward H. Robbins
, a Boston broker for less
While the Yorkers shares were being sold, Phelps and
3orham considered other measures that might produce funds
for the company. Phelps proposed that the company sell
Its Pre-emption Right to the lands west of the Genesee
*iver. He succeeded in interesting a Pennsylvanian named
^athias Hollenback, of Luzerne County, who was a Judge and
>art-time land speculator. According to the preliminary
•greement Hollenback signed with the company, he had 10
eeks to accept or reject Phelps' offer. Unfortunately
or the company, the Judge chose to reject, and the
ankees were left with nothing. ^ phelps next suggested
hat the company try to sell the right to New York State.
Some persons have mentioned to me that it was
wes?
1
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State
°
f NY W°Uld Purch* se our landst o the Genesee - Their view in making pur-chase would be to prevent any interference inthe sale of lands. Also, to prevent any personstreating with the Indians, but their own
agents
.
y ^
it after further discussion, that plan also came to
)thing.
Phelps was depending on Gorham to sell 20 townships
icated on the southern part of the purchase, but that
'Ssibility was ended in mid-February, 1789, when he
turned from Philadelphia without a sale. 94 By November,
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1789, the company was still without adequate funds to
Purchase state securities, and Phelps and Gorham were
forced to report to the General Gourt that they could not
meet their first payment. Unsympathetic with their plight
,
the General Gourt brought suit against the Phelps and
Gorham Company. nine company bondholders were ordered to
appear at the Suffolk County Court of Common Pleas, in
January, 1790, and show cause why the bond should not be
Paid. L 120,000 of company assets were also attached in
the suit as security for the Commonwealth. 95
The suit brought consternation and embarrassment to
Phelps, which was evident in the letters which he sent to
the shareholders soon after he learned of it. in his
letter to Walker he said
this
g
co^r
Snt hT SUSd US and 311 °ur bondsmenrn ourt
-...make no words about the matterout give the summons to those whom they are
against without suprising their families - Iwish them not to be frightened, we will make
all things well yet - or at least everything inmy power shall be done to do it. 96
Since the company required time to solve its problems, at
the January, 1790, meeting of the Court of Common Pleas,
the company received what it needed. It was granted a
continuance of the case until July, enabling the proprie-
tors to propose compromise measures to the members of a
select committee of the state Assembly holding jurisdic-
tion over their case. 97
While negotiations with the state went on, Gorham
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analysed the company's situation in light of Hamilton's
Report on the Public Credit which was presented to the
federal Congress on January 14, 1790
. The report contained
two measures pertaining to the funding of the state and
federal debt which, if passed, would affect Massachusetts'
suit against his company. Under Hamilton's plan, an
arbitrary value would be placed on state securities, and
the Federal Government would assume them at that rate.
Under the funding plan, the Federal Government would re-
deem continental currency also at arbitrarily determined
ratios to new currency. 98 Gorham believed that, since the
company's contract with the state was made when state and
federal securities were valued below par, government
intervention in the securities market altered the terms of
the contract. There was no fair way of determining the
company's actual debt under Hamilton's plan. When the
terms were altered, the contract was broken, and the
Zommonwealth's suit against the company was of no pur-
Dose 99
Rather than defending against a suit, Gorham felt
:hat the company had a claim against the Commonwealth for
lamages resulting from land taken by the federal govern-
lent from the western boundary of their Pre-emption Right,
iorham reasoned that the Pre-emption Right guaranteed
he company the privilege of purchasing 6 million acres of
and. But federal surveying of a boundary line between
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the western edge of the Pre-emption and the Northwest
Territory, resulted in the loss of a triangular piece of
land between Presque Isle in western Pennsylvania and the
border of New York state. The loss was estimated by Chapin
at about 125,000 acres of very good land, which the company
had planned to sell to speculators. if the state pursued
its plan to prosecute the company, Gorham argued, then the
company would press a suit against the state. 100
A compromise was a more desirable solution, Gorham
thought, than suits and counter-suits. m Gorham's view,
if Hamilton attempted to push his Assumption Plan through
Congress, a struggle between states with small debts and
those with large debts would ensue. in that case, debtor
states such as Massachusetts, Connecticut, Georgia, and
North Carolina could help pay for Assumption by granting
tracts of land from their western territories to the
Federal Government, which the government would sell at a
profit, thereby striking a balance between those that
would benefit from assumption and those who would not.
In Massachusetts' case, Gorham wished to offer the Pre-
emption lands west of the Genesee as a cession to the
federal Government. Massachusetts would have its shaky
finances buttressed by an assumption of its debts, no
longer needing the company's payment for income, and,
the company would be satisfied with its land east of the
river. The lawsuit should then become moot. 101
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Hamilton's plan of credit had encouraged many state
reditors to feel that their interests were going to be
rotected, so when Gorham presented his compromise to the
eneral Court he found the members willing to listen. The
egislators made it clear to Gorham that it had no inten-
ion of forcing the company into bankruptcy. As soon as
Alton's plan progressed to the point that it would
*ss, the legislature would seek a just and reasonable
Dlution to the company's problems. 102
Satisfied by this response, the company formally
^titioned the General Court for a new agreement on
ibruary 27, 1790. Their petition requested the Common-
ialth to take over ownership of the Pre-emption lands
sst of the Genesee River and allow them the right to
:velop one-quarter of the land in partnership with the
ate. In return, the state was requested to release the
mpany from paying the last two bonds due, and relinquish
e year's interest on the bond they held. The company
reed to pay off the final one-third due on the first
10 3te. Their petition was accepted by the Assembly on
rch 1, 1790, and on March 5, Governor John Hancock I
gned the bill which ended the dispute between the corn-
ay and the Commonwealth. 104
Several weeks after completing the agreement, Phelps
1 Gorham received an offer from Robert Morris to
rchase all remaining company lands east of the Genesee,
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and to share in their Pre-emption with the state west of
the river. After some lengthy negotiations, the proprie-
tors and Morris reaohed an agreement on August 1, 1790,
when all unsold lands, including the southern tier lands,
were transferred to Morris.^ sinoe Phelps was eager to
correct what he felt were errors in the eastern Pre-
emption line, a significant part of the Morris Agreement
related to the re-survey of that line. Morris agreed to
pay for the re-surveying of the line in 1790, and upon
completion of the work, reach a final settlement with the
company. when the survey was finished, it was discovered
that Canadasaga did, in fact, belong to Phelps and Gorham,
and that 100,000 acres of land had been excluded from the
company's purchase. 106 By the terms Qf their agreement/
however, Canadasaga and the remainder of the new found
land was owned by Morris. In 1791, Morris sold his
Phelps-Gorham lands to English speculators, and Cana-
dasaga, the eastern Pre-emption lands, and the southern
lands passed out of the hands of American ownership . 107
The Phelps-Gorham Company also passed out of
existance in 1791, when the proceeds of the sales were
divided among the shareholders. The company members
profited from their investment, but more importantly,
they left behind a sturdy foundation upon which a new
frontier civilization could develop. 108 The pioneering
efforts of Phelps, Gorham, and other men with capital,
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nfluence, and ability, transformed the Genesee wilderness
nto a functioning collection of settlements. Their
bility, along with a willingness to invest large sums of
oney in a risky project made the crucial difference,
trough their leadership, Genesee lands were incorporated
ito the state of New York, a clear title obtained, and
1 important settlement begun at Canandaigua. Over one
Lllion acres of new land were opened for settlement and
ivestment. The company's concept of village development
Lso aided frontier growth by establishing commercial
inters which promoted long term economic growth of the
lole territory. What would have taken more than a
Jcade of work by individual farmers was accomplished by
in of capital and ingenuity in two years time.
Looking over the potential for new speculation in
astern New York lands, Phelps believed that more could be
>ne with the Indian lands on the west side of the river,
e "best land /Is/ still under the Indians & will raise
ic_/ in value as Penna. British & ours settle around
As villages grew and land values increased through-
t his purchase, he estimated that there was no measur-
g what adjacent western lands would be worth in a short
riod of time. "If the lands while new & encumbered
th Indians will sell at 1/4 /164/, what will the lands
at are much better in natural situation sell for when
sy come to be surrounded with settlements & good roads
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to them7 » The future „as bright ^ speculators ^
detained to wait for Genesee settles to achieve its
ful! potential.
„ they waited, the rewards would be worth
their time
. Phelps estimated that Indian^ ^
fetch double sum of 1/4 /I6 «7 now got for Genesee lands in
5 years." Consequently, a great deal rested on the
development of village and agricultural areas in the
Genesee. Once a stable civilization was established there,
the remaining frontier lands would sell for a high price
and settle easily. 109
CHAPTER v
PATTERNS OF MIGRATION AND SETTLEMENT
From the viewpoint of speculating entrepreneurs such
as Phelps, the fruits of frontier town building were
reflected as much in the profits realized from selling
increasingly valuable land, as in the satisfaction of
building a new civilization in the wilderness. An impor-
tant factor in raising land values was the rate at which
settlers were attracted to Phelps' new town at Canandaigua.
A steady influx of commercially and agriculturally oriented
residents into the township would add strength to the
frontier's economic foundation and stimulate its settle-
ment. An analysis of Canandaigua
' s pattern of migration
and settlement between 1789 and 1800, indicates that a
wide range of people, mainly from New England, settled the
new town, causing Canandaigua to blossom into a populous,
diversified, and stable community by 1800.
Since rapid settlement was important to the success
of frontier town building, an accurate assessment of the
market among various classes of potential settlers was
necessary. Phelps estimated that the market for frontier
lands was very large, especially among New Englanders.
Phelps believed that "not less than 2 or 3 thousand
families, and some of them respectable characters ... are
waiting to go to this country," he predicted in 1788. 1
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settlers were "attracted frora every state, but especially
from Ne
„ Eng la„d, where they have a great spirit of eraigra
tion. These are almost the cnly lands now for sale where
the New England people
.. .will settle for a great number of
years .
"
2
William Temple Franklin, writing from Europe on the
subject of American migration in 1790, agreed with Phelps
Genesee lands could reasonably be expected to appeal to a
wide cross-section of farmers, farm laborers, young men
searching for a place to establish their livelihood, and
wealthy families searching for new investments. Franklin
observed that
Coa?r/S iS ? f P°?ulation growth along the Atlanticast /revealed/ it would double every 20 yearsand quite apart from European immigration,
speculators could depend upon a great movement
0v^Y sn
e
nnn
frOm Seaboard back into the interior.Over 50,000 young people were looking for homes
every year. J
James Wadsworth, a young land agent and speculator who
resided on the Genesee River in 1790, confirmed some of
Phelps' and Franklin's predictions with his assessment
of pioneer migration.
People in New England who have little to venture
and depending on their days labor for a sustance/sic/ are emigrating in great numbers ... Yet
they are good inhabitants and will eventually
render the lands valuable. 4
Wadsworth also believed that middle and upper class
people, who desired better and more extensive lands than
could be had in the east would join in the migration.
hese settlers were joined by some wealthy individuals
ho were expected to help stimulate migration and promote
ettlement of the entire Genesee Country. Phelps and
ther speculators believed that middle class families
ould follow the example of their wealthier neighbors and
ake advantage of the economic opportunities offered by a
Bstward migration. 6
Rather than leaving the job of stimulating interest
i the Genesee entirely to the actions of individual
ittlers, Phelps attempted to reach potential migrants by
Ivertising in newspapers and by hiring salesmen to tour
ie New England countryside. 7 Salesmen touring Connecti-
it, for example, achieved very good results. They met
th groups of citizens, provided them with maps, deeds,
d testimonials, and signed them up for large purchases. 8
other source of promotion was the testimonials of
mpany employees who observed the lands and had actually
de a purchase. Their reports encouraged their neighbors
investigate the possibilities of the Genesee Country,
d many eventually bought land. 9 By these means, the
nesee Country became well known in a wide area of
stern and central Massachusetts and western and central
mecticut
.
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While interest in the Genesee rose as a result of
various promotional activities, it did not generate a
general movement among New Englanders to abandon their
native soil for the wilderness of New York State. Pioneer
migration tended to attract only the disaffected agrarians
who wanted farms free from burdensome state taxes, farmers
seeking to own bigger and better estates than they could
purchase in the east, and ambitious merchants, artisans,
and professionals willing to risk all to achieve quickly
greater wealth and social status than they could reasonably
have in their home towns. These motives were reflected in
60 documents written by New Englanders to Phelps prior to
their settlement in the Genesee. Generally, the men
referred to their frontier migration as a way in which
poor men could accumulate considerable wealth. To some,
the Genesee was the "Promised land" that "offered a poor
man a new beginning." But to a wealthy man, it was "a
foundation for an increasing fortune," to a merchant it
was a place for "great individual profit," and to a farmer
a place where "large and comfortable estates" and "greater
happiness and a respectable place in society" could be
had. 10 Settlers, regardless of social or economic back-
ground, shared the belief that the frontier would allow
them to carve out a better material and social position,
and in a shorter time, than they thought could be achieved
in the east.
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These New England settlers were aware that a rising
'opulation and a limited supply of productive land were
urtailing economic and social mobility for themselves and
heir families. it was increasingly difficult for a farmer,
rtisan, merchant, or professional, beginning his career,
o acquire as much or more wealth than his father had.
armers, in particular, tired of working poor soils that
ielded low returns for hard labor
. They wanted land in
ufficient quantity and quality to create estates for
^emselves and for their sons. Pioneer letters and
atobiographical sketches of settlers preserved in pioneer
Lstories serve to illustrate their problem.
David and Oliver Field, two brothers living in Conway
id Westfield, Massachusetts, decided to sell their
iluable farms and go to the Genesee to accommodate their
>ns. "i have six sons and mean to remove to that
mntry," Oliver Field wrote Phelps. "My brother David
eld desires to see if you would take his farm in Conway
id pay him in Genesee lands." "wish /a7 lot in No. 10
eneca township/ as there is in that town many of my
lends and acquaintances." 11 Captain William Ellis, a
osperous Granville, Massachusetts farmer with two sons
nsidered the Genesee a better place for starting them
t than his own township. He explained to Phelps that
have three rations of land from my service in the war
ich I wish to exchange for land where I can settle my
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sons or otherwise be waited on until that will sell. if
you will trade with me for land at Genesee, write a
line. "12 bother Conway farmer requested a loan from Phelps
"so I can git /iic/ my sons fixed for the Genesee Country,"
and also purchase land for himself." Dissatisfaction with
overcrowding and disagreeable neighbors led a group of
farmers to pool their resources and negotiate for the
purchase of nearly a full township, so that they could
determine the growth of their locale. They explained
We wish to have this country settled and with goodand peaceable citizens, especially in our neighbor-hood where we expect to spend the remainder of
our days; and would be glad to have lands for
our children nearby us; if you will let us havethe lands on such terms We will purchase it,but dont wish to interfere with any that are now
settled
.
Lq
Providing lands for one's family was an important aspect
of pioneer migration, but it reflected only a part of the
problem.
Young men, beginning their lives as farmers, on
inadequate homesteads, also turned to the west for better
land. One example was Jarvis Rose, of Granville, Massa-
chusetts, who had viewed the Genesee as an employee of
the Phelps-Gorham Company, and decided that his future
was better on the frontier. In a letter to Phelps he
wrote "I have sold Mr. Bates the old farm & have a mind
to go to the Genesee this summer /T79 0/ to work for my
self.... If lot 8 of the town lots, the east side of main
street S north of the square /Jn Canandaigua/ is not sold
:
should he glad to Purchase it fQr which x Bate ;
«f.- Another was Enos Boughton, a young Stockbridge,
Massachusetts farmer with few debts and few productive
ores who sold his holdings in 1791, and struck out for the
rentier. when Boughton felt that he had "tea,, provisions,
nd men enough now on hand and ready to move on the Promised
and sufficient to sow fifty, or sixty acres of wheat in
hioh I am resolved to do" he departed.^ Land speculation
as an important part of Boughton's plan which, he
Blieved, "will doubtless not only be an advantage to my
rivate interests, but will tend to promote the settle-
»t in that quarter to some degree."" By exercising
:ficiency, economy, and energy, he felt that he could pay
:f the money he borrowed to finance his expedition, and
'entually develop a prosperous livelihood. Adventure
^ a need for good land also lured Micah Brooks west in
96. At age 21, Brooks "had a strong disposition to
plore the regions of the west, and avail myself if
ssible, of some productive soil, where a bountiful
ward would relieve the toil of labor. "18 He travelled
the Genesee and there found "the scattered pioneers
the wilderness in their lonely cabins, cheered by the
?e and promise of a generous reward, for all the tern-
ary privations they suffered. "I 9 Impressed by what he
,
Brooks returned in three years with enough capital
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for a far™, and with perserverance
, slQwly^ ^ ^
until he grew wealthy.
Along with young farmers and seek .^ ^
establish their sons came wealtMer ^^^^ q£ o^large tracts of land. Major fsaiah Thompson of Bristol
Connecticut, a cavalry officer during the African
Revolution, toured the Genesee in 1788, and made a pur-
chase with others, of a township on the Genesee River.
He attempted a settlement in 1791, but before he could
settle his family, aied of a "billions fever.^O An^
Massachusetts, farmer named Jeremiah Pierce decided to
clear up his debts and move to the Genesee where he could
own a larger estate. In a 1790 letter to Phelps, Pierce
exclaimed "Sir, it is not in my power to pay you, but as
quickly as I can, I have put my place upon sale and I
intend to pay every man that I owe... in one year from this
winter s stear /?ic7 my course to the westward s try once
more my fortune.^ Pierces' distant neighbor, John Lusk,
of Lenox, Massachusetts, did the same and invested the
proceeds in 1,500 acres on the Genesee River near present
day Rochester, New York, where he took his family to
homestead. ^2
For wealthy and poor farmers alike, the Genesee
represented more than just an opportunity to own an ade-
quate amount of good land. while the Genesee's productive
soil met their needs for farming, its low price enabled
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.any who were never able to speculate, a chance to do so.
* an undeveloped country needing every service, there was
* opportunity for enterprising farmers to use the profits
ealized from land sales and set up a business, thus
usiness opportunity was an additional attraction of the
rentier. The new land allowed men to test their talents
n a variety of fresh undertakings.
The market for frontier land also extended to the
illages where young men, who were eager for new opportu-
ities, were dissatisfied with the prospects of their
usiness and professional careers. Thomas Ives, a mer-
lant living in Great Barrington, Massachusetts, desired
lelps to establish his clerk in an "enterprise in the
astern country." 23 Israel Williams, a "son of Col.
;rael Williams," of Hatfield, Massachusetts, "a family
iry respectable, is possessed of very good natural
ulities, and... is a man of some integrity and courage
id capable of executing the duties of any civil employ-
nt in that quarter," and, according to a friend of
elps, had an inclination of settling in the west. 24
e possibilities of frontier merchandising attracted the
tention of William B. Clark, of New Haven, Connecticut,
d his father Hezekieh requested Phelp's support in
lping his son establish a store of goods. When young
n were well recommended, Phelps enthusiastically
oported their migration, and when possible aided their
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removal. m response to an inquiry concerning the settle-
ment of an unidentified person, Phelps said in 1789
s'elfL^usrnesVrn H^H^ SO™
would yield^ra^up^rt? 3^ tlT'lV^
h~u?fhen ' I Sha11 Pay P-Per
h
attention to
counrry^?
he make an appearance in that goodly
During the pioneering period, Phelps received many requests
from young men and from acquaintances concerning the pros-
pects of a frontier settlement, and in this way, he helped
promote the migration of some of New England's finer young
talent.
Many of the young men Phelps encouraged possessed
college educations, and some highly desirable professional
skills. Judah Colt, of Lyme, Connecticut, was the third
of five sons born to Joseph Colt, a prosperous farmer and
speculator. After graduating from Yale, Judah remained
with his father until the age of 23, when he decided to
go into the merchandising business. After several years
experience as a clerk, he traveled to the Genesee Country
in 1789, and made a settlement. His father, however,
wanted him to settle down on a piece of his Connecticut
farm, but Judah refused. Later he explained that "having
seen a better country for obtaining an estate by labor
than the one I was raised on, the /Genesee/ tour was a
very fortunate one, and laid the foundation for an
increasing fortune," so, "I excused myself from accepting
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his offer.'.26 Colt opene(J ,^ ^ ^^.^ ^ ^
speculated in lands. Soon he was joined by 3 more Yale
graduates, giving Canandaigua professional skills as well
as retailing ability.
Moses Atwater, a 1787 Yale graduate from Cheshire,
Connecticut, was one of nine children of Benjamin Atwater,
a farmer. Moses studied medicine after graduation, and
settled at Canandaigua in 1790, with the purpose of start-
ing a practice and also investing in land. 2 ? Atwater was
followed by William A. Williams who settled in 1794.
Williams was also a doctor who migrated from Hatfield,
Massachusetts, after only a couple of years practice.
Williams was the son of Reverend William Williams of
Vallingford, Connecticut. 28 The youngest Yale graduate to
settle was Dudley Saltonstall of New London, Connecticut.
le was the son of the Commodore Dudley Saltonstall, and a
^792 graduate of Yale. Saltonstall studied law with
rudge Reeves at Litchfield, Connecticut, and in 1796, at
Lge 26, he migrated to Canandaigua and established a law
>ractice
.
2 ^
Although a number of young men pioneering the Genesee
ere both well connected and well financed, many were not.
here was a market among apprentices who wished to become
elf-employed. A 20 year old youth named Luther Cole
rrived at Canandaigua in 1789, searching for an opportu-
ity to start a business. He purchased a town lot for
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by Chapin to set
?20.00. and built a small dwell ing house. Using the
remail,der
°
f ^— b. Purchased crockery
«are at Utica and retailed it at Canandaigua
. „ith the
profits, cole was eventually able to speculate in land 30
Another poor youth, Elijah Bosley of Westfield, Massa-
chusetts, apprenticed himself, at aqe 12 f„ m ,j-, n g , to a blacksmith
who migrated to Canandaigua in 1792s ±/y 2. Mosley was encouraged
a separate shop, which he did in 1795
and enjoyed a measure of success until he became sick and
'
^ed at age 27.31
^^^ ^
while difficult to achieve due to limited resources, was
also a feature of the frontier.
Another source of potential settlers was middle
aged men who were well established in careers, but desired
a change. Dr. Timothy Hosmer of West Hartford, Connecticut,
was 30 years old when the American Revolution began. He
volunteered as a surgeon, and served the 6th Connecticut
Regiment for the duration of the war. Upon his return to
civilian life, Hosmer continued his practice, but economic
conditions would not permit him to recoup loses suffered
while he was in service. Despite constant toil at his
work, he remained in debt. Burdened by taxes and by near
worthless continental script; and, a general collapse of
the economy, Hosmer sold his farm and his possessions and
moved to the Genesee Country in 1790.32 others, like
Hosmer, who were concerned over the country's failing
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economy, unsecured debts, and rising taxes, decided to give
up their positions and move west.
While the market for lands encompassed every age,
economic, and social category, the bulk of the settlers
were younger men seeking new careers. Anticipating rapid
growth, they believed they would become wealthy when ad-
ditional settlers increased the values of their lands and
seated markets for their goods and services. As ambitious
people, they were not content at working small plots of
sterile land, or seeking jobs that offered small profits
*nd little hope of advancement. Rather, they would hew out
i new home for themselves in the wilderness. Life in the
roods would be temporarily difficult, but the chances of
attaining wealth and respectability were greater. 33 They
approached the frontier with "everything to gain... and
cope for hope and sanguine expectations to an eminent
it 34egree. it is indeed accurate to state that Phelps'
lan of reaping profit from a growing civilization was
lso the plan of frontier settlers. They viewed them-
elves much like the land they settled. They considered
hemselves a rising class of people.
Canandaigua's migration, consisting of a wide variety
f settlers, was representative of the range of interest
Dund in the east for frontier land. It's settlement
ittern, however, was different, because of the commercial
isis of Canandaigua's founding. As a trading community
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with a village plot, Canandaigua attracted some types of
settlers, suoh as doctors, lawyers, and men functioning as
bankers, before they appeared elsewhere on the frontier.
Canandaigua therefore grew first as a business center,
expanding later into commercial agriculture activity. This
was reflected in the fact that in 1795, for example, there
were only 19 farmers in the township compared with 37
residents in the village. The pattern began changing in
1796, when farm settlement accelerated. By 1798, farm
settlement nearly equaled the village, and by 1800
surpassed it. The pattern of Canandaigua' s growth indi- I
cates that the frontier accommodated a numerous, commer-
cially oriented group as well as the more common agarian
Pioneer. in the case of Canandaigua, the village became
the nucleus around which farmers later settled in great
numbers
.
The nature of the eastern market for Canandaigua 1 s
village land can be determined from data bearing upon
settlers prior occupations. Data for 50 of 54 residents
settling between 1789 and 1800, indicate that 21 men had
been farmers, 12 were artisans, 11 were businessmen, and
6 were trained as a doctor or lawyer. The high proportion
of farmers underscores the economic opportunity perceived
by these men to exist in the village. When they settled,
some farmers abandoned their original occupation, preferr-
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ing to earn their living investing in land, rather than
working it, and their business ^ ^
factor in Canandaigua
' s commercial development . 36
Business development in the village commenced in 1789,
*ith the migration of proprietors and an assortment of
tradesmen, professionals, and farmers, bringing the total
bo 12 settlers. By the end of 1791, they were joined by 6
^ew men, drawn equally from farming and business, raising
:he total to 18. m a span of 3 years, these men opened 4
general stores, 2 taverns, a tannery, a grist mill, and a
medical practice. Speculation occupied the full attention
f 4 men, while only 4 of 8 farmers actually pursued that
usiness as a livelihood. 37
The drive among the earliest settlers to acquire
roperty is reflected by the fact that in Canandaigua
lone, these 18 men purchased 41 village lots and 2 farm
ots soon after they settled, and, additionally purchased
2 more village and 15 farm lots between 1789 and 1800.
Heir average land holding, at the time of settlement, was
.4 lots apiece, increasing to 3 . 8 lots by 1800. Such a
Dncentration of lots was mainly the work of 11 entre-
reneurs who came to Canandaigua before 1791. Six men
Jre either shareholders in the Phelps-Gorham Company, or
id made large purchases from it before they settled,
-ve other men had been company employees, and had been
tcouraged by Phelps to invest in Genesee lands. To a
considerable degree, the establish^ of Zand specula-
tion at canandaigua was the result of proprietory enter-
prise
.
38
A second wave of settlement occurred between 1792 and
1795. Eighteen residents were added to the village, bring
ing the total to 36. This migration, though containing a
balance among various occupations, continued to reflect
agrarian attraction to the village. Seven were farmers, 4
were businessmen, 4 were tradesmen, including a gunsmith,
a blacksmith, a tailor, and a pottery maker; and, 3 were
professionals. All of the artisans established their
trades, while the businessmen opened retail stores. Of
the 7 farmers, 1 opened a tavern, 1 became an interpreter,
and the remainder farmed in the village. The professional,
including 2 lawyers and a doctor, commenced practice of
their speciality. 39
These settlers, like the first, also speculated in
land. During the first year of settlement, these men
purchased a total of 27 village lots and 1 farm lot,
representing an average of 1.5 lots per settler. Between
1792 and 1300, these men purchased only 2 additional
village lots, indicating that the bulk of the new settlers
had less surplus capital to invest, and their migration
was an attempt to improve their careers, rather than to
speculate in real estate.
Village migration between 1796 and 1800, tended to
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reflect the pattern set by those immediately pr0ced ina
them. Farmers and tradesmen were most prominent among 15
aew residents. In the group were 6 farmers, 6 tradesmen,
including a blacksmith, a briefer, 2 carpenters, and 3
surveyors. Two lawyers were the only professionals to
settle during these years. There were no settlers with a
business background in the migration. After settlement,
icwever, a surveyor embarked upon a career as a merchant
tnd land speculator. The remainder of the residents
:ontinued with their regular occupations. 40
Speculation among the last group was as modest as
arlier settlements. Sixteen village lots and 4 farm lots
ere purchased, with an average holding of 1.3 lots per
esident. By 1800, the group held 20 village lots and 12
arm lots, raising their average to 2 . 1 lots per settler,
he low initial speculation reflected limited capital and
igher costs of village and farm lots. The addition of
lot per settler represented an investment of profits
arned during a general improvement in Canandaigua
'
s
rjonomy, as settlement began to increase business. 41
In 11 years of village settlement, a balance was
:hieved between men with agrarian and business back-
rounds. Despite agrarian overtones in the migration,
le proportion of merchants and tradesmen to farmers was
.most 1 to 1. There were 21 farmers and 23 merchants
inued
and tradesmen in the village by 1800
. The grQup ^
represented proportionally were the professionals, which
numbered 6 in 1800. But no particular croup was attracted
to the frontier at any particular time, m each wave of
migration, most occupations were represented, giving
Canandaigua a variety of economic backgrounds.
For a majority of settlers, the frontier offered an
opportunity to re-establish their former occupations.
Fifteen farmers, 6 tradesmen, and 4 professionals cent
with the work they were trained to do, while 5 farmers, 6
tradesmen, and 2 professionals opened merchandising or
land businesses. By 1800 +-ho win-y
-
L0UU
'
tne village possessed 30 full
time merchants and tradesmen, 15 farmers, and 4 full time
professionals, giving the community the appearance of a
thriving and diversified commercial center. 42
Supporting the commercial establishment was an equally
brisk business in land speculation. By 1800, 52 villagers
had acquired 102 village lots, or 78% of the whole, for
their own use or for speculation. They had also acquired
30 farm lots for the same purpose. The largest single
block of lots were held by the first settlers, whose
combined total amounted to almost half the village by
1800. The concentration of Canandaigua property in the
hands of village settlers resulted in higher prices for
late arriving purchasers, and a contracting of economic
opportunity for poorer settlers who wished to reside in the
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village. By 180Q, Canandaigua s pattern of village
settlement had established it as h,„ , „.the leading commercial
and speculating center on the Genesee frontier.
«
The pattern of farm settlement contrasted sharply with
the development of the village. Canandaigna's agricultural
3rea remained thinly
-tii l7„. when an upsurge
« farm settlement brought it to life. There were however
rery inviting prospects for those who chose to brave the
wilderness. There were 170 farm lots available, containing
« average of 100 acres each, and retailing for .50* an
-re in 1789. By 1795, price increases caused them to
ell for about 51.20 an acre, with choice lands commanding
torn S2.50 to 53.50 an acre, but owning a vast estate was
till within the reach of most settlers, with proper
are, a settler might become prosperous in a short time;
nd, with some good luck, die a wealthy man. 44
Unlike the village, speculation had not removed most
E the farm lots from circulation before 1796. Only 42
>ts, or, 24% of the farm land had been taken by that
•me. Thus, the early settler could pick from a variety
'
good land
'
and pay for most of it before he settled,
st early settlers took advantage of this situation and
de extensive purchases. Nineteen farmers settled in
nandaigua township before 1796, and purchased an average
114 acres each. Thirteen purchased an additional 24
ts, averaging 137 acres, and by 1800, 68% of the pre-
1796 settlers owned a minimum of 251 acres. 45
in accumulating extra lots, sacrificing was required
because the farmers did not possess much surplus capital.
Farmers seeking to speculate formed partnerships with other
farmers, and divided the land according to the amount of
capital each provided. This lessened the burden of large
mortgage payments, thereby lowering the risk of losing
the land. 46 Another method Qf overcoming & ^ q£
was a joint arrangement, whereby farmers signed agreements
with their neighbors to lease a particular piece of prop-
erty, dividing the rent proportionally. Crops and live-
stock derived from the land would provide farmers with
additional income for speculation. 47 Although prices were
moderate, pre-1796 farmers never could afford all the
land they wished to buy. As prices gradually rose, later
farmers experienced greater financial hardship when they
bought large farms.
Farm settlement, after 1796, increased dramatically.
Between 1798 and 1800, 35 farmers migrated into the town- I
ship. Farm prices rose proportionally, resulting in
smaller purchases by later farmers. Land sold at an
average of $5.36 an acre, with choice lots averaging
over $6.00 an acre. Later arrivals bought a total of 37
lots, or 2,525 acres, averaging only 72 acres per farmer,
or less than 1 full lot per purchaser. Speculating was
confined to purchasing of 1 additional lot by 1 farmer.
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The group's severely limited finances is illustrated by
the fact that 6 farmers were soon forced to forfeit their
farms for a lack of a mortgage payment. Inability to pay
a part of the cost of a farm, and higher prices were two
important factors diminishing economic opportunity among
later poor farmers. By 1800, agrarian success for poor
men had all but vanished in Canandaigua township. 48
The financial risks and physical hardship involved
in migration, and settlers emphasis upon building wealth,
suggest that the Genesee migration consisted mainly of
adventurous individuals. Data on the marital status and
family size of 43 villagers and 50 outlying residents of
Canandaigua township suggest that this was not the case.
Canandaigua 1 s migration reveals that families, seeking new
homes as well as new wealth, were more likely to migrate
than individual fortune-seekers. Between 1789 and 1800,
migration consisted of family men, rather than single
individuals
.
Married men with families dominated village migration.
Out of 43 settlers, 32 were married, and 30 had at least 1
child. While the average resident migrated with 4 chil-
dren, families ranged in size from 1 to 8 , with many
migrating with 5 or 6 . Only two married couples migrated
without children. There was no tendency for smaller
families to migrate earlier than those with large ones.
When migration statistics for the period 1789-96, are
compared with 1796-1800, there is virtually no change in
the size of the average family. Families with 5 chil-
dren were as likely to pioneer as families with 1 or 2
.
There was, however, a tendency among farmers, businessmen,
and tradesmen, to migrate as married men, while profession-
als migrated mainly as single individuals. All of the
farmers, and all but five business and tradesmen were
married when they settled. But only one professional
married before he settled. Professional men accounted for
5 of 11 unattached migrants. The pattern of family
migration to the village tended to lend a sense of stabil-
ity, cohesiveness , and vitality to the community, making
a significant contribution to establishing the city-town
as a permanent frontier community.
^
The age of the villagers also contributed to
Canandaigua 1 s stability and cohesion. Youthful men, but
not raw youth, tended to migrate into the township. The
average age for all village residents, at the time of
settling, was 32. Married men averaged slightly more than
35 years, while single men averaged 25. But the range of
ages in the village was very broad. Older men in young
bodies, attempting to recapture the spirit of earlier
times, worked side by side with those in the prime of
life. Youths, barely out of school, were seeking a chance
to begin an independent life. Men aged 61 shared the
hardships of frontier life with those 31 and 21, and the
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variations reflected the diversity of backgrounds and
range of experience that could be found on the frontier. 50
Conditions in the village were similar to those found
on the farms. Data for 50 farmers, settling between 1789
and 1800, indicate that 45 were married, and 42 had at
least 1 child when they settled. Family size was, however,
slightly lower than that of the villager. The average
family contained 3 children rather than 4. But, like the
villagers, there was a wide range of family sizes. Families
with 7 or 8 children were not uncommon, but they were less
common on the farm than in the village. Only 3 married
couples migrated without children. When farm migration
statistics for the period 1789-95, are compared with 1796-
1800, few significant differences appear. Earlier farm
families tended to be about the same age have the same
family size but migrated in fewer numbers than later farm
families. The average age of early family men was 30,
compared with 32 for later arrivals. Pioneering families
had an average of 3 children, while later groups had nearly
4. The migration rate of early settlers consisted of 16
married men, while there were 29 married farmers arriving
during later years. As farm migration progressed, the
profile of the average migrating farmer remained the same,
reflecting the continuing attraction of a developing
51
frontier among young married farmers.
A youthful trend was also apparent among single
144
TABLE 2
Canandaigua N.Y. Migration, 1789-1800
Settlement
ligration Village Farm
lumber of married settlers 32 45
werage number of children
per family 4 3
average age of family head 35 yrs
.
31 yrs
.
lumber of unmarried settlers 9 5
average age of unmarried
settler 25 yrs 29 yrs
.
average age of all settlers 30 yrs
.
30 yrs
I
I
I
i
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settlers. The average age of single farmers before 1796,
was 22.5, and that of the later period 25. This group
never composed a significant number of farm settlers. Only
3 single men settled before 1795, and only 2 settled after-
ward. Despite their youth, single men did rather well
purchasing land. They bought an average of 2 farm lots a-
piece, or about double the average amount per settler. 52
When comparing farm migration with village migration,
significant differences appear in wealth, as measured in
land purchases, and in education. The village attracted
single men and many married men who possessed college
education
,
specialized training , or substantial wealth.
In the village, for example, there were 8 single men who had
attended college . Four went to Yale , one attended
Princeton, and the others could not be identified. Also
the settlement of proprietors made an important difference
in the economic levels of the village and farm. In the
village, settlers worked to create a life-style reflecting
business rather than agrarian values, and as the two
communities grew, social distinctions based upon economic
and educational differences tended to emphasise basic
dissimilarities in the two communities, JJ
While there were dissimilarities in the makeup of
village and farm settlers, both migrations tended to
produce a foundation for stable community growth. Evidence
of land dispositions for both areas between 1789 and 1800,
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indicate that Canandaigua settlers remained in the community
for a reasonably long time. Only 16 of 100 farm and
village residents sold out before 1800. The movement,
consisting of 9 villagers and 7 farmers, took place before
1796, when the frontier was in distress from a lack of
supplies, sickness, and Indian discontent. Among those
remaining, only 7 left after 1800. Almost 8 out of every
10 people remained in the township at least 10 years. 54
When Canandaigua 1 s rate of migration is compared with
her total out-migration, including death and forfeitures
there was no time when she experienced an unfavorable
balance. Between 1789 and 1795, there were 55 settlements
and 19 removals. Between 1796 and 1800, there were 48
settlements and only 7 removals. Death accounted for 3,
and forfeiture 7 of these removals. Thus, a firm founda-
tion was established upon which Canandaigua was able to
experience significant growth during the last three years
of her eleven years as a pioneer community. 55
Another important factor contributing to Canandaigua 1 s
stability and productivity was the influx of large numbers
of New Englanders who brought "steady habits" and an
optimistic outlook to the town. Data obtained from land
records, census records, correspondence, gravestones,
transcripts of town plots, state and local histories, and
genealogical records permit the identification of 60 of
100 known Canandaigua settlers who migrated before 1800.
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Although the sample does not include every resident, it
represents a substantial portion of settlers, and can be
considered reasonably representative of the regional
composition of the community.
The bulk of Canandaigua
' s population originated in
three regions: New England, New York, and Pennsylvania.
New England provided the greatest number of settlers.
Forty-nine of 60 settlers, or 82% of the sample came from
New England. Only 7 people came from New York, and 4 from
Pennsylvania. Massachusetts and Connecticut contributed
the greatest numbers from the New England states. Out of
49 New England settlers, 26 came from Massachusetts, and
20 from Connecticut. Vermont contributed 1 settler and
New Hampshire 2.^6
Massachusetts and Connecticut settlers originated
primarily in the Berkshire and western Connecticut regions,
and in a stretch of land extending about 20 miles east of
the Connecticut River and running from the vicinity of
Northampton, Massachusetts to Lyme, Connecticut, on the
Long Island Sound. Within the two regions there existed
three areas where settlers formerly lived: Berkshire
County, Massachusetts, and Litchfield County, Connecticut,
the greater Springfield-Hartford area, and the area of
New Haven and New London, Connecticut. The heaviest
concentration of settlers came from around Springfield
and Hartford. Twenty-seven men originated from this area.
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The western regions of Connecticut and Massachusetts
accounted for 11 settlers, and the area along the Long
Island Sound contributed 6 of the total.
Incomplete data for Vermont and New Hampshire allows
for only the identification of 2 settlers. One can be
located at New London, New Hampshire and a second living
in the vicinity of the Merrimac River Valley. The Vermont
settler can not be identified with a particular locale.
As a result of a very small flow of migrants from northern
New England, regional migration from Connecticut and
Massachusetts formed the bulk of settlement at Canandaigua
during its pioneering period.
The most important regions for Canandaigua settlement
consisted of the Springfield-Hartford area where 57% of
all New England settlement originated: the western regions
of Massachusetts and Connecticut, and the area near the
Long Island shore.
New York State migration involved settlers originat-
ing from two regions. Five New Yorkers migrated from
Orange County, an area located about 30 miles north of
New York City, and 2 from points west of Albany on the
Mohawk River. Pennsylvania migration was very difficult
to determine. Only two Pennsylvanians can be associated
with a particular region. One man came from Philadelphia
and the other from Northumberland County in central
Pennsylvania. On the basis of small numbers of migrations
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TABLE 3
New England Migration into Canandaigua by State
State Total
Massachusetts 26
Connecticut 20
New Hampshire 2
Vermont 1
TABLE 4
Connecticut and Massachusetts Migration by Town
Massachusetts Connecticut
Town Total Town Total
Charlemont 2 Cheschire 2
Charlestown 2 East Haddham 1
Conway 1 Granby 3
Granby 1 Hartford 1
Granville 11 Hartland 2
Hatfield 3 Litchfield 3
Lenox 1 Lyme 3
Partridge fie Id 1 New London 1
Westfield 2 Salisbury 2
Wilbraham 1 Weathers fie Id 1
Williamsburg 1
26
Windham
_1
20
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from these states, New Yorkers and Pennsylvanians had little
impact upon Canandaigua 1 s initial economic and social
development.
Although there was relatively little intermingling of
New Englanders and non-New Englanders during Canandaigua '
s
pioneer period, nevertheless, considerable diversity ex-
isted among the settlers. Diversity was reflected in the
working habits, tastes, and ways of thinking, especially
on religion and religious institutions. Thirteen settlers,
mainly from Massachusetts, were Congregationlist , and 8,
mainly from Connecticut, were Episcopalian. There were
also several Baptists as well as many non-believers among
the settlers, and as a result few agreements could be
reached on matters of religion and religious observance.
The problem was partially solved in 1799, when separate
Congregational and Episcopal churches were founded in the
5 7
village
.
Religion was but one aspect of Canandaigua ' s diverse
New England population. Intermingled within the township
were families from many different towns and regions. For
example, 11 settlers came from Granville, Massachusetts
and mixed with those from Lenox, Patridgefield , Charlemont,
and Williamstown, in western Massachusetts. They, in
turn, associated with settlers from Hartford, Granby,
Windham, Wethersfield , New London, and New Haven, in
Connecticut. Provincial values, interests, and relation-
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ships were sometimes difficult to reconcile, producing a
variety of conflicting responses to frontier problems.
But the necessity of surviving in a wilderness also brought
the community together. They learned cooperation and tol-
eration of differing viewpoints so that the work of town
building could proceed. As a result, intermingling of
differing types of regional backgrounds opened Canandaigua
settlers to a wide range of influences, contributing much
toward developing a cosmopolitan outlook in the community.
After 11 years of settlement, Canandaigua emerged
with the substance and appearance of a prosperous town.
When settlement began, Canandaigua contained only 99
people, but by 1800, it numbered nearly 1,153. Through the
promotional efforts of Phelps, the village and the farms
eventually grew populous, resulting in a balanced economy
by the end of the decade. Family settlement provided
stability and cohesion, while ambitious settlers provided
a diversified range of skills and businesses. Although
the population growth failed to rise as quickly as Phelps
predicted, commerce and agriculture achieved a respectable
level of performance by 1800, rendering the land valuable
not only to Phelps, but to the hardy citizens, risking
their lives and property for a chance to realize a dream.
CHAPTER VI
SETTLEMENT AND THE FRONTIER ENVIRONMENT
Settling the Genesee frontier was slowed for eight
years, because of a series of problems of such magnitude
that investors and settlers entertained momentary doubts
concerning the capacity of the new civilization to survive
The main problem centered on the behavior of the Six
Nations, and their desire to launch an attack against the
settlements. But other issues were also involved. Set-
tlers became infected with a disease they called the
Genesee Fever, and when some died, many others were dis-
couraged from settling. A depression occurred in 1796,
sending many speculators to their ruin, and casting doubt
on the title to much Genesee land. Only hard work,
perseverance, sacrifice, and a firmly rooted optimism on
the part of settlers enabled them to endure and eventually
realize a return on their efforts.
Among the many factors which slowed migration, the
Indians played the most important role during the first
seven years of settlement. New Englanders, frightened by
old stories of Indian brutality, moved to the frontier
with a mixture of fear, suspicion, and hatred of the
Indian. James Wadsworth, for example, was warned by a
New Haven lady that his scalp would soon "dangle from the
belt of a Seneca brave, at some Indian war dance," if he
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settled. 1 "Nothing short of making a fortune could induce
you to reside amongst an uncivilized people, exposed to the
savages of the wilderness." 2 Wadsworth ignored her advice,
but others, apprehensive of trouble, stayed home.
Between 1789 and 1795, when Indians menaced the
settlements, migration to Canandaigua was slow. In 1789,
for example, 18 settlers purchased land, but this dropped
to 8 in 1790, and 1 in 1791. A recovery occurred in 1792,
when 12 sales were made, but dwindled again between 179 3
and 1795. In those years, only 18 settlers arrived at the
village. In the first seven years of settlement, 56 set-
tlers came to Canandaigua, contrasted with 50 settlers
arriving during the next 5 years. The increased rate was
due, in large measure, to the solution of Indian problems
on the frontier.
^
Although Phelps' 1789 negotiations with the Six
Nations apparently removed many points of dispute, antag-
onistic attitudes between settlers and Indians continued.
Indian chiefs were concerned about whites encroaching on
their property, and, a few chiefs openly challenged
Phelps purchase, calling it an example of white duplicity.
They called upon the federal government to protect them
against new treaties, and also called upon Phelps for
additional compensation, claiming that he paid too little
for his land. Virtually all the chiefs were upset with
the way whites abused Indians in American court. Indians
com-
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were treated more harshly than whites, they argued, in
spite of Phelps promises in 1789. 4 The chiefs also
plained that settlers were prone to patronizing Indians
rather than treating them as separate and equal people.
Most galling for the Indians was the attempt by some set-
tlers to westernize them, by teaching religion and by
instructing them in the ways of farming small parcels of
land. Indians believed that whites desired to make them
docile, push them out of the way, and take what remained
of their land. By making Indians adhere to American stand-
ards, and by making them accountable for their behavior in
American courts, whites were contributing to an atmosphere
of suspicion and hate among the Indians. This condition
increased on both sides as the two peoples quickly grew to
know one another.^
During the first years of settlement, the advantage
in this struggle lay with the Indians. Outnumbering the
whites, and understanding the fear that settlers had of
them, they did not hesitate to use their position to gain
satisfaction for their grievances. When they did not
receive what they wanted, Indians would pass on rumors of
an attack, engage in petty thievery, or even arson and
extortion to focus attention on their problems. Retal-
iating, settlers hunted on Indian land, disregarded agree-
ments, and generally exploited the Indian's sensibilites
regarding honesty and trust. Frustrated and anxious, both
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sides demonstrated their basic contempt for each other's
civilization. 6
The smoldering embers of revenge and distrust were
suddenly fanned into flame by an Indian uprising along the
Ohio River. In the spring of 1789, "Miami and Wabash
Indians, with certain other banditti, formed of the
remnants of the Shawnee, with some Cherokees," initiated
widespread and devastating attacks upon settlers along the
7Ohio, Pennsylvania, and Virginia frontier. These Indians
had complained to the federal government of being cheated
during a series of negotiations held in 1788 and 1789,
with speculators. Settlers were encroaching upon lands
the Indians believed to be theirs. As a price of peace,
these Indians demanded that all lands taken by the spec-
ulators be returned, and the settlers expelled. The
American Government, rejecting the demands, decided to
punish the tribes for their outrageous behavior by send-
ing out an army to destroy them.^
Serious consequences for the Genesee settlers flowed
from the outbreak of war on the Ohio River. In the autumn
of 1789, the rebelling Indians called the Chiefs of the
Six Nations to a conference in Ohio, and urged them to
join the war. The Chiefs, led by Cornplanter, replied
that they had similar grievances with Phelps and his
settlers, but they wanted to resolve them through
negotiation, rather than war. But the lesson of the Ohio
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conflict was understood by the Chiefs. The success enjoyed
by the western Indians indicated how easily new settle-
ments could be destroyed and settlers driven off disputed
Q
territory
.
When Phelps and Gorham learned of the meeting, they
set about to convince the Indians that every problem could
be worked out to mutual satisfaction. Gorham immediately
contacted members of the Washington Administration and
convinced them to extend a provision of a bill regulating
Indian treaties to include all dealings with the Six Na-
tions. Writing to Knox in 1790, Gorham explained
it is of great consequence that those indians
should be kept in good temper - The more southern
indians made application to them last autumn to
join with them in hostilities - Those overtures
will undoubtedly be renewed and if some attention
is not paid to them they may be successful . 10
Phelps also moved swiftly to smooth over difficulties with
the Indians. He and Chapin met with several chiefs and
promised to pay off all outstanding debts owed the tribes
for the land purchased during the summer of 1788. The
chiefs were pleased but unwilling to break off relations
with the Ohio tribes. Prior to meeting in full council
with Phelps, the Seneca again met with the warring Indians
and discussed the possibility of joining them in a general
attack. The Seneca, however, decided to wait for the
federal government and for Phelps to act before making a
firm decision."'""''
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When Phelps and the Chiefs met at Canandaigua in
July, 1790, nothing positive was accomplished. The Chiefs
refused to receive their money, and an Indian dissident
named Abiel, a son of Cornplanter, addressed Phelps with
the old demand of doubling the money due the tribes. 12 A
final settlement was therefore blocked, and the matter
continued to fester with the Indians and the settlers.
Trouble was increased, when, shortly afterwards, two highly
esteemed Seneca warriers were killed by four white settlers
at Pine Creek in Northumberland County, Pennsylvania.
That act nearly brought war to the Genesee Country. In a
letter written to Gorham, dated August 7, 1790, Phelps
said
The Indians are now in great confusion on account of
some Indians being inhumanly killed by the white
people; I am this moment setting out with an agent
from Pennsylvania, to make them satisfaction for the
two Indians murdered. I hope I will be able to
settle this matter, if I should not succeed, they
will retaliate; I never saw them more enraged than
they are at this time. 13
The Indians responded to Phelps offer of financial
compensation with a statement demanding the attendance of
both state and federal officials at a meeting they would
hold at Tioga Creek, and added:
Brothers, the two men you have killed were very
great men, and were of the great Turtle tribe;
one of them was a chief, and the other was to be
put in the great King Garoughta's place, who is
dead. Also... we are sorry to tell you, you have
killed eleven of us since peace ... Brothers , the
sooner you meet us the better, for our young
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warriers are very uneasy, and it may prevent qreat
trouble . 14
The Seneca tribe, in particular, was outraged by the event.
Emboldened by the success of the western Indians, they
"took up the hatchet" and prepared for war.
The idea of an Indian war on the New York and Pennsyl-
vania frontier was intolerable to Phelps. He immediately
requested the governors of New York, Pennsylvania, and the
President to send emissaries to the meeting to pacify the
Six Nations. He summed up his feelings in a letter to
Governor Clinton. Phelps mentioned the "critical situation
of the settlement" and "infinite consequence to the set-
tlers in /sic_7 the frontiers that assurances should be
complied with," and then stated "I feel my self interested
in this as there is not less than 2,000 persons on my
purchase which is on the very frontier and are in the power
of the Indians." It was, therefore his duty, and that of
the Governor, to protect the inhabitants, and save the
property which money, time and effort was slowly develop-
er,^ 15ing
.
Clinton, Governor Mifflin of Pennsylvania, and
President Washington, responded by sending ambassadors to
meet with the Six Nations at Tioga. When the Indians
learned of the decision of Washington to send out Timothy
Pickering, they sent Pickering a letter demanding supplies.
The correspondence, written by an Indian trader, was a
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sharply worded statement.
the Indians is about coming forward to your Treaty
lLlY°J
a
,t
nd t
?
ey WiSh f°r Provis ion to be deliveredthem at this place and should they not get it theywill distress the inhabitants by killing their
cattle and striping their fields of corn. 16
There is no record of Pickering's reply, but the message
reflected the seriousness of the situation.
The Tioga negotiations were generally successful.
The Indians used it to air all their complaints against
Phelps, his settlers, and the treaties they had signed. 17
Pickering invited the chiefs to come to Philadelphia in
December of 1790, and discuss their complaints with
Washington. The state representatives promised to hunt for
the murderers and treat them as if they had killed a white
man. New York agreed to indemnify the families of the
deceased Indians a substantial amount of money for their
loss. After giving the Chiefs presents and supplies in
return for their good will, the negotiations closed in a
friendly way. Shortly after, news reached the Genesee
that a federal army, led by General Josiah Harmer, engaged
the western Indians near the Maumee River and was com-
pletely destroyed. Tensions again mounted on the frontier
and some settlers began thinking of returning home. 1 ^
Many other settlers decided to wait until they learned
of the results of Washington's Indian talks in Philadel-
phia. During the winter of 1790-91, Washington convinced
the Chiefs that federal agents would oversee all their
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future sales, and that traders would be licensed by the
federal government. The Chiefs were also assured that all
criminal acts carried out by whites against Indians would
be tried and punished in the same fashion as white men.
Furthermore, the government agreed to send instructors to
teach the Indians to farm, so they might live well on
what remained of their land. This was not popular with
dissident braves, but answered a question thoughtful In-
dians had asked of their leaders. Washington also promised
to investigate Phelps' purchase, and make him properly
compensate the Indians if he had acted in a fraudulent
manner. The Indians, in return, promised not to join the
Ohio war. They agreed to try to convince the hostile
tribes to cease their activities against the United States.
Both sides parted on friendly terms, and the threat of
war seemed over in Ontario County.
Although peace was maintained on the frontier, New
Englanders were developing unfavorable attitudes toward
the Genesee Country. Chapin's son reported from Hatfield,
Massachusetts, that, during the winter of 1790, the people
of Canandaigua were "all well and no disturbances has
happened. .. and nothing was talked of from any fear of
Indians as it is in this quarter." 20 Nathaniel Gorham Jr.,
who was residing at Canandaigua, told Phelps that "I
think it would be best for you and my father /to/ make
a publication in the newspapers purporting that this
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country are /iic/ on friendly terms with the Indians and
that the various reports are without foundation." 21 De-
spite their efforts, migration in 1791 and 1792, slowed
considerably.
Although Gorham and Chapin remained optimistic,
Indian troubles continued to plague the frontier, and in
April 1791, the west exploded again. Ohio Indians appeared
ready to march on the Genesee settlers, and Phelps nervously
inquired about the "disposition of Indians in New York."
Gorham replied that while
we remain in peace and quiet in this country /and/
the Indians are very friendly and well disposed,"
we have had various reports respecting the
western Indians, that they were on their way to
this country to destroy the Six Nations, that
their scouting parties had been seen, but this
is without foundation. 22
Not willing to risk a mistake in judgement, Phelps pre-
vailed upon the Washington Administration to send Picker-
ing to visit with the Six Nations again, and reaffirm
American friendship. 23 Pickering discovered that the
Indians were harboring no evil plan against the settlers,
and were willing to make an attempt to persuade the
warring Indians to stop fighting. This friendly gesture
calmed settlers fears, and turned their attention to the
west where federal troops were prepared to bring the out-
law Indians to terms. 2/*
The army, led by General Arthur St. Clair, engaged
the Indians in the territory of the Miami and was quickly
annihilated. when ^
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in response, Phelps asked Gorham to intercede with Henry
Knox, Secretary of War, and request a Superintendency of
Indian Affairs established at Canandaigua. Israel Chapin
was appointed deputy Superintendent of Indian Affairs for
the Northern District in April, l 792 .26 chapin , s
ment was a good one for the new community. He had been an
informal ambassador to the Indians since 1790, and was well
liked. Pacifying the Indians required substantial finan-
cial resources, and Chapin 's expenses were more than he
could afford. Rather than allow Chapin to leave the settle-
ment, Phelps helped him secure a position that provided
reimbursement for his expenses. 27
Another action taken by Phelps involved a request he
sent to the New York legislature for arms and ammunition.
The settlement was destitute of necessary weapons, and
the militia was in a "broken situation." A leading
citizen of Canandaigua reported
we have about_five thousand inhabitants scatteredpromiscuous /sic/ over a large tract of frontier
wilderness land - undisciplined, without guns or
ammunition or anyone to take the command of themin case of an invasion. A few Indians would ruinthe settlement. 28
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The state, therefore, responded to Phelp's request by
appointing commissioners to oversee the defense of the
frontier
.
It was during this time of great stress that the
settlers also asked Phelps to send them a minister. Phelps
did so, and was congratulated by an investor who understood
the need of prayer during periods of extreme danger.
We are happy to hear that Divine worship is carried
on at Canandarqua It is observed by the ancient
Dr. Mather that in the first settlement of N.
England all the New Emigrations which carried
Religion with them flourished and were protected
from ruin by the depredations of the savages, but
such as went out from their religious privileges
to new settlements merely to increase their
estates were disappointed and were in fear and
perplexity by the natives, and often driven from
their settlement. 29
But prayer was only a partial solution to the problems of
low morale and an Indian war.
Prayer coupled with hard work by the Indian Agent,
Israel Chapin and his wife kept the Indians friendly and
the settlers feeling secure during the distressing months
following St. Clair's defeat. The Chapin' s "prudent
conduct toward the Indians ... conciliated their affection,"
as well as dispelling fears and quieting the apprehensions
of the inhabitants, who were at times almost ready to
return east. 30 A settler reported to Phelps that Chapin
"has been at a considerable expense ... and his service to
the settlement and the continent at large was essential ." 31
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Near the end of 1792, the Genesee Country received some
relief from the tension, when the western Indians and the
American government agreed to a cessation of hostilities.
After their great victory, the Indians were willing to
negotiate, because they believed all their demands would
be met. Negotiations were scheduled for the spring of 1793,
at Sandusky, Ohio. Washington sent a delegation of commis-
sioners led by his Postmaster General, Timothy Pickering.
After several fruitless months of bargaining, the talks
were suspended, and the war resumed. The Six Nations
again declared their neutrality, but the Genesee settlers
were fearful of attacks. 32
The source of their new worry was the deterioration
of relations between the United States and Great Britain.
In February, 179 3, Britain and France went to war. America
declared its neutrality, in spite of strong pressure from
Congress to support France, and continued to trade with
both countries. Britain resented America's French trade,
and, also viewed America's popular pro-French feeling as
hostile to her interests. Judging these activities as
subversive, Britain began systematic attacks on American
shipping. At the same time, she commenced a military
Duild up on America's western frontier. President
Washington, fearful of involving the United States in a
var she could not afford, sent John Jay to London with
instructions to resolve the differences between the two
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countries . ^3
On the frontier, the situation for the settlers became
desperate. Unlike the inscrutable behavior of the Seneca.
British actions were clear and direct. Fresh troops were
moved into Great Lake forts. New fortifications were
raised and old ones reinforced. British officers openly
encouraged Indians to resist settlers in the Ohio territory
and provided them with material support. British troops
occupied strategic Indian villages in the Ohio River valley,
and persuaded most of the white inhabitants to flee for
safety. On Lake Ontario, British troops threatened Ameri-
can side with destruction, if they continued to occupy the
land. War seemed likely to break out in a matter of
weeks . 34
The settlers were understandably nervous . At Canan-
daigua, Israel Chapin, a man who never gave an undue
alarm, was frightened . He explained to both Governor
Clinton and Henry Knox, that British power over the
Indians was growing at an alarming rate . Continued
British-American antagonisms probably produce conflict on
the frontier. Chapin explained that
This part of the country being the frontier of the
state of New York feels very much alarmed at the
present appearance of war. Destitute of arms and
munitions, the scattered inhabitants of this
remote wilderness would fall an easy prey to their
savage neighbors should they think proper to
attack them. 35
He called upon the state and federal governments to send
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him supplies at once "in order to enable us to protect
ourselves in case of an invasion . " 36 The state and federal
governments responded by sending some needed arms and
ammunition westward in 179 3.
Another sign of trouble was the changing attitude of
the Six Nations toward the settlers. While they were
officially neutral, as the British threat grew, they
became hostile. They painted themselves for war, and
commenced acting in such a "fierce and arrogant" manner,
that they created "a belief among the settlers that they
would not be unwilling to take up the hatchet...," if the
British led them. 37 Many of the settlers believed that
Colonel Simcoe, governor of Upper Canada, had convinced
the Six Nations to join him in a general war against
America, and that war seem imminent.
Now, settlers considered fleeing to the east.
"Farmers were panic struck, and with the dread of the
scalping knife before them, had pulled up stakes, and with
their families, were on their way East." 38 Chapin's
leadership, success of American troops in the west, and
Jay's work in England helped to halt a massive retreat
eastward
.
General Anthony Wayne, sent west to lead the third
expeditionary force against the Indians in 1794, closed
with them at a place called Fallen Timbers, near the
British Fort Miami, on the Maumee River, in Ohio. After
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a two hour battle, the Indians fled to the fort for refuge.
When the Indians got to the gates, Major Campbell, the
British commander, appeared on the ramparts and warned
Wayne to stop his attack, or he would fire his artillery
in defence of the Indians. Wayne ignored the threat and
continued his murderous pursuit. The Indians were cut
down in front of the fort, while the British guns remained
silent, and the gates remained closed. 39 When the Six
Nations learned of the British actions at Fort Miami, the
possibility of a military alliance between the two was
destroyed. Rather than risk another betrayal, the Six
Nations signed a treaty of friendship with the United
States at Canandaigua, in October, 1794, signifying their
solemn intention of remaining at peace with America. 4 ^
One month later, John Jay signed a treaty with the
British that included vacating all forts within the
boundaries of the United States, by June 1, 1796. After
bitter debate in the Congress, the treaty was ratified and
the transfers were completed on schedule, removing the
British menace from the midst of the frontier settlers.
Israel Chapin Jr., reflecting on the Jay Treaty, wrote
the people in this country are highly pleased to find
congress has made all provisions^ for carrying the
British Treaty into affect /sic_/, and I know of
no part of the United States that ought in reality
to be more grateful .
^
Due to Chapin 's leadership and some timely victories by
the United States, the settlements survived without firing
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one shot or spilling one drop of blood. But the cost, in
terms of rapid growth, was immense.
New Englanders were able to follow the progress of
the Indian war through their newspapers which published
every rumor along with the facts. Beginning in 1791, and
continuing until Wayne 1 s victory, lengthy accounts of
Indian depredations and murder of frontier settlers
appeared in print. In Hampshire and Berkshire Counties,
where most settlers had lived, the papers provided continu-
ous accounts of violence. In a July, 1791, issue of the
Hampshire Chronicle , for example, there appeared an ex-
tract of a letter written from the west claiming that
Seneca braves were strongly suspected of participating in
ambushes and raids on settlers. 4 ^ The Western Star ,
published at Stockbridge, Massachusetts, and the Federal
Spy and Springfield Advertiser
,
published at Springfield,
carried lengthy stories of inhabitants murdered by Indians
on the frontiers of Virginia and Pennsylvania, and also
including reports of "numbers of cattle, horses, sheep
etc. stolen and killed." 43 Notices such as "Killed, two
men and one women, and stolen, seven horses... in Ohio
County, Va.," 44 had local readers demanding a fight to the
death with the Indians. As the war progressed, interest
4 5
in the Genesee Country was greatly diminished.
Phelps declared that it was nearly impossible to
convince New Englanders that his land was not under seige.
From the beginning, New Englanders tended to place the
Ohio War in the Genesee Country, even though the two areas
were hundreds of miles apart. A settler from Granville,
Massachusetts, when comparing his experiences on the
frontier with the views of his friends back home, said
that "Indian disturbances are hardly thought of unless it
is when we find from the New England papers we are all
killed and that we can hardly credit." 46 Robert Morris,
who owned a large part of the old Phelps-Gorham Purchase,
commented that people were willing to by land "unless some
dread of the Indians should interfere." 47 Phelps agreed
with Morris that "some people are frightened about an
Indian war. Much was said about the Indian war in
Suffield" during the height of the crises in 1794, and
investors and settlers refused to buy his lands. 48
Not only were land sales falling off, but settlers
who had made commitments to migrate had second thoughts.
Thomas Morris, a son of Robert Morris, who had lived at
Canandaigua since 1791, observed that during the winter
of 1793, there was a lack of interest among settlers to
move west. "Those of our new settlers who went home have
not yet had an opportunity of returning and the country
is more thinly populated now than I ever saw it before." 4 ^
Some settlers quickly returned, and as the Indian problem
slowly subsided, there was reason to expect that more
would return during the next few years. Morris explained
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in late 1793
a number of settlers have come into the country
since I left it, and we have every reason to expect
that next winter there will move more families
into the country. As for the Indians, there is no
more dread of them entertained here than in
Philadelphia. The fear with which the inhabitants
were struck before I went away has altogether
subsided. 50
The promise which the Genesee lands held for settlement in
1789, was tarnished by the uncontrollable events of 1790-
1794. Even the British evacuation did not help sales at
Canandaigua. Sales fell to their lowest point in 1795 and
1796, and hardly moved upward in 1797. Not until 1798, did
they return to a pattern comparable with the earliest
settlements. Seven years of turmoil had caused settlers
i
to be wary of the new opportunity in the Genesee wilder-
.
51ness
.
The war had been a significant factor deterring
migration , and when coupled with the discovery of a
frontier sickness , called the Genesee Fever , some potential
settlers decided that they did not wish to die from either
the scalping knife or a wilderness disease. The Genesee
frontier had taken on the image, in the minds of many New
Englanders as a "Valley of Bones," because newcomers
invariably contracted a mosquito borne viral infection
that necessitated repeated attacks before immunity de-
veloped. Rather than undergoing "seasoning/ 1 as it was
called, thereby "paying the tribute exacted from all those
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who make Genesee a place of residence," many simply refused
to go. Thus, the fever, along with the Indian, was an
important obstacle blocking frontier development during the
first decade of settlement. 52
From the reports written by settlers, it is nearly
impossible to determine exactly what the Genesee Fever was.
They referred to all fevers, except fever accompanied
with chills, as the lake or Genesee Fever. 53 in analyzing
the disease, reliance must therefore be placed upon a study
of Genesee lake fevers completed by Edward G. Ludlow in
1823. Ludlow resided at Geneva /Canadasaga/, and observed
the prevalence of fevers in old and new settlements from
1801 and 1823. He submitted his findings to the medical
faculty of New York University, and was awarded the degree
. 54
of Doctor of Medicine in 1823. Ludlow's analysis was
couched in antiquated terminology, and placed in a context
foreign to modern scientific theory, making his observa-
tions of symptoms largely unless for precise identifica-
tion. It is also apparent from Ludlow's work that many of
his patients were suffering from a combination of disease,
and reacting in ways that made a diagnosis of fever
impossible without more scientific data. Therefore an
investigator, relying on Ludlow's work can do little more
than suggest a probable cause for the most numerous cases
of fever reported in the Genesee Country.
The Genesee Fever was attributed by settlers to marsh
or swamp gas emitted from creeks, lakes, and ponds, but it
probably was mosquito borne malaria. Settlers believed
that a simple fever and chill was not symptomatic of the
fever, and they were probably correct. 55 in a study by
Darrett B. and Anita H. Rutman entitled Of Agues and
Fevers: Malaria in the early Chesapeake
, (1976), the au-
thors observe that "in a study of 201 paroxysms, 137 were
found to be unaccompanied by chills," leading the investi-
gators to conclude that "the term 'chill and fever' inade-
quately described a malarial attack." 56 Ludlow believed
that the most prevalent fever, the so-called "intermittent"
and "remittent" fever, with characteristic fever spikes,
tfas caused by marsh miasma /fume£7. 57 Many of the fever
symptoms he observed pointed toward the presence of
malaria. At the onset of illness, the settler was "at-
tacked with languor, pain in the head and back, and
5 8
alternate fits of heat and cold." Occasionally, there
also appeared secondary symptoms such as delirium, diffi-
cult breathing, dysentery, and a pale or yellow complexion,
rhese symptoms are indicative of the presence of malaria. 5 ^
The seasonal cycle of the disease, observed by Ludlow,
lends additional support for the belief that Malaria was
present in the settlements. The fever typically appeared
at full strength, in 6 of 22 years, between March and
November, when the spring and summer was warm and humid,
and the fall mild and pleasant. 60 Ludlow wrote
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The diseases of the spring and summer months wereprincipally intermittent fevers... and were frequently
complicated with visceral obstructions, and attended
with violent inflammatory action; none were exemptfrom them except those who had undergone many previous
attacks, without having taken any measures to
interrupt their course....
In September and October, remittents of a mild form
appeared, which continued through November, growing
more severe as the season advanced .. .After November
the country as remarkably healthy, and continued
so during the winter. 61
However, when the spring, summer, and fall months were cold
or dry, fevers tended to decline. The year 1804, for
example, was typical of the years when these conditions
existed
.
The summer of this year was but moderately warm;
the winter was intensely cold for an unusual length
of time. A great quantity of snow fell, and laid
longer than had ever been known. Fever during the
summer of this year, were less frequent than the
last. The new settlements, where intermittents and
remittents had prevailed the preceeding season,
were remarkably healthy. In the old settlements,
during the fall, there were many cases of remittent.
^
The cyclical nature of the fever, and its relative decline
during periods of cold or dry weather, conforms to the
known behavior of malarial attacks produced by the
anopheline mosquito.
The anopheline mosquito "are highly affected by the
weather. "Optimal conditions for biting include a bright
moonlit night, humidity about 85 percent, and a tem-
perature in the low to mid-eighties." Attacks steadily
increased "through the spring and summer to a peak in
autumn, then abruptly declined with the coming of another
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winter." 64 It is significant that Ludlow observed a
correlation between the high incidences of fever among
fishermen and their mode of work.
As to the prevalence of intermittents among fishermen,
I consider it less owing to their peculiar food, than
to the nocturnal exposure consequent in their calling;
one of the most common modes being to spear fish by
torch light. 65
Thus, fishermen, more than others, were stricken with the
Genesee Fever, because they worked at a time when condi-
tions were most favorable for the mosquito.
In terms of areas, those Ludlow considered the most
prevalent locations for fever corresponds to those normally
associated with malaria. Ludlow discovered that residents
living near swampy land, such as at the village of Salina,
a salt spring near Onondaga Lake, or at Montezuma salt
spring, were "never free from intermittent or remittent
fever. Every family that moves into them is attacked,
while those that live at a short distance, although adja-
66
cent to the marsh, are comparatively exempt." Those
living near fresh water marshes were also known to exhibit
high incidences of fever. "Ponds, both of pure and
stagnant water, woods, lakes, and creeks have the same
influence though in a less degree." 67 Ludlow attributed
the cause of fever to decaying vegetable matter, creating
a gas called miasma, but the high incidences of fever near
bodies of water was probably due to the breeding of a
6 8
species of mosquito known as Anopheles crucians . This
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species of mosquito "frequents fresh to slightly brackish
swamps and pools and the margins of ponds and lakes. They
are creatures of short flight, normally ranging no more
than one or two miles from their breeding places." 69
Consequently, this insect could account for the high
infection rate at Salina and Montezuma; and a relatively
lower rate in the areas close by. However, the presence of
the species Anopheles crucians in marshes and swamps may
not account for attacks elsewhere. It only suggests a
possible link between Ludlow's observations and a pattern
of malarial fever that is known to exist in areas contain-
ing numbers of small lakes, ponds, and creeks.
An analysis of the Genesee Fever's impact upon the
body offers a final comparison of the intermittent and
remittent fever with malaria. When the fever struck, it
tended to last between five and nine days, when remission
70normally occurred. Occasionally, when an attack was
violent, and little care was taken to arrest it, the
71patient died. How many actually died of the fever can-
not be known. Ludlow experienced difficulty following
the effects of the fever as frontier population grew,
because it seemed to mingle with new diseases brought by
the settlers. "As the country became more settled," he
wrote, "new diseases appeared, and the preceding ones did
not retain their former characteristics. Intermittents . .
.
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Decame complicated with other diseases, so as to render it
lifficult to determine their nosological character." 72 it
Ls therefore possible that many settlers died from diseases
complicated by the Genesee Fever, but not as a result of
contracting it.
Malaria has a fever cycle similar to that observed by
Ludlov/. After the onset of infection, fever spikes may
Dccur for 10 days during the course of a 22 day attack,
depending on the species that bit the human host. 73 Mor-
ality associated with untreated malaria can range from
mder 5 percent to as high as 25 percent, depending on the
species of mosquito carrying the disease. 74 Malaria, when
It is uncomplicated with other diseases, can be considered
ion- fatal in a majority of cases. Ludlow's comment that
'the most common termination of intermittents is in health"
rould fit this description. Thus, the common description
)f the Genesee Country as a "land of sickness and death"
md as a "Valley of Bones" is not correct. While it was
probable that a settler would spend many of his most
productive months coping with fever, he probably would
lot die from contracting the disease. But it is no wonder
:hat settlers decided to forego an opportunity to remain
_n the Genesee after they were stricken, and that others
lecided that the suffering was not worth the price of
racing both the Indians and the Genesee Fever.
Those who stayed were many times demoralized and
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debilitated by their experience with frontier sickness.
Letters noted the effect fever, and other diseases such as
tuberculosis, hepatitus, cholera, measles, whooping cough,
chicken pox, and pneumonia had upon the pioneers. 75 Docto
Moses Atwater wrote in detail concerning suffering of the
settlers in 1795.
It is very sickly from Whitestown to the Genesee
River. Luke Phelps has buried his wife and three
of his children. One death has taken place in Mr.
Morris' family and another hourly expected....
Life is extremely uncertain here. You will'do
well not to come to this country til October or
until the sickness is checked... it is so sickly
I can not leave home at this time... Gen. Murray
lies at the point of death. 76
Fever, and a host of other diseases "sapped the constitu-
tion," and sometimes sent back an adventurer "a lean,
sallow, invalid... or laid him permanently in the grave." 77
Phelps saw the early pioneers suffering through their
first bouts of fever, and wrote somberly to Gorham in 1790
I arrived at this place the 29 ult. and found the
people in this settlement very sickly, but most of
them are getting better. A bilious fever has been
the prevailing distemper. Capt. Walker, my nearest
neighbor is now supposed to be dying with the
bilious cholic. We have suffered much for the
want of a physician. Dr. Atwater has not been in
the country; we have now a gentleman from
Pennsylvania /Dr. Adams/ attending the sick, who
seems to understand his business. The two
Wadsworths who bought a large property into the
country have been very sick, are now recovering,
but are in low spirits; they like the country,
but their sickness has discouraged them. 7 8
Many, like the Wadsworths, came back to New England, but
could not forget the new land they discovered in the west.
r
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They returned again to begin the building process that
eventually changed the frontier into a agricultural and
commercial paradise. 79 James Wadsworth reflected this
feeling when he arrived in Canandaigua in the spring of 1791,
exclaiming
I am happy to say that on second view of the GeneseeCountry, I am confirmed in my favorable opinion ofit. We have received a great increase of inhabitants
the winter past. Four barns were raised last weekin Canandarqua.
. .Ontario, from a dreary wilderness
begins to put on the appearance of a populated
country . °0
Despite unhealthy living conditions, settlers such
as Wadsworth were optimistic concerning the eventual dis-
appearance of the sickness. "No alleviation of this
afflicting circumstance is... to be expected except from
time, and a gradual increase of labor, cultivation, and
population." 81 Once the land became settled, the gases
jiven off by the waters and the forests would disappear.
Since that was occurring, the Genesee would be healthy in
a. short period of time. But in the meantime, settlers
resigned themselves to living their lives in the midst of
periodic epidemics, and carried the hope of seeing a
setter day.
The problems of war and sickness that stalked the
settlements were compounded by the economic crisis of 1796.
^fter Wayne's victory over the Indians in 1794, spec-
tators and poor people rushed forward to purchase land.
Che poor were interested in cheap land and the speculators
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in anticipating a renewed surge in settlement. Dr. Moses
Atwater, noting the trend in speculating said, that consid-
ering what the region had been through, "land speculation in
this country is as astonishing as ever." 82 Phelps was one
of those spending money freely on real estate in Ontario
and elsewhere. He had purchased Gorham's share of the
Genesee lands in 1795, and also became interested in lands
in Maine, Vermont, Ohio, Virginia, and in Georgia-
Mississippi "Yazoo" lands. His ventures were financed by
Genesee property, and he expected to pay for them with
profits gained by selling to settlers and speculators.
Before migration increased, credit conditions in /America
had changed for the worse, and by 1800, much of his Genesee
properties were attached for non-payment of debt. 83
Phelps depended on credit sales to speculators and
settlers for too long. Credit conditions changed drasti-
cally in 1796, when American bankers, fearing American
involvement with Britain over issues of international
trade, raised interest rates. After tension between
America and Britain was eased, due to the signing of the
Jay Treaty, a new problem emerged. In February, 1797, the
British Government forced all British banks to refrain
from paying notes in specie. An unusual demand for hard
currency was due to "a general gloom... and an anxious
state of public feeling" over the progress of Britain's
war with France. Fearing a run on the banks, the British
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Sovernment moved quickly to prevent one from occurring. 84
Reaction to the British move in American banking
circles was also swift. Credit vanished, and outstanding
debts were recalled, forcing speculators like Phelps into
bankruptcy. When the news leaked out that Phelps' Genesee
lands were encumbered, middle class farmers, who were most
important for developing the frontier, refused to migrate,
rhey would not take a chance on a title tainted with a
second mortgage. Phelps, unable to pay his debts, teetered
Dn the brink of collapse by 1798. New settlers were
generally of very modest means and were unable to pay cash
for the small farms that they settled. As a result, Phelps
was unable to make his Genesee lands, which were valued at
$350,000, yield an income sufficient to pay debts valued
at $80, 000. 85
Unable to retail lands for cash, Phelps turned to
speculators. He tried unsuccessfully to sell all his New
York holdings to Charles Williamson, the agent of the
Poultney Estate, who already held some of Phelps* lands.
Failing that, he tried to force delinquent settlers to
pay on their mortgages, but this yielded little. Money
was scarce, and only crops and beef could be given for
payment, requiring expenses that diminished the value of
the produce. Thus unable to collect only a quarter of
his rents, Phelps went bankrupt and added to the diffi-
culties of settling the Genesee Country. 86
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While turmoil and sickness surrounded them, Genesee
settlers endured the bad years with fortitude, and yet were
rewarded with a measure of prosperity. Canandaigua bloomed
with enterprising and thrifty merchants and professionals by
1800. A majority of village lots had buildings on them,
and land values rose to attractive levels by the end of the
decade. The progress made in the village during the last
three years of the 1790" s is reflected in the number of
houses erected and the increase in land values brought on
by settlement and development.
In 1792, there were only 30 houses in the village,
and in 1796, that number increased to only 40. But by
1800, 70 houses were counted, an increase of almost 100%
in 4 years, and an indication of its rapid growth after
the Indian scare. Land values also reflected Canandaigua 1 s
growth rate, although speculation by investors tended to
increase values above market conditions. Lots selling in
1790 for $1.00, jumped to $2.00 an acre in 1792, when a
considerable migration occurred. Between 1792 and 1795,
the cost of village lots rose by only 66 cents per year.
After 1796, town lots tripled and quadrupled in price.
By 1800, village lots retailed for about $25.00 an acre,
and the depression of 1796 did little to hold prices down. 8
Farm values followed a pattern similar to those in
the village, Farms sold for 50 cents an acre in 1790, and
rose to only 80 cents an acre in 1792. Between 1792 and
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TABLE 5
Price of Land by Year
Range in Average Range in
ear Village Price Township Price
789 S 9 0-S 23 $ 1.00 $ 50-$ 60 $ .51
790 • J D ~ 1X • 27 1.10 .50- 66 .54
791 1± m 33 1.12 .55-
. 80 .69
792 1 0 0—It uu A4 • 00 2.00 .50- 1. 12 .79
793 5.00- 7. 00 2.50 1.25- 5. 00 1.30
794 3.00- 5. 00 3.00 1.50- 5. 00 1.75
795 10. 00- 20. 00 15.00 1. 50- 5. 50 2.00
796 10.00- 20. 00 15.00 2.00- 8. 00 2.50
797 15.00- 25. 00 25.00 4.00- 8. 00 4 .50
798 15.00- 30. 00 25.00 4.00- 8. 00 5.00
799 15.00- 30. 00 25.00 4.00- 8 . 10 5.50
800 15.00- 30. 00 25.00 4.00- 8. 00 5.50
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1795, farm values increased only an additional 80 cents,
a gain of only 26 cents a year, reflecting a diminishing
migration among farm families. After 1796, farm lots were
worth more than 4 times their 1795 value. In 1800, a farm
sold for $6.00 an acre, on the average, an indication that
stabilization of Indian relations had had an effect on
migration. Thus, between 1796 and 1800, Canandaigua
blossomed into a viable settlement, in spite of Indians,
sickness, and depression. It had not grown as fast or as
profitably as Phelps and many early settlers had wished.
But it had survived in a hostile environment and showed
signs of thriving, as new settlers filled up its agri-
cultural and commercial areas. 88
Canandaigua survived because Phelps, Gorham, Chapin,
and others maintained peace with the Indians. Without
their timely support, and their influence with state and
federal officials, the little settlements would probably
have been lost. It must also be observed that the settlers
who braved the problems connected with settlement demon-
strated a remarkable ability to adjust to frontier condi-
tions and maintain their optimism in the face of overwhelm-
ing setbacks. A traveller, visiting Canandaigua in June
of 1797, was amazed at the attitude of those he met even
though they had suffered much, and were in the midst of
Sickness, mud knee deep, mosquitos and gnats so
thick that you could hardly breathe without
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swallowing them, rattle snakes, and the ten thousanddiscouragements everywhere incident to new settle-
ments - Surrounded by them in June of that year
I saw with wonder that these people, all Yankees fromMassachusetts, Connecticut, and Vermont, wereperfectly undiscouraged
. Looking forward in hope
sure and steadfast, they talked to me of what the'
country would be, by and by, as if it were history,
and I received it all as fable . 89
rhe impact of the frontier environment on pioneer settlers
resulted in an intensification of pioneer efforts to
:ivilize the land, rather than permit it to overwhelm them.
Che new man of the west envisioned a civilization derived
Erom eastern ways and ideas, and not from inspiration
jained by living on the western frontier.
CHAPTER VII
ECONOMIC OPPORTUNITY AND ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT AT
CANANDAIGUA
,
1789-1800
There were many good reasons for settlers to feel
proud of their accomplishments in 1797, and to look forward
to continuous growth in the future. The process by which
Canandaigua grew from a collection of long huts to a busy
commercial and agricultural center by 1800, was related to
changes in population, agricultural production, and communi-
cation taking place not only there but throughout the
purchase. The frontier, like Canandaigua, experienced a
significant rise in population after 1796. The scattered
population of 1790, amounting to about 1,047 people set-
tled in 36 townships, grew to about 18,0 00 in 4 5 town-
ships by 1800. 1 In the same period of time, Canandaigua
grew to about 1,000 people, or about 23 times its original
2
size. Developments in regional and inter-regional
transportation also contributed to the frontier's growth.
Roads linked Canandaigua with her outlying settlements,
and also linked the community with eastern markets,
resulting in rapid expansion of the commercial village
and its agricultural perimeter. As the hinterlands
filled, commerce flowed back and forth on roads connect-
ing the central village and farming townships. Trade
also began flowing between eastern markets and Canan-
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laigua along a network of waterways and roads connecting
:he village with Albany and New York City. By 1800, goods
md people poured into the community from both directions,
swelling its size, encouraging economic diversity, and
wringing it wealth. By the turn of the 19th century, the
:arming sector and the commercial sector had emerged from
Its earlier period of subsistance.
Frontier roadbuilding, commenced in 17 8 8 by the Phelps-
jorham Company, was designed to link settlements on the
Genesee River with Canandaigua. By 1791, about 60 miles
)f road was opened through 8 thinly populated townships
between Avon and Geneseo on the river and Canandaigua.
this road system constituted the main route into the
Interior of the purchase for several years, until settlers,
Pushing into townships north and south of the roads,
eventually connected new ones to it, or built them
lirectly to Canandaigua. By 1795, 167 miles of new road
Linked settlers in every direction with Canandaigua. Even
remote areas in the southern portion of the purchase were
accessible to Canandaigua because of the position of
Zanandaigua Lake and Crooked Lake, running in a north-
south direction. Settlers were able to funnel their goods
Dy water and road to the main commercial town. As a
result of Canandaigua' s location at the center of an
Interlocking network of 251 miles of road and water
communication, by 1800 she commanded the trade of the
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entire Genesee frontier. The emergence of Bath in the
southern tier, Geneseo, and Geneva failed to diminish
Cananadaigua 1 s importance as the significant township in
the Genesee .
^
The trade that moved across the roads and waterways
into and out of Canandaigua was based upon the enormous
agricultural productivity achieved by settlers in a
brief period of time. An average settler could clear and
sow about 10 acres a year, and usually cultivated about
70 acres at once. 4 So, a farmer would be under full
production about 7 years after he pioneered his land. If
he were in New England, a farmer might expect to produce
10 bushels an acre from the soil, giving a modest surplus
5for his labor. But Genesee soil was much more productive.
Farmers produced double, triple, and sometimes quadruple
those returns. Charles Williamson described what farmers
could expect after a short time in the Genesee Country:
This country is very favorable for the raising of
grass, the uplands usually producing from a ton
and a half to two tons an acre, and sometimes
three tons. It is uncommonly favorable to wheat,
of which from twenty to twenty-five bushels are
generally raised on an acre, but it has been known
to yield forty and frequently thirty bushells an
acre, and the grain is usually large and of a good
quality. Corn generally grows to the amount of
thirty bushells an acre, and in some instances,
on the flats of the Genesee River... it is said
to the extent of seventy and eighty bushells an
acre. Rye commonly yields a less quantity than_
wheat. Oats, buckwheat, and other sorts of grains
are very productive, and flax and hemp grow very
luxuriant. 6
Bodies of Water
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Jilliamson explained that farmers could also expect farm
inimals and livestock to do very well on the frontier.
Horses.
. .which have been raised in this country
are very good. Oxen grow uncommonly large,
usually measuring from six and one half to seven
feet round the shoulder, and are most suitable
for working on the new lands. Sheep and hogs
are very thriving. The growth of cattle is
very rapid from the abundance of the herbage
/sic/ natural to the woods, and the goodness
of the improved pasture. 7
tfith this production coming into the market, farmers and
nerchants looked forward to good times.
As farms expanded and crops and livestock flourished,
sizable stores of surplus commodities began moving east-
ward toward Canandaigua. Oliver Phelps was astounded by
:he impact population increases and production had on the
economy of the frontier. During his visit to Canandaigua
Ln 1798, he exclaimed:
I find the country much altered since I was here
last in vast many settlements begun this summer.
No country, I presume, in so short a time from
the first settlement ever had so much wealth as
this. They have everything but money - I have
dined out three or four times since I have been
here at tables more elegantly spread than any I
have ever seen in Connecticut. If I owned nothing
and could attend to my property in this country.
I should consider it worth $500,000.8
\fter visiting Canandaigua in 1799, the bountiful results
3f a favorable soil and tireless enterprise overawed him.
"You cannot have any conception of the crops in this
country," Phelps wrote, "they must exceed anything you
saw at Whitestown - Everything gay and beautiful at this
place." 9 Then, two years later, he was convinced that his
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son, Oliver Leicester Phelps, would do well by coming to
the Genesee. "From looking over this country... I am con-
vinced it will be best for you to come into this country -
Everything in this quarter is in a flourishing state.
The farmers are getting rich - Considerable money in this
country," Phelps wrote. 10
The almost incredible productivity of the farming
population enabled them to barter for more land, supplies,
loans, and a host of personal needs including medical and
legal services. Canandaigua, providing every basic
requirement and functioning as an outlet to eastern mar-
kets, absorbed the produce and money of the farmer. But
for Canandaigua to grow with the hinterland, transportation
links with the east had to be improved, so deliveries
could arrive promptly, shipping costs could be lowered,
and the quantity of goods shipped could be increased. Two
technical achievements, a canal and a turnpike road,
built in the mid-1790 's and early 1800' s, caused Canan-
daigua to grow significantly.
During the pioneering period, the river system
serving as the main link between Canandaigua and Albany
was obstructed in three places, and, portage of 1 mile
was required from the western terminus of the Mohawk
River to the river that connected it with the Genesee
Country. Because of these obstructions, a single trip
between Albany and Canandaigua took 21 days and boats
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could only carry 1 to Ik tons of cargo at a cost of $75 to
$100 per ton. 11 At the urging of Phelps, Gorham, and
other large land holders, the New York legislature passed
an act in 1792, directing the state land officer to explore
the land between Fort Stanwix and Wood Creek for possible
12canal construction. The land commission reported that a
need existed for facilitating the flow of agricultural
products from west to east, and in March, 1792, the
legislature passed a law allowing a company called the
Western Inland Lock Navigation Company to construct locks
on the Mohawk River. The company, which was not connected
with Phelps or Gorham, built three locks by 1796, so 16
ton boats could pass through to Wood Creek. ^s a
result, the cost of shipping cargo was lowered to $35 a
ton. Although there were delays because of obstructions
between Canandaigua and Rome , communication was improved
considerably . 1
The opening of the canal system stimulated western
settlement and doubled the value of land and products
produced in the west. Canandaigua 1 s economic growth
encouraged Phelps and others to contemplate improving the
road network linking the town with Utica. The construc-
tion of a wide, level, and all-weather road would allow
heavier cargoes to pass rapidly to the Mohawk, further
lowering the cost of shipment. A good road would also
encourage greater settlement, which would have a favorable
impact on land values and trade.
The proprietors knew that the original road system,
completed in 1790, was only a first step toward establish-
ing reliable communication with the east. It consisted of
Little more than a narrow, obstructed, and poorly graded
Cndian path, and it was never passable during wet seasons.
3ut the State of New York declined to appropriate funds to
Improve it, since it was involved with the canal project. 15
5y the end of the decade, however, both the state and
western residents agreed that the canal was not sufficient
:o handle a growing population, and a road was also
lecessary. On the urging of Williamson, the legislature
massed an act to "establish a turnpike road company for
Improving the state road from the house of John House in
1
6
Jtica to Canandaigua , " in April, 1800. The act allowed
a private company to rebuild the existing roadbed and
recover their expenses by collecting tolls.
The company formed to construct the road was an
amalgamation of capitalists residing on the frontier, who
agreed among themselves to build certain sections, and to
operate them for their own profit. One company, for
example, was formed to construct a section from Utica to
Dnandaga, a second, from Onandaga to Geneva, and a third,
from Geneva to Canandaigua. The members, however, agreed
17
to call their enterprise the Seneca Turnpike Company.
Phelps was called upon to sponsor the road from
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Geneva to Canandaigua. In June of 1800, an associate
requested him to "undertake the making of the road from the
Hotel in Geneva to the Court House in this place." 18 The
profits expected from the project were very tempting. It
was explained that:
At a meeting held in Onandaga - it was there
contracted to be made from Utica to that place.
Mr. Williamson has taken to himself the road
from Cayuga to Geneva - The people of this place
/Canandaigua/ & the vicinity are determined to
take shares but it is suspended until we may
hear from you, believing you may wish to engage
in it. I suppose you have been able to get the
Act authorizing the company for improving the
road (viz. turn it into a toll road) - 14%
profit expected from the proceeds_of the road.
Company to meet at New Hartford /New York/.
Perhaps you might meet us there. Mr. Williamson,
Ma j
.
Danforth & Myself are a committee on the
road from Onandaga to the Court House. The
people in the western country are very spirited
in regard to the road - for the added value to
land & useful for farmers. 1^
Phelps agreed to build the Canandaigua section, but he was
so much in debt that he could not afford to sign a con-
tract for his 14 mile section until February, 1802. The
Canandaigua portion was completed by the end of 180 3, at
a cost of $1,000 per mile, and the whole road was opened
in 1804. 20
The road, like the canal, failed to eliminate some
basic obstacles confronting eastward transportation.
While the builders publicized the road as "one of the
greatest roads of travel for so great a distance in the
21
United States," it failed to perform in that manner.
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The road had to carry traffic during every season in order
to be effective, but it could not. The Company failed to
fill it with gravel and stone, so it was impassable during
heavy rains. Mud holes and deep ruts also impeded traffic,
causing many people to avoid it. Another problem centered
on the traverse of the steep Onondaga Hills. Travellers
complained that the road was not safe for loaded wagons,
because the horses could not pull their loads up the
ungraded route. The wagons frequently broke away or
turned over as they reached the top. 22
Low patronage, frequent complaints, and threats by
farmers to build an alternate route, thereby avoiding the
worst hills, and missing five toll gates, prompted the
managers to correct some of the problems. They decided
to seek authorization from the state to build a new route
around the troublesome hills, and agreed among themselves
to spend money to "repair all other parts of the road with
stone & gravel; so as to give the whole route not the
shape of a turnpike; but in reality, the permanent
2 3qualities of a well constructed road."
Although it had many defects, the road had a positive
impact on the frontier communities it served. It enabled
merchants and farmers to have greater accessibility to
eastern markets. Wagons hauled loads one-third larger
than before, and traveled up to 20 miles a day. One ton
of cargo could travel round trip from Utica in 10 days
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instead of 20. Costs of transportation were also lowered.
Instead of a $16.00 per ton charge on the water route,
cargo could be sent to Utica for $1.83 per ton. Since more
goods could be carried faster over the distance covered by
the river system, increased efficiency led to lower costs
and higher profits for merchants. Farmers also benefited
from the road. They could more easily reach the Utica
narket, where wheat sold for $1.66 a bushel, than be
forced to rely upon the Canandaigua market, where it sold
for 6 3C a bushel. As transportation improved access to
iistant markets, it gradually raised the value of farm
produce at the local market, giving farmers an opportunity
to benefit from their greater production. 24
An additional advantage of swifter and cheaper trans-
portation was the opportunity of establishing regular stage
:oach and mail service between Canandaigua and Albany.
Cn 1802, Gideon Granger, Postmaster-General in the
lefferson Administration and a personal friend of Phelps,
lesigned a policy for improving postal service to the
/illage. 25 The original arrangement, established in 1792,
consisting of post riders from Albany and Canandaigua
neeting at Utica twice a month to exchange mail, was
scrapped, ° Granger contracted with private carriers to
run a stage to Geneva twice a week, and then on to
Canandaigua. A post office was established at Canan-
laigua to handle the increasing volume of mail generated
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by its growing population. 27
One result of regular mail delivery was a steady
stream of newspapers flowing into the community. A news-
paper delivery list for 1810-13, containing 26 different
lewspapers subscribed to by frontier residents, reflected
this amazing variety. Readers were receiving papers from
Baltimore, Philadelphia, New York, Boston, and Albany, as
fell as from small towns such as Worcester, Stockbridge,
Dittsfield, and Greenfield in Massachusetts. Improved
lelivery allowed settlers to stay abreast of developments
Ln eastern business centers and in their old home towns.
Ct also enhanced the attractiveness of Canandaigua for
5ettlement and aided in the developing of her commercial
ippeal . 28
With an influx of people, great agricultural produc-
:ion, and improved transportation facilities, villagers
prospered and grew sophisticated. When the number of
msinesses and variety of goods and services offered in
.800 is compared with those offered in earlier years, the
>rogress is startling. In 1789, only Walker's solitary
.og cabin existed. By 1794, the Duke De La Rochefoucault
jiancourt, traveling through Canandaigua on a tour of
:he Genesee Country, noted its development. Although it
ras a frontier town, he was amazed at its beauty. A wide
tain street, sloping gently upward for 2 miles from the
.ake , reached a public square at the center of the town.
Oliver Phelps House
,
Canandaigua , N . Y
.
1830
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'rom the square he enjoyed an unobstructed view of the lake
ind countryside. He also viewed the results of Phelps 1
milding policy in the forty houses lining the edge of the
lain street, all well framed and beautiful. 29
/These/ are much better than any of that description
I have seen in any other city. They consist mostly
of joiners work, and are pretty /sic/ painted.
In front of some of them are small courts,
surrounded with neat railings. Some of the
inhabitants possess considerable property, among
them are Messers. Phelps and Gorham, for long time
past, proprietors of these lands. 30
:n 1796, the village contained about 15 businesses, but in
:he early 1300 's Canandaigua was described as containing
3
1
15. In terms of business, the village had developed
:rom a thinly settled outpost, offering only the barest
lecessities
,
to an economically divers i fied regional
t 2
:enter . °
The houses built in the village reflected the grow-
ing prosperity of its residents . In the 1800 1 s , travelers
lescribing Canandaigua were attracted to its architecture
,
.andscaping , and physical layout . It was described as
laving "over 70 dwelling houses, many of which are well
milt," and "in a better style than that of most older
>ettlements" and are "in some cases ... elegant ... and many
)f its inhabitants are in wealthy circumstances."-3 -3 The
ipper part of the town "to the length of two miles,
consisted of villas or ornamented cottages, tastefully
finished with colonades, porches, and verandas, each with
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.ts own garden; or pleasure grounds.
Visitors, commenting in detail upon the state of
Canandaigua 1 s appearance , wrote
the land has been disposed of in lots of forty acres
each. The houses are all delicately painted, their
windows with green Venetian blinds peeping gaily
through fine young trees, standing forward more
exposed on their lawns, green and fresh as the
rose of England. Smiling gardens, orchards laden
with fruit and fields rich in golden grain, stretch
behind each of these lovely villas. The church
with its white steeple rising in the midst , over-
looking this land of enchantment . 35
Another noticed that the houses
are not crowded together in imitation of city style
,
but stand at goodly distances apart . The principle
street ... runs through an extent of two miles, /and
is/ ornate with trees and of noble breath. . .A
less cultivated taste would, with even superior
advantage, fail to produce the desired effect.
Summing up his impression, one visitor said of Canandaigua,
that it possessed "a general spirit of industry and
activity is everywhere visible, and the whole town wears
37
a very cheerful appearance of thrift and prosperity."
3y 1810, this scene expanded to include 137 houses, and by
1818, 217 houses. 38
Canandaigua 1 s prosperity was also marked by an in-
crease in the variety of goods and services available to
frontier inhabitants. As late as 1796, there were only a
few taverns and inns, several general stores, a dis-
tillery, a gunsmith, a blacksmith, a crockery store, and
a leather goods manufacturer. Thus, selection and
variety was drastically limited by the isolation and sparse
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population of a frontier community. A merchant, for
example, writing in 1791, believing that only basic neces-
sities would sell in Canandaigua, wrote:
Goods suitable for this country are low priced Irishlinen & calicoes with a few of good quality. Indiangoods, an assortment of groceries: tea, sugar,
coffee, chocolate, peppers, which articles are very
scarce here. 39
In addition, paper, ribbon, lead paint, eating utensils,
and a limited variety of dry goods were carried by
merchants
.
40
After 1796, rapid settlement, improved transportation,
and bold enterprise led to an increasing selection and
higher quality of goods and services. An invoice of goods
shipped from New York to Canandaigua in 1802, contained
67 items and 9 packages of materials embracing a wide
range of articles. Pioneer staples such as calico, tea,
and tobacco were stocked in large quantities. But there
were also items indicating that many citizens were
emerging from frontier subsistance. The store was stocked
with fancy handkerchiefs, muslin and long silk gloves,
fancy silk hose, silk shawls, fine linen, expensive table
ware, wine glasses, plated vest buttons, a variety of
expensive fabrics, and fancy albums.
^
1 The contents of
this frontier store startled a visitor from Suffield,
Connecticut in 1802. He marvelled at the fact that the
store did more business than any he had seen in his home
town. Furthermore, "it was a large store of goods, equal
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to all the stores in Suffield. In one day $900 worth of
joods was sold to a gentlemen at the River - and 10, 15,
I 20 people are constantly in the store - The store kept
Dpen till 9 & 10 o'clock at night." 42 Canandaigua 1 s
position as a trading center resulted in an increased
availability of goods which changed the life style many
citizens, and transformed the community into an urban
society
.
Growth and productivity also resulted in a greater
/ariety of specialized services available on the frontier.
Cmpressed with an opportunity for developing new markets
Eor their skills, tradesmen moved to Canandaigua after 1800.
3y 1804, the village contained a number of watchmakers
md jewelers, tailors and shoemakers, bakers and hair-
Iressers, saddlemakers and tinware merchants, a large book
md stationary store, a sickle maker, a carding works, a
:rucking service, a cabinent maker, a reed maker, a cooper,
i hatter, stonemasons, two newspapers and house builders.
Cn 1806, a drug store went up; and, in 1809, a "fancy
joods" store was opened. The store featured "straw bonnets,
norroco shoes, and turtle shell combs. The addition of
:hese skills and services was further evidence of Canan-
laigua's emergence from a subsistant frontier community,
md heralded further change in the life style of many
:anandaigua citizens. Canandaigua 1 s transformation from
i collection of log huts to a thriving center, by 1802,
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was nearly complete.
While village merchants were growing prosperous,
farmers were experiencing a more uneven economic growth.
Farming ably supplied families with sufficient food, and
labor provided adequate shelter, but it could not offer a
fast way of accumulating capital. Surplus produce and
what little money farmers had flowed into the commercial
village to pay for supplies and to pay for debts accu-
mulated during the settlement process. While land values
in the west were much lower than in the east, so was the
value of crops that paid for it. Settlers that did not
possess enough capital to pay, or, at least partly pay for
their land were placed in a tenuous economic position.
With large debts and without sufficient income to pay them,
the land of opportunity turned out to be the land of
failure for many who attempted settlement. As the frontier
grew, it became less the land of opportunity of the young
and poor, and more the preserve of men with surplus capital.
A farmer's success depended mainly on his capacity to
pay the costs of moving and the cost of land. If a
farmer could not pay off, or substantially pay on the
mortgage after moving, then he faced an uncertain future.
This debt would have to be paid by the sale of produce
or livestock. But in a frontier economy, with a shortage
of cash and remote cash markets, this was difficult to
accomplish. As successive waves of settlers were con-
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'ronted with higher land prices, each wave found it more
lifficult to pay for their homesteads. Although crop val-
Les increased after 1796, land prices rose faster, forcing
tany families to struggle to hold what they had, rather
:han expanding as they had originally hoped.
As migration increased after 1796, a larger proportion
if settlers were drawn from New England's lower economic
evels. Phelps' agent reported in 1798, for example, that
for two months past settlers have migrated into this
:ountry beyond anything theretofore known. They are
renerally of the poor class and purchase small farms on
rhich they immediately move with their families." 44
J.though sales to this class were plentiful, they could
tot pay for the land they needed. The agent noted that
we continue to sell land to settlers as fast as ever,
Llthough receive but little cash." 4 ^ What we do sell is
:o the poorer sort of settler. "46 These settlers tended
:o arrive in the west in a state of economic weakness. A
:itizen in the nearby town of Phelps reported that "this
.own increases fast. Movers are coming in often, but we
tave a great many that are something /s~ic_7 poor." 47
lany times, residents were required to assist new arrivals
;o they would have provisions necessary to begin their
Lomesteading
.
The problem began when settlers attempted to stretch
:heir limited assets over both the cost of the move and
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the cost of the land. While it is not possible to arrive
at a precise determination of the assets of a typical
settler, a rough evaluation of their financial circum-
stances can be offered. In the Phelps-Gorham Papers, there
are 14 farm appraisals used by Phelps to determine trade
value of New England farms. There is also additional
information concerning cost of purchasing supplies for the
move, and cost of supplies at Canandaigua, so an idea of
the expenses incurred by an individual can be given.
Three economic levels were reflected in the farm
appraisals. The poorest settlers owned farms with an
average value of $700, within a range of from $300 to $900.
The second level consisted of farms valued between $1,000
and $1,900, with an average value of $1,700. The third
level contained farms valued at an average of $3,200,
within a range of $2,000 and $15 , 000 . 48
Descriptions given of the various farms appraised
serve to convey their relative values. Two farms in the
lowest category were located in western Massachusetts.
They were evaluated on the basis of their location, soil,
state of repair, and the value of other lands in the
vicinity. One farm, in Worthington, contained 34 acres,
and was described as "in poor cultivation & poorly
situated so as to be worth nothing in cash at the present.
A lease may be taken on them and that /must be/ given on
credit." 49 This farm was valued at $391. Another farm,
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.ocated in Cummington, contained 106 acres and was ap-
>raised at $829. 50
Two farms in the middle category were described by
:heir owners in much different terms. One man wrote that
Le had "a farm lying in the town of Canaan /I.yJ contain-
-ng 150 acres of good land valued at $1,000.
"
51 Another
toted that "I have 150-200 acres of land with good build-
.ngs & an orchard thereon/' which he valued at $1,800. 52
lince 10 of 14 farms were valued between $1,000 and $1,900,
.t would seem that only poorer men would have difficulty
rith a western move. But, middle-class settlers, along
rith the poor discovered that migrating was a financially
lifficult undertaking.
Once the farm and other property was sold to raise
:apital, the settler had to retire his local debts. This
:ould take up a substantial portion of his cash reserves.
)ne settler complained that he had $125 in debts to pay,
md another wrote of numerous unpaid debts which only a
;ale of his farm would pay.^^ Another common problem was
:he cost of outfitting oneself for the move. Many farmers
ranted teams of oxen or horses, wagons, farming tools,
clothing, furniture, herds of cattle and oxen for beef
>roduction or farm work, and hired hands to help with the
love. A farmer requested Phelps to loan him money
jecause he :
would wish to send on three hands to work this
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season. I wish you to give me a number of years to
pay, also wish you to lend me about L 100 /$2507
in cash to help me as I want to purchase cattle &
many other things in order to get there for which
I secure you with a farm that will sell for nearly
L 400 /$1, 000/54
A young Granville farmer wanted Phelps to "please write me
weather /sic/ you can help with provisions (meat & flour)
,
and a job," so he could go to the Genesee Country. 55 Since
the cost of moving in relation to the money an average
settler received from his land was high, Phelps regularly
received requests for unspecified amounts for purchasing
horses, tools, provisions, and hired help. A settler
might need $200 for paying his debts and buying supplies.
If he borrowed the money, it became an additional burden
he had to carry to the new country. 5
&
A New England family departing from the Springfield-
Hartford area would travel about 300 miles before they
reached Canandaigua. Their progress was slow, and the
route hazardous. Loaded wagons or boats averaged about
15 miles a day at best, so the trip would take about 20
days to complete. During that time, a settler used up
much of his provisions, and by the time of reaching his
destination, was exhausted from struggling with wagons,
teams, and herds, and in near poverty. But, having reached
his new home the settler discovered that the cost of
establishing himself was very high. Ke had passed from a
society producing a surplus of basic needs to one unable
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:0 meet them. A settler required a house, food, and
.abor to help him clear his land and sow his crops. He also
teeded livestock, if he did not bring them. But supplies
>f dry goods, building materials, food, and labor were
rery scarce.
Dry goods and materials such as nails and glass, and
lometimes food, had to be carted from communities 100 miles
iway. Since availability was limited, their price was
iigh. Grist mills and saw mills were also few in number
md often located at a distance from the farms, thus
•aising the cost of milled flour and cut wood for houses
md fences. A small settled population could not produce
mough surplus food for the volume of new arrivals, so
luring winter months, stores became depleted and many who
Lad money enough to buy went without. A scattered
>opulation devoting most of its times to clearing new
.ands resulted in a scarcity of labor, raising further
5 7he costs of settlement.
The degree of expense is suggested by a series of
•rices current at Canandaigua between 1797 and 1801. A
•air of good working horses cost $125, a yoke of oxen $50
:o $80, an ox cart $30, sheep $3 to $5 a head, and $9 to
12 a head for cattle. Two boxes of glass cost $7.00, and
. pound of nails $2.15, when they were available. A
limple 20 foot square log house built by the owner cost
50.00. When built with hired help, the cost rose to $100.
A carpenter or joiner was paid $4.50 to $7.50 a week plus
board for constructing frames for houses and barns. Labor
for clearing, fencing, plowing, and sowing new land ranged
from $10 to $12 an acre. Since it required 3 men working
with a yoke of oxen 4 to 5 weeks to plant 10 acres of new
land, it cost up to $100 for hired help to plant 10
C O
acres
.
When the cost of moving and settling are combined,
migration was a rather expensive operation. On the basis
of average moving costs, a farmer would expect to pay a
minimum of $300 for the move. If he required extra labor
or additional supplies, the cost would rise to $450. To
these expenses, the settler had to add the cost of the
land. As land values increased, the cost of migration
rose dramatically. A 100 acre farm might cost about $350
to purchase and settle in 1789. In 1795, that cost had
risen to $475, and, in 1800, to $900. Costs of settling
village lots were even higher as land values rose. A 40
acre town lot cost $340 to settle in 1789, $900 in 1795
and $1,100 in 1800. When a settler purchased established
farms and businesses, the price would be about 60% higher
than new land.
When costs of purchasing and settling in a new area
are compared with the value of old farms, the impact of
rising land values on settlers is clear. Pioneer settlers
with assets of $700 were able to settle frontier farms
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1th few problems. But settlement on either farm or
illage lots after 1795, would have been difficult. Since
majority of farmers were young and had not acquired
ufficient property for paying the costs of moving and
ettling, they experienced increasing difficulty in meet-
ng their debts as land values went up. The higher cost
f land also accounted for the fact that average farm
urchases fell from 100 acres to 70 acres between 1796
nd 1800. Those settlers simply could not afford more
and
.
Middle class settlers, however, were not adversely
ffected by increases in land values. They could move to
he frontier and profit by doing so. Settlers who averaged
1700 from the sale of their property were able to pay for
ew land and have enough surplus money available for
peculative purposes. The advantages open to middle class
ettlers who moved to the frontier were disscussed by
ames Orton of Albany, when he negotiated with Phelps
ver the resettling of western Massachusetts farmers in
he Genesee. Orton observed
On my way home_I spent one day in the town of Lee
/Massachusetts/ & in the vicinity of where I
formerly lived & found a number of my former
old neighbors willing to dispose of their farms
in exchange for new lands - As they ment /sic/ to
become actual settlers & pay mostly down for
the lands which they might purchase - In
case the soil answers our expectations there
will be between 10 & 20 families from this
neighborhood who will as soon as possible move
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on to the lands & will be able to pay in the above
way from $500 to $2,000 each & be able to go on the
lands with out being poverty struck -60
While economic opportunity for middle class settlers
remained good, it had diminished for poorer people by 1800.
Economic opportunity at Canandaigua rested on one's ability
to pay for land. When settlement, speculation, and develop-
ment raised prices, only middle class resettlers were
capable of profiting from a western migration.
Economic opportunity for marginal farmers and village
settlers was fleeting. Those who were fortunate in settl-
ing during the early part of Canandaigua development had
the best chance of realizing their hopes. The remainder
faced the prospect of buying fewer acres than they wanted
and paying off staggering mortgages and settlement costs.
They had, in fact traded an unpromising future in New
England for one on the frontier. But this situation did
not prevent them from trying their luck. As industrious
people, they anticipated making their lands very produc-
tive and, with some luck, paying their debts in a proper
manner. Most newcomers were able to follow that pattern,
but they did not anticipate the problem of coping with
an erratic economic situation.
Indebted settlers discovered that agricultural
production was not sufficient to pay off their debts.
There was a severe shortage of circulating currency, and
since settlers brought little cash with them, they had
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othing left to save after paying for supplies and labor,
gricultural produce could not replace cash because,
uring the early years when local prices were high there
as no surplus, and when surpluses were high, prices were
oo low to make a profit. 61
Another obstacle in the way of the farmer was the
ature of Canandaigua ' s market and pricing system. Regular
eekly markets were established at Canandaigua by 1796. 62
ut the poor transportation system did not allow farmers
r wholesalers to make a large profit on their goods,
he road and river system linking Canandaigua with Albany,
hiladelphia, and Baltimore, was characterized by its
nability to carry heavy loads, and by the uncommonly long
ime it required to make the round trip from Canandaigua.
s a result, local merchants offered low prices for crops
nd livestock, and the farmer had little choice but to
ccept. Merchants compounded the problem by paying
armers in goods rather than in cash, so no capital
ccumulation was possible during the first decade of
6 1
arming. Low prices, poor transportation, and a barter
ystem favoring the merchant forced farmers to pay their
ebts in produce and beef rather than cash, a very
nsatisfactory system for the indebted farmer.
When it came time for the farmer to pay his debts,
reditors preferred cash, not produce. Normally, mer-
hants and landlords accepted whatever debtors might
honestly afford to pay, and payments were allowed to
continue well beyond the period of the contract. But when
the economy contracted as it did between 1795 and 1801,
creditors demanded cash so they could meet their own debts
on time.
The coming of a depression was an unexpected hardship
imposed on many settlers who had already undergone much
emotional and financial stress. But creditors, like
Phelps were also under great pressure, and they demanded
that their mortgages be paid on time. Peter B. Porter,
Phelps* agent at Canandaigua in 1796, explained to Phelps
that
I have written letters to most of the poeple
whose notes I have in my hands - They all make
fair promises of payment but I think it doubtful
whither I collect much, as money is scarcer in
this country than I have ever known it before.
Unless produce will fetch cash next spring, I
know not how the people can pay for their lands.
The following spring, Porter told Phelps that all hope of
receiving cash was gone, and produce had to be accepted,
or most debtors would fail. He wrote, in part, that
"pork, flour, & some beef will be taken in for pay...,"
though the idea was repugnant to Phelps. 65 Caught in the
middle of a difficult problem, and not wishing to damage
his standing with the settlers, Porter forced Phelps to
compromise his demands.
The difficulty with accepting crops and livestock
in payment, however, underscored Phelps need for cash. It
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equired complicated paper transactions, lengthy time, ad
itional expense, and depended upon fluctuating market
rices. As one proprietor described it:
Land cannot be retailed to any tolerable profit
without receiving produce, cattle, and grain inpayment - These articles must be turned various
ways before they can be converted into cash -
It will be very difficult and almost impossible
in my books and statements to follow this
property in the various changes it must undergo
before it can be realized in money. 66
ather than embark on such a course, Phelps decided to
rosecute a few wealthier settlers as an example for the
est, and hoped that the remainder would pay their debts
n cash.
Using legal remedies against settlers who Phelps
new could not pay was a risky policy that could prove
isastrous to the prosecutor. Phelps was warned by his
gent that
This country is absolutely drained of that article
and should you put your notes and bonds in suit
against our best men, I suppose you could not
collect one fourth part of them in money -
The people here will be (and many are even now)
much in everything but cash. There would be
no difficulty in collecting your debts in produce.
^
7
helps insisted upon legal action, and Porter reported
he results shortly afterwards.
I have used every effort to collect a little
money from your debts, but it will be fruitless
to calculate on any considerable sum from that
quarter at present, as there is absolutely no
cash in the country - Even the power of an
execution in the hands of an officer, which
Lord Coke said would convert land into money,
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has failed of its efficacy here & the creditoris obligated to take property. 68
Forced to accept crops and livestock, Phelp's agents
exploited the remote market conditions of Canandaigua in
order to protect the value of the produce and beef they
received. Porter offered less than the market value of
62C a bushel for grain, for example, so he could be
assured of reselling it to settlers for cash at a higher
price during winter months, when food was scarce. 69 What
he could not sell on the local market, he sent to the
east. Surplus production that was expected to pay for
the farmer's land was near useless in the absence of cash
markets. Farmers, arriving with little money and large
debts were easily forced into bankruptcy.
Under these conditions it was truly a wonder that
only a small percentage of Canandaigua residents were
actually jailed or ejected for non-payment of debt. Only
18 Canandaigua settlers forfeited their property between
1796 and 1800. This rate amounted to one out of every
four new purchasers during that span of time. But the
records of the Ontario County Court of Common Pleas
reflected the misery many people suffered because of
cash shortages and poor markets. Beginning in 1795, and
continuing until 1804, suits against debtors tended to
increase until they became like a blizzard falling upon
the court. In 1794, there were 26 cases brought to court
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eeking financial awards. The case load increased to 84,
n 1795, but dropped off to 43 in 1796, and 29 in 1797.
etween 1798 and 1803, however, case loads rose dramatically,
n 1798, there were 190 cases pertaining to debt, and case
oads continued to run high for the next five years. In
799, 134 cases were heard, in 1800, 102 were presented,
n 1801, 93, 1802, 66, and in 1803, 117. Then the case
oad dropped off to 57 in 1804. Thus, between 1794 and
804, the court heard a total of 941 cases involving the
ollection of debt, with a peak occurring between 1798
nd 1803, when 702 of these cases were heard.
A majority of cases involved issuing "no contest"
eclarations in favor of the Plantiff. An agreement was
orked out between the parties, and the creditor received
atisfaction. Even though the system worked for the
utual interest of creditor and debtor, some defendants
7 1
ere declared insolvent and others put in jail. x The
ourt record of suits, ejectments and imprisonments
llustrated the tenuous position new settlers held on the
rontier. Two veteran speculators summed up the require-
.ents new settlers needed to be successful. One wrote
an industrious man who... pays or nearly pays for his
and before settlement will do well. Those who expect to
ay by tilling the soil will be disappointed unless produce
hould take a rise." 71 The other, Oliver Phelps,
dvised that "any man that is in debt for lands at any
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price is always liable to be ruined." 72
Yet, for those who came early, the frontier was a
place where small fortunes could be made. A farmer who
settled in 1790, invested $334.56 in Canandaigua land, had
an estate valued at over $5,000 in 1805. 73 Another farmer,
arriving in 1791, offered "70 acres of good land, a very
good barn & a frame for a store with a dwelling house"
for $1,800 in 1798. 74 An 100 acre farm selling for $575
in 1799 sold for $1,700 in 1805 . 75 Opportunities like
these attracted waves of new settlers, but as property
values increased, only relatively wealthy families could
afford to take the risks. Poorer settlers would have to
struggle with their debts, or move further west, where
risks to life and property were greater, but property
values lower.
CHAPTER VIII
SOCIAL INSTITUTIONS, SOCIAL CLASSES, AND SOCIAL
BEHAVIOR AT CANANDAIGUA
,
1789-1800
As economic institutions developed at Canandaigua,
they had a corresponding impact upon its growing social
institutions. Prosperity brought new opportunities for
learning, worshipping, and socializing within the community.
But a rising population and expanding services produced
new situations where crime and violence would become a
problem for the frontiersmen. By 1800, however, Phelps
had provided support for establishing a county court
system to handle crime, and he also took the lead in pro-
viding Canandaigua with the means of enjoying social
institutions such as churches and higher education.
With the advent of prosperity, the town's social
structure changed. Differences in economic and social
background and achievement resulted in the formation of new
social groups divorced from the pioneer standard of social
equality. And, along with a restructuring of society came
new social tensions generated by frontier living which
were potentially threatening to the community's sense of
order and stability. Economic failure, frustration,
isolation, loneliness and fear were part of settling a new
country, and these feelings tended to lead toward social
disintegration. But the emerging social order gave
strength, permanence, and stability to society, and pre-
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vented the frontier towns from developing violent tenden-
cies .
Much of Canandaigua 1 s stability and leadership came
from the development of the Ontario County judicial system.
The work of organizing, filling, and promoting the develop-
ment of the judiciary was mainly in the hands of Phelps.
The judicial frame work, consisting of Justices of the
Peace, courts of the General Sessions of the Peace, and a
Court of Common Pleas, was passed into law by the New
York legislature in January, 1789, at the request of
Phelps. 1 The law also provided the courts with supporting
personnel consisting of a sheriff, marshall, clerk,
surrogate, and jail. In order to organize the county
swiftly, Phelps drew up a list of men he deemed eligible
for the positions. They were people he was personally
acquainted with, and whom he believed possessed good
character, ability, and respectability. Thus, an average
settler had no chance of becoming part of the frontier
judiciary. The company investors, large landlords, and
well educated and well connected friends of Phelps, became
the core of Ontario County's new gentry, residing at
Canandaigua
.
Phelps' authority for selecting judicial appointments
was a result of a courtesy granted by the New York State
Council of Appointments. The Council, composed of one
senator from each district and the Governor, normally
irceled out the jobs to those favored by the controlling
iction within the group. But, in the case of Ontario,
le jobs were so unappealing, that the body preferred
lelps to recommend people who would take them full time,
lis situation enabled Phelps to play an active role in
stablishing his authority over the development of the
)urt system on the frontier, and to shape it to his
Lews . 2
Appointing men to office, Phelps discovered, was much
isier than getting them to serve, as the Council well
lew. In 1789, Phelps called upon William Walker, William
ldd of Farmington, Connecticut, and John Call, a friend
: Gorham, to serve as judges. They agreed, but in 1790,
langed their minds. Major Isaiah Thompson was chosen
)unty Commander of the Militia, but he died quickly of
le Genesee Fever. * After considerable shifting and
lbstituting, Phelps finally secured the services of such
iaders as Dr. Timothy Hosmer, William Wadsworth, Israel
lapin, Dr. Moses Atwater, Dr. William A. Williams, and
ios Boughton to serve as Justices of the Peace and Judges
: the Court of Common Pleas in 1791. Charles Williamson,
meral agent of the Poultney Lands, was appointed a judge
i 1792. Significantly, 13 of 14 men were former share-
)lders in the Genesee Purchase or owned large shares of
ind on the Purchase. Ten owned substantial portions of
)wnships in which they lived and would preside. Only
Williams did not own a township when he was made a judge,
but he was closely connected with Chapin, and as a Yale
graduate, highly regarded. Many important men in the
company would become important figures in town and county
government
.
The appointments to county clerk, sheriff, marshall,
coroner, and surrogate, followed the pattern set with the
judges. Nathaniel Gorham Jr. became clerk, Juddah Colt
sheriff, Amos Hall deputy-Marshal, James D. Fish Coroner,
and Samuel Melish Surrogate. 6 This group consisted of 3
college graduates, 4 speculators, and 1 merchant all known
and trusted by Phelps. When they are taken as a group
they, like the judges, comprised an elite body of men, and
were not unique in Ontario County's judicial history. The
social and economic pattern persisted for more than 20
years after the first appointments. Wealthy landlords and
educated associates of wealthy men continued to hold
important positions in the system. For example, 5 of 6
county surrogates were financially dependent on Phelps.
All the county clerks until 1804, were large landlords,
and, the sheriffs were part of Phelps enterprises. Every
judge appointed until 1809, held his position through
business association with Phelps. By 1810, the old
proprietary and local landlords were a tightly interwoven
group that stood as a class apart from the bulk of society
Phelps 1 patronage of certain men assured him control of
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this socially elite body, and also assured a certain
degree of continuity in the organizing and structuring of
a scattered frontier population around an important social
institution.
The buildings to house the judiciary was also a pro-
ject of Phelps. Phelps wanted to erect a court house and
jail at Canandaigua as soon as possible after the first
settlement. A considerable drop in migration afterwards
changed his mind, and private dwellings were used until
1792, when he again promoted construction of a court house
and jail.
Erecting public buildings in Canandaigua was not
simply a matter of raising sufficient money for labor and
supplies. Local and state taxes for public construction
were forbidden by the agreement between Massachusetts and
New York for 10 years after the land was purchased from
the Indians. The state legislature had to pass a special
law enabling a tax, before any money could be collected.
Early in 1792, Phelps sent a petition to the legislature
requesting the right to raise L 600 for the buildings at
8Zanandaigua. He received the necessary permission, and
quickly instructed Chapin to oversee the work. "Perhaps
Lt is best to build the jail first. A good log one will
answer," he advised. 9 Phelps loaned $200 to the project,
Ln lieu of taxes, Williamson gave $100 more, and a two
story log house was raised by the end of the year. 10 A
fine, two story frame court house, with an attractive
spire, was completed at the end of 1794. In addition to
money, Phelps also contributed glass, paint, nails, and
milling service to the project, and when it was completed,
the courthouse stood as a significant achievement among
his many frontier enterprises
.
11
Establishing educational and religious institutions
was also a very important part of Phelps' plan of pio-
neering the wilderness. He wanted Canandaigua society to
reflect values which were considered important in older
communities. By making Canandaigua a center for education,
Phelps was promoting two principles he learned as a New
Englander and as a participant in the American Revolution.
Education would teach young people to defend "rational
liberty, just rights of man, and... to raise up man de-
pressed by poverty to a condition of extensive usefulness
1
2
to the community." Thus, the hard learned lessons of
eastern society would be transplanted to the pioneer
schools of the post-revolutionary west.
To accomplish this task, Phelps encouraged men quali-
fied as teachers to settle at Canandaigua, by paying
their salaries and by offering generous leases or low
prices on village land. He also contributed money toward
the building of small log cabins that served as elementary
schools. By 1792, Canandaigua possessed a functioning
primary school, staffed by teachers as qualified as those
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in similar eastern schools. 13
Phelps most ambitious educational project, however,
was the founding of a seminary of higher learning for
young men and women in the village. He and Gorham endowed
the school, in 1789, with 6,000 acres of land, and created
a board of trustees to administer its assets. 14 when
population in Canandaigua and surrounding townships
reached a level for support, Phelps petitioned the state
legislature for a charter which was granted in 1795. 15
School was held at the court house until 1797, when a mod-
est frame building was erected near the village center on
land donated by Phelps. 16 Phelps believed schools should
play a role in shaping patriotic values and individual
self-sufficiency, as they had done in the east. To
encourage the study of American revolutionary principles,
he established an annual prize for the best oration on the
topic: "Transcendent excellence of a genuine representative
Republican government effectively securing equal liberty
founded on the just rights of man." 17
Religious institutions, like schools and courts,
played a part in shaping community values, and their
presence in a frontier community enhanced its appeal to
settlers, so the need of establishing them was evident to
the proprietors during the first year of settlement. But,
neither Phelps nor Gorham was able to attract a permanent
minister to Ontario County until 1796, and to Canandaigua
until 1799. The reasons for a lag in regular ministry
included the diverse religious composition of frontier
settlers, their limited financial resources, a scattered
population, and the hardships and dangers of frontier
1
8
life. Since settlement commenced under the auspices of
a commercial joint-stock company containing no ministers,
there were none to accompany the pioneers west in 1789. 19
Also, a temporary peace with the Indians had been
established in that year, so the need for a minister to
conduct regular religious services for settlers fearful of
an Indian attack was lessened. Informal worship was
carried on in the village where small groups met at private
dwellings to read prayers, sing hymns, and hear brief
exhortations. As population grew, so did the need of the
community for a minister. Babies required christening,
children were in need of religious instruction, adults
longed for the familiar fundamental religious teachings,
and the constant possibility of an Indian war added a note
of urgency to the pioneers calls for a settled minister.
Phelps tried to accommodate his pioneers, but the
very dangers, fatigues, and hardships promoting the call
were obstacles in the way of settling a minister. In 1791,
Phelps secured the part-time services of Zadock Hunn, a
Congregationalist from Becket, in Berkshire County,
Massachusetts, who agreed to riding circuit during the
summer months, organizing churches and preaching the
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gospel. Hunn contracted a fever before his trip and
remained in the east for the entire summer. 20 Settlers
at Bloomfield, Ontario County, complained to Phelps that
they "very much regret that they have lived destitute of
preaching for three years at Canandarque /lie/," and a
committee of Canandaigua settlers also "unanimously agreed
to wish to have a clergyman to preach with them the
ensuing season /I7937 - One who is qualified to establish
a church, christen children, one who is able to encounter
the dangers, fatigues, and hardships of settling a new
country . " x
Word of the Genesee settler's religious situation
reached the ear of religious entrepreneurs, and they
pestered Phelps with schemes for substituting religious
literature for ministers. In 1792, David McClure of East
Windsor, Connecticut, asked Phelps to subscribe to his
company's series of self-help religious pamphlets for the
benefit of the settlers. He explained:
As in those infant settlements, many families,
especially of the poorer classes, are needy or al-
together destitute of books of profitable
instruction in morality & religion. They would
readily receive a subscription to a volumne
of sermons intended for instruction of families
& others. 22
Instead of dispersing tracts among his settlers, Phelps
continued to pursue the difficult task of securing suit-
able ministers for his pioneers. "It is said," James
tfadsworth wrote in 1792, "the great number of immoral-
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ities & vice committed in Genesee is owing to the want of
preaching. "23 He half-seriously warned Phelps that "if
that want of preaching can be laid to your charge- How
great will it be !
"
24
Phelps' problem was difficult to solve. He and his
settlers wanted an outstanding minister, but one was not
available. The Reverend Mr. Gillet, missionary to the
Farmingsbury, Vermont, Congregational Church, was con-
sidered, but he was rejected as being unpopular. 25 James
Wadsworth suggested that the Reverend Mr. Ebenzer Gay at
Suffield, Connecticut, and Ezra Stiles at Yale be contacted
"for a preacher whose principles are according to square &
cumpass," but nothing came of that. 26 Finally, Phelps
hired the Reverend Mr. Clinton, but he changed his mind,
fearing death due to the Genesee Fever. 27 Theodore
Sedgwick of Stockbridge, Massachusetts, recommended the
Reverend Mr. Wipley of his town, who seemed inclined to
go, but after a time, Wipley too changed his mind. 28
Israel Chapin, Chairman of Canandaigua 1 s ministerial com-
mittee had no better luck. He wrote to his former minister,
the Reverend Mr. Joseph Lyman, at Hatfield, Massachusetts,
for help but none was forthcoming. Lyman explained in
1793,
I have paid particular attention to your request
to procure and send forward a preacher to the
town in which you live - I have been unable to
obtain one who would, in my opinion, answer your
wishes, and I have carefully avoided applying to
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any others
- Have renewed my solicitations to
from £h£
Pr0
T
lde
5
he could be fairly dischargedt e people of Hawley. Dr. Williams will beable to inform you further concerning thatgentleman -29 *
Nothing more was heard of the Reverend Mr. Grant, so the
people of Canandaigua waited until 1796, when Zadoc Kunn
decided to return to the Genesee, as a permanent minister
Hunn's missionary instincts would not permit him to stay
with one congregation for long, so while he rode the
circuit, Canandaigua was left unattended. 30
Not until 1799, when the village had grown to nearly
100 families and was in the process of an economic boom,
did permanent ministers settle at Canandaigua. Two
congregations, meeting at the court house and school,
decided to call ministers to their meetings. The
Congregational society notified their communicants
of full age who have steadily worshiped with this
congregation /at the school house/ and formerly
considered as belonging thereto, that a meeting
will be held on February 25, 1799, for the
purpose of choosing trustees in order to
incorporate this society under the denomination
of the First Congregational Church of
Canandaigua. 31
\fter establishing the church, the members called upon
3helps to help them hire a minister. They requested
'that in consideration of the large body of property you
lold in the town, and of the zeal you have shown for the
establishment of regular public worship in it, that you
will aid the Society with such contributions in land or
money as will enable them to accomplish this important
object. "32 Phelps helped the society by recruiting and
establishing the Reverend Mr. David Field, a Yale graduate
who was recommended to him by Timothy Dwight, President
of the college. 33 A second congregation of Episcopalians,
meeting at the court house, formed themselves into a
church at the same time, but apparently without Phelps'
aid. The society called the Reverend Philander Chase, an
Episcopal Missionary who was riding circuit, founding
churches in the Genesee, as their minister. 34 chase
established Saint Mathew's Church on February 4, 1799 , as
the second denominational church in the village, giving
formal expression to the religious diversity that had
existed from the earliest days of settlement. 35
The struggle to found religious worship, and the
eventual erection of Congregational and Episcopalian
churches at Canandaigua reflected cultural and social
values which the frontier could not suppress or change to
any degree. Religious instruction and spiritual guidance
played an important role in the lives of many settlers,
and they refused to give up that part of their lives.
Worship allowed settlers to focus on the source of their
problems, and helped renew the vision of plenty which
attracted them westward. In times of turmoil, religion
actually helped hold the small communities together. By
keeping lonely, scattered people who were in the midst of
unfamiliar neighbors and an unfriendly environment in touch
with ideas and rituals that were familiar and comforting,
the church played a important role in settlement. Baptism,
marriage, burials, and a variety of social outlets were
restructured according to well understood and accepted
patterns of life. As it developed, the church became
important in establishing lines of authority within the
community, and for determining guidelines of social conduct
This occurred when population increases, increases in
religious diversity, and prosperity, encouraged the elite
to seek religiously homogeneous groups. These groups
contained the leaders of the community, and their stand-
ards became a controlling force within the community. The
town's economic and judicial leaders were also its
religious leaders. The Chapins, Gorhams, Saltonstalls
,
and others, for example, were trustees of the Congre-
gational church, while Connecticut men such as Atwater,
"olt, and Porter, were trustees of the Episcopal church. 36
rhese small religious societies did not include all
^ongregationalists or Episcopalians in the village or
township. They were small societies because indifference,
distance, and an irreligious attitude on the part of many
nade it so. Church tithes for support of a minister, no
ioubt, also discouraged poorer people from joining. Thus,
:he churches were composed of small social elites, whose
voluntary association reflected a special society within
the larger religious community from which they separated.
It was a manifestation of Canandaigua
' s emerging class
structure that was occurring in 1800.
The development of religious institutions in rural
areas of Canandaigua was also determined by economic and
population growth patterns. The majority of Canandaigua
'
s
farming population were Methodists, the remainder divided
among Presbyterians and Baptists, with a small percentage
unaffiliated. 37 Until nearly 1800, farm people desiring
religious services had to meet in small groups at private
dwellings. But this involved only a small portion of the
population, because an overwhelming proportion of men and
many women were too busy with the concerns of everyday
life to have time to travel long distances for prayer. 38
Therefore, religious societies that wanted to stay together
had to affiliate to pay the expenses of an occasional
circuit rider, and some societies were so poor that they
could not afford a circuit rider even after they had
merged. 39 When this was the case, laymen or part-time
local preachers supplied the religious leadership. As a
result of poverty, indifference, and a scattered popu-
lation, churches were not constructed in the farm areas
until after the War of 1812, and in some cases, not until
the Great Revival of 18 32. 40 When schools were built,
they served as meeting houses because they were conve-
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niently located within an area of worshipers . 41 The very
slow development of rural religious societies stands in
contrast with those in the village. Both sectors had a
desire for religious instruction, both had only a small
percentage of supporters, but greater wealth and wider
social contacts enabled the villagers to build a church
and enjoy regular preaching by 1800.
Rural education was more solidily based than religion,
because farmers carried the value of basic learning with
them into the west, and they pursued it with as much energy
and purpose as their means permitted. No proprietors
helped establish elementary schools in the farm area, and
a scattered population with scanty incomes held back the
time when schools could be supported, even those of
limited scope. The first schools were not put up until
1796, and many not until after 1800. A small log cabin,
erected on land donated by a generous farmer, was usually
sufficient for a start. As settlers filled in an area, a
school tax was levyed
,
allowing for the erection of a
compact brick building in place of the cabin. 42 In-
structors were hired for low wages by the term, resulting
in a generally inconsistent quality of teaching. Several
teachers were outstanding, but most were rather poor. 43
By the end of the War of 1812, rural education was
available to every child on the farms, but parity with the
4 4
village was never achieved. This fact also reflects the
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importance of wealth and leadership that was available in
the village, and especially reflects the role of the early
proprietors. Thus, rural people, with the same needs but
having fewer resources, could not accomplish nearly as
much as the villagers.
There was only one institution in which farmer and
villager could participate with equality, and that was in
the workings of town government. The transplanting of this
familiar New England institution was done by an act of the
New York legislature, passed March 7, 1733, entitled "An
Act for dividing the counties of this state into towns." 45
According to the act, Canandaigua settlers were required
to hold annual town meetings where they could pass on rules
and regulations governing the conduct of residents; and,
elect a variety of officers who were responsible for
enforcing them. Residents over 21, living in the town for
6 months, and possessing or renting property worth 40
schillings / 5 . 00/ were eligible to vote. 46 Officers
were elected for one year terms, with no restrictions on
their length of service. 47 Officials were responsible for
assessing property, collecting taxes for the support of
the poor, erecting public buildings, surveying roads,
paying bounties on harmful wild animals, maintaining
written records of all votes, rules, and assessments,
defending the common rights of the town, and for carrying
out other financial business the townsmen voted to
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transact. 48 The ability of local leaders to settle dis-
putes over highway maintenance, fencing procedures, animal
control, and the like, where personal feelings ran high,
was crucial to the peace and stability of the town. As
a result, men possessing character, judgement, experience,
and respectability were generally chosen for service in
local government.
When the organizing meeting was called in 1791, by
Israel Chapin, the record indicates that the settlers
present voted to entrust their affairs to the propertied
elite in the village. Israel Chapin was elected supervisor,
Nathaniel Gorham Jr., overseer of the poor, Phineas
Bates, assessor, Othniel Taylor, Joseph Smith, and
Benjamin Wells, commissioner of highways, and Abner
Barlow, overseer of fences. James D. Fish, a tavern
owner was elected town clerk. 49 Excep t for smith and I
Fish, every man selected was a substantial landholder and
a wealthy person. In terms of land, they held an average
of 182 acres in the township, or about 2h times the
holdings of the average citizen. They were also older
than their peers, averaging almost 38 years, compared
with 34 years among the rest of the setlers. Although the
bown meeting was democratically controlled, older,
wealthier, and more established men were chosen over
relatively unknown, younger, and poorer men, and this
:rend continued until 1800.
The establishment of an elected elite is reflected in
the Office of Supervisor, for example, where propertied
merchants, who were also connected with the founding of
the town, held that position for 10 years. When Chapin
died, in 1795, his successor was Abner Barlow; and, he was
followed by Augustus Porter, Phelps' land agent. Talent
and wealth pioneered the township, and those qualities
were recognized by the settlers as desirable for carrying
out the duties of local government. These men were simply
the best men for the job. Despite the conditions imposed
by the frontier, local leadership functioned according to
the customs and values found in the east. 50
The changing lifestyles and social relations
engendered by such factors as church and school attendance
local office holding, judicial appointments, and an
improving local economy, resulted in clear social
stratification by 1800. Although settlement at Canan-
daigua involved an intermingling of people of differing
economic and social levels, social distinctions were muted
in the face of great physical hardship, danger, and
economic privation. During the early stages of pioneering
all men were in the same circumstance regarding a need for
food, shelter and clothing. There were few options
available during man's struggle with nature. Everyone,
therefore, dressed in the same way, ate the same food, and
faced the same physical and emotional hardships. They
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also experienced the same exhaustion clearing their
properties, building their dwellings, and planting their
crops. People united and willingly gave one another every
assistance in the tasks of pioneering. "m struggling with
the hardships of pioneer life," said Stephen Durfee, a
Palmyra pioneer, "there was a fellow feeling, a sympathy
for each others misfortunes. Mutual dependence made us
so." 51
During Canandaigua
' s first years, social interaction
between families of differing backgrounds was relaxed,
informal, and regular.
If a party... was announced, none stopped to inquire
who were to be there, but each, mounting the horse,
sled, or cart, set out for a season of general
enjoyment Enjoyment was taken with zest, /and/
was free from censure or scrutiny." _
'There was no aristocracy in those days," said Mrs. Eden
Foster of Batavia, New York, who, as a young girl attended
nany frontier celebrations and feasts. 53 She recalled
ittending a gathering in 1796, where hunting stories,
singing, and dancing followed the dinner. "All joined in
:he rustic sports," she said. She also remembered that at
lanandaigua, the dances were more fashionable, but there
'as no hint of "aristocracy." "Though /I was/ a hired
rirl, in families of Gen. Taylor, and Abner Barlow, I
ised to attend the frolics and dance with Peter B. and
oigustus Porter, Thomas Morris, Samuel and Judah Colt,
>r. Atwater, and many others of distinction." 54 Mrs.
Foster's experiences reflected a situation where social
distinctions, while not obliterated, were greatly relaxed,
and made for a fluid, interdependent, and socially inte-
grated frontier community.
But, changing economic conditions and the creation of
special social, political, and judicial groups, began
producing parallel changes in the structure of Canandaigua
society. As economic conditions in the village improved,
class lines, muted by inter-dependence, began re-emerging.
An inter-dependent society was giving way to an independ-
ent one, and, as fashionable goods and services were made
available, social distinctions based on wealth grew among
the residents. Those who were fortunate to have arrived
early and profited from their investments joined those
who arrived with wealth and social respectability, and
formed a new social elite.
After the turn of the 19th century, the fluid social
structure that had characterized earlier frontier life
changed into one that was characteristic of eastern urban
society. It was marked by economic exclusivity, social
inequality, and social isolation. Wealthy and prominent
citizens, seeking to add a measure of civility, refinement,
and respectability to their social positions, began amass-
ing all of the material possessions that stood for social
privilege. Custom tailored clothes, expensive shoes,
jewelry, and specialty items became a mark of the socially
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elite. Fashion conscious women were supplied with silks,
gloves, dresses, and every other accessory contributing to
a fancy appearance." Access to these goods was made easy
when merchants and craftsmen, specializing in these items
arrived in the village after 1800. Two village tailors,
for example, made custom clothes from fine fabrics. 56 The
Asa Stanley Company offered its customers a choice of shoes
and boots "for bare footed necessity" or, "for what ever
fashion and fancy may desire." 57 Silversmiths provided a
large assortment of elegant objects for the homes of the
wealthy. At James Sibley's shop, one might purchase
silverware, jewelry, clocks, Fresh and English watches,
silver spoons, gold rings, ear knobs /earings/, gilt
lockets, knee buckles, and violin strings. 58 A clockmaker
named Luther W. Benjamin offered expensive clocks, snuff
Doxes, bosom pins, and plated candle sticks, among a wide
assortment of goods, for his customers. 59 A carriage
naker provided expensive rigs for pleasure riding, and
louse builders and masons were ready to build mansions for
:hose who desired them. 60
Fashion and status was also reflected by the owner-
ship of slaves. Although relatively few of those settlers
/ho could afford slaves actually owned them, the practice
)f slavery was a part of community life, and was another
;xample of eastern ways reproduced on the frontier.
Haves were made available to Canandaigua citizens through
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slave dealers who advertised blacks for sale in the village
newspaper. The process of buying, selling, and leasing
slaves is illustrated by the experiences of Oliver Phelps. 61
Phelps was concerned with the problem of retaining a
regular work force for his farms, and after searching for
free labor he turned to the possibility of buying slaves.
Phelps' inquiries produced a response from one Samuel
Baker of Bath, New York. Baker explained to Phelps that he
was informed sometime ago that you wanted to purchase
negroes. I have some which I will part with to you
I will say that they are no such in Genesee nor...
America for the farming business. They are young
and healthy .. .and equal to what you may supposefrom the above observation. If you are satisfied,
you shall have four males of the following ages -
1-25, 1-21, 1-20, 1-18.6 years of age. 62
After purchasing the slaves, and apparently satisified with
the results, Phelps requested information regarding black
servants. Phelps received a reply from Abraham Simmonds
of Farmington, New York who said "I send you my servant
Tom to you on trial for one week. You will please to
return him at the expiration of the week with an answer
what you will give for him." 63 After trying out Tom,
Phelps agreed to rent the servant for one year for $60.00,
providing that Phelps receive "full value" for his money. 64
Slavery was not profitable either at Canandaigua or
elsewhere in the Genesee Country. The cost of caring for
slaves usually surpassed the cost of hired help, and
slaves were usually much slower workers. As a result of
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economic as well as moral factors, there were few slaves
living among the settlers of Ontario County. The 1790
Census listed 8 slaves living in the county, and only 1 in
Canandaigua. in 1800, Canandaigua contained 8 slaves. 65
New York State abolished slavery in 1827, but until that
time, some settlers, desiring to acquire possessions that
stood for wealth in eastern society, availed themselves
of the opportunity to do so. In this way wealth was used
to outfit a family with the animate as well as the
inanimate trappings of social distinction.
Some settlers also distinguished themselves by
joining special groups such as religious congregations,
secret societies, cultural groups, and medical societies,
rhese small special interest groups contributed to a
fragmenting of a homogeneous frontier society by emphasis-
ing occupational or educational differences among the
residents. Physicians, for example, concerned with the
lecessity of regulating the practice of medicine, due to
in influx of new doctors, founded the Ontario County
ledical Society in 1806. 66 This society, together with
)thers, established a pattern of social groupings that
listinguished a few wealthy and educated people from the
irontier community population.
Social fragmentation was most visible in the forming
if special groups interested in cultural activities. These
>ursuits were limited to a small number of Canandaigua 1 s
elite who advertised their meetings in the local newspaper.
In 1803, a musical association was founded for the purpose
of enjoying chamber ensemble music. The small group met
at the court house during the day for practice, and
performed their works at recitals in the parlors of their
friends. 6 ? Three years later, a private literary reading
room was established for village residents. 68 The musical
and literary societies, the religious and benevelont
societies, and the professional societies were the
foundation for the development of a socially fragmented
society based upon economic, social, intellectual and
cultural groupings of people.
Canandaigua experienced a loss of a socially inte-
grated community based primarily on physical and economic
inter-dependence, and a spirit of social equality. A
rising feeling of isolation and exclusion replaced a
feeling of dependence. Everyone was no longer invited to
all the social events. All could not "join in" where
groups were formed upon on the bases of exclusion. Society
was becoming structured, and individuals were becoming
classified according to wealth, occupation, and education.
One's competency for surviving in a wilderness, and help-
ing others in the same situation was no longer the mark of
social acceptability. Eastern norms and values slowly
replaced frontier values, and wealth and education were
more highly esteemed than competency. The frontier did
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not change character nor did it build character. it merely
brought out various facets, according to the needs of the
time. When basic needs were met, an eastern society was
re-created, to the fullest extent possible. What these men
relieved and did before they left eastern society was what
:hey produced on the frontier. When the frontier had been
:amed enough to allow regular social development, the
frontier became similar to the east.
Lifestyles changed with the rise of material wealth
ind the splintering of social groups. Differences among
villagers and between villagers and farmers can be measured
.n diet, recreation, entertainment, and the pursuit of
efinement. Regarding diet, all classes consumed a higher
ortion of animal food compared to vegetable food. But
he diet of the upper classes included more fresh meats and
egetables than did the lower classes. 69 The later ex-
sted mainly on salted port and fish. Drinking preferences
f upper class families also differed from the rest of
ociety. Men of wealth preferred madeira wine and french
randy with dinner, while farmers and laborers drank hard
nd sweet cider, rum, and rye or corn wiskey. Beer does
ot appear as a beverage among frontiersmen in the Genesee
2fore 1309. 70
Recreation and entertainment among the various classes
as also not exactly the same. Merchants and professionals
ijoyed private dinner parties, evening sing-alongs or
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chamber music, reading, fashionable dancing, hotel dining,
and tours through the countryside . 71 Entrepreneurs dis-
covered a market for refined enjoyment after 1800, and
opened a village bookstore in 1804, featuring books on
divinity, history, geography, philosophy, biography,
travel, and poetry. 72 By the end of 1805, there existed
several dancing schools and a singing school where adults
and children could take instruction in the proper execution
of voice and dance. 73
In the rural areas, however, recreation and enter-
tainment took a different form. Although farmers shared
a similar interest in touring, visiting, and holding tea
parties, they tended to concentrate their social activities
around work bees. Amusements were generally mingled with
labor, so farmers turned out in force for corn-husking
and apple-parings, quilting bees and barn raisings, logging
bees and wood choping bees. 74 These gatherings usually
ended with a great feast with plenty of cider and whiskey,
pumpkin pies, and pot-pies. Entertainment consisted of
athletic contests such as wrestling, running, jumping and
the like, and dancing the jig to the music of a well
played fiddle."3 An important aspect of rural enter-
tainment was story telling. Farmers, deprived of regular
access to literary resources, substituted recollections of
exciting adventures encountered on the frontier or during
their service in war time. 76 Special occasions, such as
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election day, muster day, Independence day, or agricul-
tural fairs and political rallies served as a time when
families could break the isolation and monotony of their
regular lives and participate in community activities. 77
Farm people developed their lifestyle from their work,
rather from their leisure time, and this difference
created social distinctions between the villager and the
farmer
.
The isolation of rural families was broken when a
newspaper was established in the village of Canandaigua in
L802. The newspaper provided everyone with an
opportunity to read of political, legal, literary, economic,
ind social developments occurring within the community, as
fell as in the outside world. The newspaper performed
:he service of an educational textbook, in that contemporary
luestions of labor, education, party politics, and consti-
tutional issues were presented, debated, and settled by
:he editor and the readership. Every newspaper printed in
)ntario County from 1796, and in Canandaigua from 1802,
:ontained a section dealing with international, national,
.nd local news, editorial comment, letters to the editor,
"poetic department," humor, odes, and advertising. 78
'he first newspaper was a Federalist organ supported by
udge Williamson and later by Nathaniel W. Howell of
anandaigua, entitled the Ontario Gazette and Genesee
dvertiser
. The title was changed to the Western Reposi-
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tory and Genesee Advertiser in 1803. 79 Oliver Phelps, a
Jeffersonian, countered this influence with the Ontario
Freeman in 1803. This title was also changed when it was
known as the Ontario Messenger in 18 0 6. 80 With the two
papers, Ontario citizens could enjoy a vivid debate over
the issues of the day, in national and state politics.
While it is not possible to know how many farmers in the
township actually read the local papers, it was a chance
for some to become informed on the activities around them
and to participate in the shaping of community opinion.
Another form of activity that broke the isolation and
routine of daily life was attending performances given by
touring side shows and carnivals. This type of popular
culture, for example, included an exhibit of a "live"
elephant, at the village hotel in 1806, and again in 1813.
A presentation of wax figures drew a large crowd in 1820,
while the use of nitrous oxide /laughing gas/, /T821/, and
a circus /18 25_/, also proved entertaining to a large number
of settlers. Theater was introduced for the first time in
1815, when a play, presented by a touring group called the
Albany Dramatic Company, was performed in the court house.
Two years later, villagers were treated to a band concert
at the town square. Widespread support was given to odd
attractions such as a circus, while little was given to
fine arts such as concerts and plays, reflecting a popular
taste which was limited and somewhat crude. 81 But it
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.ardly differed from the taste of townspeople who supported
the same performances in the east. What there was of
refined culture, existed among the socially isolated
villagers, while the remainder of society enjoyed less
:axing fare.
The cultural and social outlets created by the pioneers
:o relieve the monotony of rural, isolated lives and to
ibsorb the tension generated by existing in a wilderness
:ountry were sometimes insufficient to cope with distress
ind unhappiness. Canandaigua newspapers recorded the
ireak-up of marriages, suicides, run-aways, and other acts
>f withdrawal, as the country grew populous. For example,
enjamin Howell and William Cleavland of Bloomfield, Thomas
ane of Sparta, and one Mrs. Bixbe of Palmyra notified the
ubscribers of the Western Repository in 1803-04, that
heir wives and husband had suddenly run away. Polly Dale
lso of Sparta announced that her husband had run off and
bandoned her and the family. A man in Phelps township
ent insane, cut his throat, and died. A 19 year old
lacksmith apprentice, and a Negro named Jack, aged 23, who
poke "low Dutch & English," ran away from their masters. 82
tie vast expanse of vacant territory offered an attractive
pportunity for men and women, facing neglected, abused,
id frustrating lives, and toiling on a hard frontier, to
irn their backs on their troubles and disappear. A
:msiderable degree of latitude in social relationships
was allowed, by the diffusely populated and loosely
organized frontier, and the established social order was
unable to control it properly. The only practical remedy
a person had, if he or she was abandoned, was to run a
notice in the newspaper renouncing responsibility for the
runaways debts, and offering a description of the runaway.
When social tensions and disputes erupted into open
conflict, or produced civil disorder, thereby bringing it
to the attention of the community, action was taken to
halt this tendency toward frontier violence. The records
of the General Sessions of the Peace for Ontario County,
the Court of Oyer and Terminer and occasional items in
the newspapers indicated that between 1794 and 1807, crimes
of assault and battery, rape, riot, assault with intent to
kill, and murder were committed on the frontier. The
records also indicate that these crimes were not rife, and
that the settlers did not live in fear of their lives.
Crimes of passion comprised a surprisingly small percentage
of the total number of cases presented, and the number of
people detected engaging in these crimes constituted a
small portion of the total county population. Thus, one
may conclude that settlers in the Genesee Country were
mostly lawabiding people.
A total of 135 cases of crimes against persons and
property were the presented in the County Courts of
Session and Oyer and Terminer between 1794 and 1807. 83
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The most frequently tried cases involved assault and bat-
tery. This offence comprised 78 cases, or 59% of those
heard. in a majority of cases, the offence was minor and
fines ranging from $1.00 to $10.00 were levied against the
convicted person. Assault charges arose out of almost
Bvery type of social encounter, but most commonly included
inflicts between neighbors and among family members. But
shopkeepers, lawyers, and even judges found themselves
embattled with their fellow citizen. Feuds developed over
Land boundaries, due bills, women and abuse of authority,
md spilled over into physical assault.
The courts recorded 65 convictions and 13 acquittals,
>n assault charges, indicating that judges and juries were
letermined not to allow such behavior to go unchecked,
rhen there was evidence of strong passion between two
•arties, the court took extra steps to prevent a recur-
ence of the incident. In one case, the defendant was
ined $250 and required to post a $2,500 bond "for his good
ehavior, especially toward James Miller for one year." 84
n another case, the defendant was ordered to "hold the
eace longer than 12 calender months" and fined $200. He
as also required to post a $200 bond for his good
8 5ehavior. In cases where extreme violence occurred, the
efendant was fined and jailed. 86
Assault cases drew their principals from every walk
f life. Plaintiffs and defendants included family members,
lawyers, businessmen, Justices of the Peace, lovers,
neighbors, and friends. In three cases involving family
trouble, husbands were charged with assault by their wives,
and tne court imposed strict sentences, when the evidence
warranted it. in one case, the husband, who was also an
innkeeper, was charged with assault on his wife and on a
hired girl. He was found guilty and made to post "bond of
$1,000...& keep the peace toward Anna, his wife for one
ii 8 7year." when husbands accused their wives of assault,
which happened in two cases, the court fined the women
court costs of six cents each. 88 Apparently, the court
believed the women were not as potentially dangerous in
a family fight as men.
Sometimes the court became involved in disputes
between young people. In two instances, young women
charged that they had been assaulted by their boy friends.
In one case, the young man, Daniel Shaw, was convicted of
beating Sarah Howe and ordered to post $100 for his good
behavior. 89 In another, James Johnson convinced a jury
that he was not guilty of an attempted assault on one
Miriam Armstead. 90
Disputes between merchants and customers sometimes
resulted in assault charges. In 5 cases of this type, the
court found cause for only one conviction, which was against
a merchant. The remainder of the cases were set aside or
settled out of court. 91 From the record, it appears that
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there was an orderly relationship between creditor and
debtor, and that the charge of assault was not a common
way of resolving these disputes.
Since many settlers in Ontario County were indebted
and found themselves in need of legal assistance, it was
not unlikely that charges of assault also involved some
lawyers who became embroiled with their clients, if they
lost a case or charged too much. In the few cases where
lawyers were involved, only one, a man named Polydore B.
Wisner, of Geneva, was brought into court twice and fined
$20 for his activity. 92
When citizens were brought before Justices of the
Peace and given fines, some were not reluctant to accuse
the justices of judicial malfeasance in retaliation.
Sometimes arguments ensued, a fight broke out, and both
the judge and defendant appeared before the court. In
1797, Phelps 1 agent reported that "the late Court of
Sessions, the Grand Jury found but five bills of indict-
ment, but unfortunately they were all against Justices of
the Peace." 93 These cases were later dismissed, but over
a 13 year period, 12 cases of extortion and abuse of
authority were heard in the courts. All but one case of
extortion was resolved by jury verdicts of "not guilty."
The presentation of cases against Justices of the Peace
indicate that settlers were knowlegeable of their rights
under the law, and were willing to challenge local author-
ity as a demonstration of their resolve to proteot those
rights
.
The generally peacefull nature of Genesee society was
also indicated by the number of detected cases of rape,
riot, murder, and assault with intent to kill. These cases
amounted to only 12 and were only 9% of the violent crimes
reported in the courts. Among them, riot appeared the
thorniest, and accounted for 6 of the 12 cases.
Riot, as it was determined in the court records, did
not involve large mobs of people acting in an uncontrolable
and destructive fashion. Rather, the charge pertained to
small groups of three to five men engaging in fighting.
The punishment indicated that the violence was confined to
a small area. in most instances, the parties were found
guilty and fined between $1.00 and $6.00 each. Only in
one instance were the participants given jail sentences.
The court, apparently, did not view rioting as a major
threat to the peace of the community.
More significant was the appearance of wide-spread
drinking of liquor, and the violence produced by drunken
imbibers. Although the court records did not indicate the
cause of the brawls, there is evidence that excessive
drinking played a part in many of them. It is also probable
that liquor also played a part in many assault and battery
cases as well. Drinking was promoted by the existence of
nearby distilleries which were owned and operated by Oliver
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Phelps
.
Phelps had erected a distillerv ^ r*r,*„x •uj-oLiii y at Canandaigua in 1791,
94
But he
3Ut allowed it to go out of business after 1796.
opened a^new still at Honeyoe
, 15 miles west of Canandaigua,
Ln 1801. 95 it was originally designed to produce brandy,
>ut Phelps quickly diversifed into the manufacturer of rye
md corn whiskey. 96 His still ran 24 hours a day, and
Portly supplied the entire county with as much whiskey as
•t could consume. 97
With an abundance of liquor, consumption increased,
nd the results were predictable. Phelps and his agent
ecorded increasingly high numbers of cases of drunkenness,
ccidents, lost work time, and fighting among his employees,
helps reported that a drinking problem had affected the
lerk in his office.
Seymour is sick. Hyde has got the d— 1 in him -is drunk every day & pretends to be homesick. Ihave no one in the office. Pessley is drunk allhis time. Last week, /a cart/ ran over him, is
now confined. Burbank has had one or two lapsesbut is now steady & takes the whole charge of
our store. 98
sferring again to Hyde, Phelps noted that "he had such a
Dut, he could not write." 99 There were also many
istances of drunkenness and fighting at the distillery
lere workers sampled much of their production. Brawling,
:cidents, and instances of death due to drinking were
sported to Phelps regularly. 100 Nevertheless, production
!nt ahead, and the courts were left to discipline the
offenders. Since most of the accidents and fights were not
reported by the people involved, there was little the court
could do to control the excesses flowing from intoxication.
Although there was a connection between drinking and
brawling, it apparently did not extend to the commission of
murder and violent assault. There were only two detected
cases of murder and one case of attempted rape recorded
between 1793 and 1807. The murders were committed by an
Indian and a black man on two white men. The Indian, a
Seneca named Stiff-Armed George, was charged with "shooting
two whites. The Indian slightly wounded one man and
mortally the other." 101 He was found guilty by a jury and
sentenced hang in 1803. 102 The black man, called Nelson,
was convicted of manslaughter, and was sentenced to 5 years
hard labor in the state prison. 103 In the case of sus-
pected rape, or "assault with intent to ravish," as it was
termed, a trial by jury concluded that the defendant was
not guilty. 104
Low incidence of violent crime recorded in the court
records tend to reflect the fact that the towns were free
from loose and ungoverned people usually associated with
frontier society. There were, indeed, areas such as
assault and intoxication that concerned members of society.
But their numbers were not large, and the court system
handled the problem with efficiency. The vast majority of
frontiersmen had respect for law and authority, so vigi-
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lantism and its counterpart murder, had no place in this
society
.
Crimes against property made up a very small portion
9t cases heard in the courts. There were 29 detected
Instances of forgery, counterfeiting, horse theft, arson,
ind general larceny. Larceny accounted for the largest
share of the cases. 19 cases were tried over a 14 year
Period. The remainder of the crimes accounted for only 9
-ndictments in the same span of time.
Larceny prosecutions resulted in 11 convictions out
)f 19 indictments. The penalty for petit larceny was a
:ine of $5.00 to $25.00, and sometimes carried an
idditional penalty of a jail sentence. The court viewed
frand larceny with more concern, and issued sentences that
'ere expected to deter others from attempting the same
ype of crime. The average sentence was 3 years at hard
abor in the state prison, and when the offence was
articularly disagreeable, the sentence was made more
evere. In one case, a man named George Dexter was accused
f stealing a peddler's horse and goods. Dexter pleaded
uilty to stealing an iron kettle, but the jury convicted
im of not only stealing the kettle, but the horse and
even additional items from the peddler's sack. Dexter
as sentenced to 7 years in state prison for the theft of
he horse and kettle, and 7 additional years for the items
10 5
e took from the sack. In an other case, Jacob Nice
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was found guilty of taking $6.00 in goods from a store.
He was fined $20.00, and ordered out of the country. 106
In the relatively few cases of larceny prosecuted in the
county, convictions affirmed the settlers commitment to the
sanctity of private property. Accumulation of property by
thievery was not a mark of an enterprising settler and the
few who attempted it were punished with dispatch.
Another crime with significance for the young community
was arson. Fires were a constant menance
,
yet it is
impossible to determine how frequently fires occurred or
how they were caused. Little attention was accorded them
in the correspondence of the land agents and settlers.
There were 5 instances of fire reported in letters addressed
to Phelps, but in only one case was there a suspicion of
arson. It was reported that
Your friend Judge Annin of Ciuga /sic/ met with a
very serious loss last week - When his barn burned.
A negro man and woman said to be accomplises /sic_7
in this wicked business. 107
In another report of this deed, Phelps was told that "John
the black man and Judge Annin 's black girl are caught for
aiding and assisting in burning the barn of the said Judge,
/and/ are all in custody." 108 There is no record con-
cerning the fate of the girl, but John was tried by a jury
and found innocent. 109 Thus, on the basis of scanty
evidence, it is impossible to conclude what settlers
believed was the cause of some of their fires, but arson
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light have been an unspoken threat.
Non-criminal social problems, such as welfare, neglect,
md bastardy, were dealt with at the local level. since
ill settlers tried to be self-supporting, welfare was never
major problem. when a citizen, through no fault of his
wn, became unable to support himself and had no relation
0 help him, the overseer of the poor, elected at the town
eeting, stepped forward and ensured that the person did
ot starve. Yet, there were instances where citizens
efused to aid their relation, and the overseer was com-
elled to go to court in order to force them to do their
aty
.
Two cases of this type were presented to the court in
1 years. One case involved a son of a Canandaigua
ssident who was "a lame & impotent person, and unable to
lintain himself /and/ became chargeable upon said town." 110
ie overseer granted $9.44 support money to the boy, but
ie father refused to contribute anything. The town demand-
l "that he do so since he could afford it." 111 The court
dered the father to pay 75£ a week toward the support of
s son. in the other case, "an old & impotent woman" of
e town of Phelps became chargeable to the town because
r grown children were unwilling to support her. The
urt again ordered that the relatives support the lady. 112
Bastardy, another form of neglect chargeable to the
wn, was not a common problem, according to the number of
cases reported to the court. Between 1794 and 1807, there
were five cases presented before the General Sessions of
the Peace. In every case, a single woman had given birth
to a child, and the father refused to acknowledge support
for it. The court invoked the "Act for the relief of
cities and towns from the maintenance of Bastard children,"
and ruled that the father was to pay weekly money, usually
75C, and all accumulated expenses. if the suspected
father refused, he was tried and, if found guilty, put in
jail. 113 The Overseer and the Court was always on the
watch for cases of neglect, and they were determined to
place responsibility on the proper person.
Overall, frontier society was not tolerant of anti-
social behavior or behavior that threatened the economic
or social welfare of the community. Violence was not
characteristic of Ontario settlers, and whatever occurred
was quickly punished. It is difficult to determine,
without comparative studies of eastern counties if Ontario
was more or less violent than older societies of equal
population. From the number of crimes committed and the
pattern of the crimes, it is possible to state that this
frontier was reasonably free of danger of internal strife.
Emotional strain, produced by removing people from their
friends and relatives, and placing them in isolated and
foreign environments had an effect on behavior, but it
did not turn the frontier into a loose and bloody territory.
4any settlers faced economic defeat when their rising debts
ind shrinking income pushed them closer to jail or eviction,
fit the frontier stayed relatively peaceful. The voluminous
records of the General Session of Court of Common Pleas,
:hickest of all county court records during this period,
stands as a testament to the stress and strain experienced
>Y the pioneer and later settler. The records recount
.any cases of insolvency, default, ejectment, breaches of
greement, and imprisonment for debt, and constitute a
rim reminder of the troubled times through which many
ettlers lived. Thus, the results of mounting social and
conomic pressures was the appearance of drunkenness,
ssault and battery, runaways, abandonment, and other forms
f behavior expressing frustration with life or simply a
eeling of depressed loneliness. But even with all the
tress, the frontier was not violent. Yet, if drunkenness
nd other forms of escape were indeed more prevalent than
n eastern society, it did not constitute a pattern of
Lfe, because they were not tolerated by either the social
Lite or the body of settlers that made its opinion felt
i society.
Canandaigua, in 1800, had become a town containing two
)cial faces. Many villagers enjoyed a measure of social
:atus, leisure, and wealth, while many others struggled
) gain a foothold in the new land. It was a town that had
iveloped social divisions based on wealth and occupation,
breaking down the original structure of relative social
equality. The few enjoyed an increasingly isolated and
remote life style, while the masses were content to mix
Pleasure with work, under the pioneering ethic of social
and economic interdependence. Although Canandaigua was a
community of farmers and businessmen working in harmony,
business received most of the fruit of the community's
labor, while the rest continued as a frontier community.
Peace and plenty did not bring prosperity and social
distinction to the vast majority of Canandaigua society.
CONCLUSION
The rapid and fruitful development of Canandaigua
unship and its surrounding area was the result of policies
1 activities pursued by PhelP s. A chain of events leading
/ard this remarkable achievement started with Massachusetts
-icy of distributing frontier lands and its town building
tctices current at the time of the Phelps-Gorham purchase.
!
Commonwealth of Massachusetts, as sole possessor of the
[ht of Preemption to the Genesee Country, followed policies
it prevented small-propertied farmers or villagers from
ning access to the new territory. since access was not
ally granted, it followed that wealthy speculators, rather
n men of limited resources, gained first chance at
eloping it. They, instead of farmers, led the way west,
uldering responsibility for purchasing, organizing, and
eloping an immense tract. Speculators demonstrated to
mers the economic potential of a large portion of
rica's western wilderness.
Frontier economic opportunity turned essentially upon
uring a clear title to the new land. Without a good
le, land sales were difficult to make, settlers were
couraged from moving west, and land values and profits
2 thus destroyed. This was a possibility in the Genesee,
ause of the tangled web of interests involved in its
rhase. If the land had been bought piece-meal, by
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individuals or groups of individuals, there is little doubt
that confusion and violence would have prevailed for many
years. The Phelps-Gorham Company, instead, brought order to
the land, preserving its value for land hungry settlers.
Another important role played by the company, was the
task of planning and executing the organization and
development of both the Genesee Country and the township of
Canandaigua. By practicing a deliberate policy of village
settlement, the company avoided haphazard settlement and
development. The village of Canandaigua, centrally located
on good soil and possessing water and road communications
with the east, pioneered the territory, establishing both
merchants and farmers as important elements in frontier
settlement. The purpose of the village was to act as an
agency for the advancement of settlement. Phelps worked
diligently promoting social and economic institutions that
also fostered the rise of a new civilization. In the hands
of Phelps, the village became an effective tool for pioneer-
ing the New York frontier.
During the first years of settlement, opportunity on
the frontier was available to anyone who made a settlement.
Phelps policy of extending easy credit to poor farmers and
promoting the construction of attractive buildings in the
village, stimulated settlement, and raised land values,
which benefited both rich and poor alike. Settlers also
benefitted from the early settlement of capitalists and
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rchants. These residents provided newcomers with a
rket for their goods and services, as well as financial
sistance farm supplies, and other necessary support for
oneering a new country.
Proprietors could not, however, prevent serious
•oblems from interrupting the settlement process. Sickn-
;ss, economic failure, loneliness, fear of Indians,
icertain and insufficient supplies, and a lack of currency
mfronted the settler with almost insurmountable obstacles
)ciety was nearly overwhelmed. Surviving was foremost, so
>cial barriers quickly crumbled. Society became tightly
lit, but lost its cohesiveness as prosperity slowly
jplaced subsistant inter-dependence. During the fron-
Ler's formative years, frontier life was a process by
lich settlers' traditional economic and social
<periences were temporarily altered by the physical and
Dcial environment around them. As the physical barriers
d prosperity were removed, and the foreign presence of
tie Indians was also removed, society returned to its
Dnvential form. During times of acute stress, Phelps
rovided leadership necessary for preserving the settle-
ent and the settlers from complete ruin. Although the
ost, in terms of money, resulted in the demise of the
and company, the net effect of Phelps policies was to
rovide the basic economic and social vitality by 1800.
The migrations that followed the ending of Indian
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threats against the settlements were not the result of a
desire to escape the pressures of the east, as Turner's
Safety-valve thesis would indicate, but to seek greater
economic and personal self-realization in a new country.
Escaping the east was not a factor, because as soon as basic
needs were met, settlers quickly worked to bridge the gap
between east and west by working with Phelps to erect
religious, educational and cultural institutions patterned
on eastern society. The mingling of sub-cultures, resulting
from the migrating of families from differing New England
regions, of differing social and economic backgrounds,
and of differing religious persuasions, did not dilute or
change the basic form of the new society. The settlers
constructed a stable, enduring structure, rather than a
loosely formed and highly mobile society. Canandaigua re-
established many of the finest eastern traditions in the
middle of a western wilderness.
The process of frontier town-building was related to
increases in population, agricultural productivity, and
improved transportation. The results reflected in
Canandaigua, in terms of business expansion, availability of
goods and services, and the erection of attractive dwellings
attested to its success. The pursuit of profit and the
acquisition of material objects was the goal of every
frontiersman. But, as society expanded and grew wealthy,
economic opportunity for poor settlers diminished. The
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>st of land and the function of the marketplace, quickly
riced the frontier out of the reach of the poor eastern
irmer. The reality of frontier opportunity, present in
'95, was all but gone in 1800
, but many still migrated, only
) be caught up in a struggle for their homes and farms.
Rapid economic development also resulted in the
lergence of new and different life-styles in the village,
' 1800, signaling a re-emergence of traditional social
:ructure. Society was also touched by the effect of
•ontier existance. Crime, violence, and emotional
oblems caused by frontier living produced problems for the
iw society. But traditionally held values on the part of
iciety enabled it to cope with the disruptions, and a
iry efficient court system prevented violence from
icoming a factor in frontier life.
The frontier was, then, essentially a blank slate upon
ich hundreds of settlers wrote their will. It appears
om this study that neither the proprietors nor the
ttlers made compromises with their physical surroundings,
.e frontier did not build character or change it, but it
rtainly brought it out. The settlers and speculators
sided on the edge of civilization to grow richer than
ey had been. Their intentions were to enjoy the best life
ey could build for themselves and live it according to the
rms and values of the society from which they came. With
e help and direction of wealthy proprietors they were
able to convert their wilderness home into a society of
economic and social opportunists. The frontier was not,
however, a labratory for democratic experimentation nor a
place where one went to promote one's political career. it
was, indeed, a place where a man could build up a fortune
and maybe die a wealthy man.
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BIBLIOGRAPHICAL ESSAY
Oliver Phelps was an extraordinarily energetic business-
man. During the course of his adult life, Phelps wrote
thousands of letters pertaining to his myriad land schemes
and numerous mercantile activities. Fortunately for
historians, correspondence and records relating to much of
Phelps' business career have been preserved. This happy
situation is the result of Phelps' remarkable record keeping
ability, and the care with which the members of the Phelps
family guarded them until they were donated to libraries
during the late 1920»s.
The Phelps Papers, which were stored at the Canandaigua
homestead, were finally broken up when the last member of
the family living there decided to join relatives in
Michigan. Rather than transporting such a massive collec-
tion westward, it was decided to donate a portion of the
materials to the Ontario County Historical Society in
Canandaigua, and most of the remaining documents to the New
York State Library in Albany. A small collection remained
with the family until it was donated to the Detroit Public
Library, Detroit, Michigan, and made part of the Burton
Historical Collection.
Of the three collections, the papers in the New York
State Library, known as the Phelps-Gorham Papers, are the
richest single source of information bearing upon Oliver
alps, and his contribution to the early development of
stern New York State. Consequently, these papers consti-
ted the main link between Phelps and the study of early
*m development at Canandaigua.
The Phelps-Gorham manuscript collection at the New
rk State Library, Albany, New York, consists of 9 8 boxes
correspondence, 49 volumes of land records, 30 volumes of
tter books, and 5 7 boxes of deeds. Of primary importance
2 the various materials contained in the boxes of Phelps-
rham correspondence. These papers, which are the largest
igle collection of Phelps* writings, contain accounts of
rly speculating, developing, and efforts at settling the
lesee Country. There are also collections of papers
Lating to the activities of speculators associated with
sips, records of hundreds of agreements, account ledgers,
Dorts of survey, and maps of townships. Particularly
2ful were the papers of Peter B. Porter, Caleb Benton and
in Livingston, the account books of the Phelps-Gorham
npany, the account books of the New York-Genesee Company
1 volumes of letter books found in the collection. There
also a good deal of information concerning Phelps 1
nily life, the operation of his homestead, his personal
momic problems, and the role he played in state and
:al politics interspersed throughout these papers. While
:h of the family material did not bear directly upon the
:tlement of Canandaigua, it provided considerable insight
into the man and his times. When taken together with the
papers pertaining to speculation and settlement, Phelps'
family papers provided a rich source for the study of New
York history, as well as a source for the study of family
life in New England.
The Phelps-Gorham land records are another essential
group of documents. These records, bound in 49 volumes,
constitute a useful guide for the study of Canandaigua
settlement, as well as for the study of speculation in the
Genesee Country. Conveniently compiled in ledger form, thes
records relate to the land sales, land titles, deeds and
mortgages, contracts, credit policies, land holdings, and
the reports of survey in the Phelps-Gorham Purchase. Most
useful were the volumes containing detailed descriptions of
land ownership in Canandaigua. These included: "Abstracts
of deeds and mortgages, 1789-1815" (Vol. 103); "Queries on
the sale of land in T 10, R 3" (Vol. 104); "Memorandum of
agreements between Oliver Phelps and others" (Vol. 109);
"Schedule of Conveyances, Ontario County, 1789-1807" (Vol.
116); "Oliver Phelps Book of Conveyances" (Vol. 117);
"Record of bonds" (Vol. 120); "Bonds taken on the sale for
lands in T 10, R 3" (Vol. 123); "Canandaigua Bonds" (Vol.
124); and "Development of titles in Range 3 of Phelps and
Gorham Purchase" (Vol. 137). For the study of the settle-
ment of Canandaigua, "A scale of the lots in the Township
10, Range 3" (Vol. 130) was indispensable. This document
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-as used extensively in conjunction with "Sale of land in
'ownship 10, Range 3" found in Box 70 of the correspondence
nd provided information regarding the names and locations
f most pioneer settlers in the village and township of
anandaigua. Also necessary for the study of migration was
Maps, Surveys, and Conveyances" (Vol. 139a). This volume
rovided detailed maps of Canandaigua including the location
f pioneers and a brief description of the terms of their
wnership.
A large collection of deeds and letter books, contained
a the Papers supplement the land records and provide data
i specific land transactions. The deeds, stored in 57
Dxes, are alphabetically arranged by seller and buyer.
)Pies of Phelps' letters, filling 30 volumes of letter books,
Lso provide additional sources of information relating to
mesee settlement. Since the letter books contained
>pies of letters found in the boxes of correspondence,
tese volumes are valuable as a check on materials discov-
•ed in the main body of the collection.
The Phelps-Gorham manuscript collection at the Ontario
•unty Historical Society, Canandaigua, New York is another
dispensable source of information. Among many uncata- I
gued documents are Indian agreements, contracts with the
mmonwealth of Massachusetts, a deed to the Genesee
untry, and Phelps 1 petition regarding the creation of
tario County. Much of the material in the catalogued
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collection deals with Phelps' role in local social and
economic matters, and is useful for understanding the growth
of Canandaigua and Ontario County between 1799 and 1809. m
particular, the "List of land deeded by Oliver Phelps, 1799"
(Box 1799); and, "Memorandum of land sales" (Box 1800) are
very helpful for identifying Canandaigua migration. Distill-
ery accounts, mercantile activity, and Phelps family history
can be found in boxes 1802 through 1806. These documents
provided vivid evidence of Canandaigua > s economic develop-
ment after 1800, and the part Phelps played in its growth.
The Johnstone Papers, a collection also held by the
Ontario County Historical Society, consists of scattered
letters and documents pertaining to pioneer Canandaigua
and Ontario. The main body of this collection, however,
relates to social and economic developments after 1810.
Essential, however, for a thorough understanding of pioneer
society are the Ontario County Court Records held at the
Ontario County Court House in Canandaigua. These documents,
consisting of the minutes of the Court of Common Plea from
1794 onward, the minutes of the Court of Oyer and Terminer
from 179 7, and the Ontario County Court of Sessions minutes
from 1794 to 1806, contributed significantly to a knowledge
of frontier social conflict. The "Book of Conveyances for
the County of Ontario," (8 Vols.); and "Miscellaneous
Records," (3 Vols.), also found at the County Court House,
supplement the Court Records.
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Also useful for identifying pioneer speculators, s
Pioneer settlers and their eastern origins are the first
:hree volumes of the Ontario County Book of Deeds located in
:he office of the Ontario County Clerk. These records are
* limited value when used for analyzing large scale migra-
ion, and must be complemented by materials in the Phelps-
orham Papers. Unfortunately, Canandaigua s town records
re missing for the period prior to 1815. But the records
rinted in Orsamus Turner's History of the Pioneer^^-
ent of Phelps and Gorham's Purchase (Rochester, 1852) and
*
AlbGrt Gran^r's A History of Early Canandaigua (Canan-
aigua, 1905) can be used with satisfactory results.
Five additional manuscript collections contributed
reatly to my evaluation of Oliver Phelps, his speculations
l the Genesee Country, and development on the Phelps- I
>rham Purchase. Most important were the Hubbell Papers at
rinceton University, Princeton, New Jersey; and, the
.lliam Walker Papers held by the New York Historical
>ciety, New York City. The Hubbell Papers provided
irtinent information regarding the Phelps-Gorham Company
setings, detailed descriptions of Phelps' Indian nego-
ations, and an indispensable volume of survey maps of the
elps-Gorham Purchase. The Walker Papers were particular-
informative for the pioneer development of Canandaigua.
st valuable were Walker's "Memorandum Book" for 1788-89,
survey map of Canandaigua, and letters explaining fron-
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tier conditions during the first year of settles.
Several voices of Mementos of Western Settlement, compiled
by Henry o'Rielly and donated to the New York Historicai
Society i„ 1860 were also very usgful
_ &
volumes six through eight relating the conflict between
settlers and Indians were essential to this study. The
abundant Jeremiah Wadsworth Papers in the Connecticut
Historical Society, Hartford, Connecticut, contain several
important collections of Phelps-Gorham material. These
documents, consisting mainly of maps and deeds, provide
necessary evidence of early speculation and important
information regarding the formation of the Phelps-Gorham
Company. Genealogical records of the Phelps family, i„
general, and Oliver Phelps in particular, may be found in
the Phelps Family Papers deposited in the Detroit Public
Library. These papers also contain some important material
on Phelps land speculations and family property holdings in
Canandaigua during the nineteenth and early twentieth
century.
Various aspects of frontier settlement and development
are covered in collections of papers in New England and
New York State. The Massachusetts Historical Society,
Boston, Massachusetts, holds the papers of Henry Knox,
Theodore Sedgewick, J. M. Robbins
, and a collection of
Miscellaneous papers, all of which contain scattered
material pertaining to the financial and legal trouble of
the Phelps-Gorham Company in 1789
_ probiems ^^^^ ^ ^New
~nesee Company and by the six ^ ^ ^hand, and trouble generate(J by shaky ^
the other are explained by Thomas Morris in a manuscript
-Id by the New York HistQrical SQciety
_ purthsr insi^t
-to the impact a troubled economy had upon speculation in
:he Genesee Country can be gained by studying the Oliver
helps letters in the Connecticut Land Company Papers, held
>Y the Connecticut State Library, Hartford, Connecticut,
'he James Wadsworth Papers in the University of Rochester,
ochester, New York, available on microfilm and the Robert
orris Papers in the Henry E. Huntington Library, also
vailable on microfilm, provide important information
egarding the relationship between western New York specu-
lation and the state of the American economy.
Indian diplomacy in the Genesee Country, a critical
Bpect of frontier settlement, is covered in the Timothy
ckering Papers in the Massachusetts Historical Society,
lese papers pertain to Pickering's mission to the Ohio
id Six Nations of Indians between 1790 and 1792. Another
iportant collection of Pickering papers is held by the
ffalo and Erie County Historical Society, Buffalo, New
rk. This collection is known as the Papers of Timothy
ckering, and contains informative letters between
ckering and his wife Rebecca relating to the progress of
dian negotiations during the Ohio uprising, and conditions
°n the WeStern New York frontier. The Buffalo Historical
Society also holds several additional papers useful for
understanding Indian behavior during early pioneer days. ft
ten page essay by an unknown author entitled "Horatio Jones
Indian Interpreter," is infective as is eight pages of
letters by Phelps, Pickering and others, accompanying the
manuscript. Especially helpful are the Papers of the
Reverend Samuel Kirkland and the Jasper Parrish Papers. The
Kirkland Papers are scanty, but they do contain a copy of
Kirkland
"Journal of a Tour to the Senecas in 1788,"
which details events in the Genesee Country fro, September
23 to December 5, 1788, an important period in Indian
diplomacy in New York. The Jasper Parris Papers help
explain the role of the Indian Agent in Indian Diplomacy for
the period after 1803.
Of the many collections of papers consulted for
evidence of early nineteenth century speculation in Genesee
lands, the Cornell University Collection of Regional
History proved especially rewarding. The collection,
available on microfilm, includes the Seth Pease Papers
containing a journal of events in western New York, and an
account of his land business. Also interesting mainly for
speculation in the military tract are the Letters and
Papers of John Greig, an early Canandaigua lawyer. These
papers illustrate the remarkable interest in land invest-
ment throughout areas east of the Phelps-Gorham Purchase
and the fortunes made as a result of these inves tme„ t s. The
^reig Papers also contain a collection of Thomas Morris
Papers relating to speculation in western New York land
Both Greig and Morris had extensive land holdinas in the
Whelps and Gorham Purchase as well as the Military Tract ana
these papers reconstruct the business passing between the
-wo men.
in the Kent Memorial Library in Suffield, Connecticut,
*ere is a collection of Oliver Phelps Papers that offer
additional insight into land speculation in western New
ork. There is, for example, an account of Phelps role in
he founding of new towns west of the Genesee River, and
he investments Phelps made in the Ogden Tract, also
ocated west of the Genesee. Two collections of papers that
ielded much pertaining to speculation and mercantile
=tivity after 1815, but nothing earlier, are the Augustus
=rter Papers and the Peter B. Porter Papers held by the
Jffalo and Erie County Historical Society. Augustus
>rter's early papers were destroyed during the War of 1812,
lile Peter B. Porter apparently did not collect letters and
>cuments until after the war.
Published documentary sources for the study of Genesee
velopment are not plentiful. Material for a study of
ontier Indian relations can be found in American State
pers
,
Indian Affairs (2 Vols.; Washington, 1832), and
gal details pertaining to the creating of Ontario County
and the town government at Canandaigua can be found in thg
(Alb
—
1887
'-
-
^„ important documents
are also found in E. B. O'Callaghan, ed., The Documentary
^^^^^Lj^o^ (4 Vols.
; Aibany, 1850 . 1851)
Reuben G
.
Thwaites, ed.
, Ea^Wes^ern_Traveds
, 1748-1846
(32 vols.; Cleveland, 1904-1907), and the Public Papers of
Seo^e_CUnton (10 Vols.; New York, 1899-19^^^^7
works must be supplemented with the Phelps-Gorham Papers.
Statistical information contained in Heads of Families .
First Census of the United States (12 VolS
.; Washington,
1907-1908), Ralph V. woods Jr., Ontario County ny »m
federal population censns schedule (Cambridge, Mass., 1963),
and by utis G. Hammond, ed.
, Letters and Papers of Manor-
General John Sullivan (3 Vols.; Concord, N.H., 1939) was
essential to an understanding of frontier population, as
well as a guide for locating settlers in their former towns.
Massachusetts newspapers played an important role in
understanding how New Englanders formed their impressions
of the Genesee Country during the Indian uprising in the
Ohio region. Most helpful were newspapers published in
central and western Massachusetts, a region from which many
people eventually moved. Springfield, Massachusetts pub-
lished three useful newspapers, the Hampshire Chronicle
,
tne Federal Spy and Springfield Advertiser
, and the
Hampshire and Berkshire Chronicle (1791), which offered
detailed accounts of western fighting. In Berkshire
Count,, Massachusetts, the Westernjtar, published in
Stoc.bridge, kept residents abreast ^ deveiopments ^
west, „hi le subscribers in centrai Hampshire County,
Massachusetts relied upon the
» Northampton for infoption regarding western problems.
Regardless of politicai viewpoint, every paper staunchly
supporter federal efforts to suppress the fndians, while
»t the same time, casting doubt on the wisdom of famiiies
Jesiring to migrate to the Genesee Country.
Ontario County, New York newspapers were useful ^
studying frontier social conditions. The first paper
-ublished in Geneva on the Pheips-Gorham Purchase was the
^2-^^^^ put out by Lucius
ary in 1797. Cary moved his paper to Canandaigua in 1798,
here he continued publishing until 1802, when he sold out'
o a prominent local lawyer and active Federalist Nathaniel
•
Howell. The paper was sold again in 1803, and renamed
16 Astern Repository and Gene see Advertiser by the new
<ner James K. Gould. The title of this paper was changed
>
Western Repository in 1804, and to Ontario Repository in
108, but its Federalist point of view never changed. The
:.stern Repository and Genesee Advertiser , held by the
tario County Historical Society, contains many references
local social developments revelent to a study of frontier
cial development, and to tensions generated by frontier
ving conditions. A Democratic-Republican paper started
by Oliver Phelps in 18Q3
, entitled the onta^Preeman,
and intended to combat the propaganda of the Western
BeP-itory, unfortunately could not he found in sufficient
numbers for use in this study.
Books, diaries, journals, narratives, and reports
reflecting the impressions of those who explored and settled
the Genesee Country are plentiful and many are enlightening
One can trace the ever increasing fund of geographic and
geological information relating to the Genesee by first
oonsulting John Bertram's Observations_on_t^^
^^°ii^i-r^ (London
, 1751)
. Bartram , s . ourney
_
taken during the summer of 1743, constitutes the earlist
printed record of central New York exploration written in
English. The indefatigable writer Jedidiah Morse added
some rough statistics concerning settlement to what little
was known about central New York geography and published
this information in his third edition of Geography Made
Easy (Boston, 1791). A fuller description of settlement
and geography was given in Morse's second edition of The
American Geography (London, 1792) , and an exceptionally
accurate cyclopedia of New York place names and statistics
was published in his American Gazetteer (Boston, 1797).
The earlist first hand description of Genesee Country flora
and fauna, however, can be found in An Account of the soil.
growing timber, and other productions of the lands ... in
the
... Genesee Tract (London, 1792) , which appears to be
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the work of Gilbert Imlay whQ( in l?97j . nciuaed
in his comprehensive publication ^osr^^^^^
2l-£!l^l£5£IL^Eitpry_of_^ (London; 1?97)j a
useful book
. Indispensable alsQ ^ willi^on's
'
^^^^^Hi-ee_^ (New york
, 1804)f which
-vers much found in imlay , s work
, but^ .^.^
:omments
.
Other early Nineteenth Century observers writing about
:he Genesee Country from a geographic point of view and
adding to an understanding of central New York environment
nclude very useful observations made by David Thomas in
13 ^^lg__through the western country in the summer ofjjifi
Auburn, 1819), and a very brief account of old forts and
arly settlement by De Witt Clinton in A Memoir of the
ntiguities of the western parts of the State of New York
Albany, 1818). More useful, from the standpoint of
udging the growth of knowledge of central New York
sography, is the second volume of John H. Hinton's The
Lstory and Topography of the United States (2 Vols.;
DSton, 1834). John Pinkerton, Modern Geography (2 Vols.;
>ndon, 1802)
,
might also be consulted, especially for its
ips of central New York and for its very good bibliography
: geography books.
The state of knowledge concerning the Seneca Indians,
•iginated partly from Bartram's Observations
, already cited,
.d more importantly from information given New Englanders
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* the Reverend Samuel Kirkland Qf
wrote down his observation ln 3 J°Urnal
-"tied the "Journal
or Rev. Samuel KirklanH. 4-^l d tour and residence with the Five
Nations of Indi^no » mu •nS
'
ThlS JOUrnal
' ^ the Buffalo andErie County Historioal Society, deals exclusively wlth
Seneca tribal habits, language, and religion. It also sheds
some light on British arH„<nctivities in central New York prior
to the outbreak of the American Revolution.
Sullivan's campaign through the Genesee also added
significantly to American knowledge of the region and the
behavior of its inhabitants. Many diaries and journals of
Sullivan's officers, preserved by historical societies
offer important glimpes of a territory so long a stronghold
of the fierce confederacy of the Five Nations. Published
journals include insights into the battle of Newtown
contained in the "Journal of Rev. William Rogers, D.
Chaplin of Gen. Hands Brigade in the Sullivan Expedition,
1779," ed., William H. Egle, Pennsylvania Archives . 2nd
ser., 15 (Harrisburg, 1890), 255-288, and in the "Letter of
Capt. William Gray of the 4th Penna Reg., ed. William H.
Egle, Pennsylvania Archives, 2nd ser., 15 (Harrisburg, 1890),
289-293. In the same volume, two other important journals
are also presented. They are the "Journal of Lieut.
Erkuries Beatty" and the "Journal of Samuel McNeill, B.Q.M."
Both journals provide some descriptive material of the
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Genesee Country as it appeared in 1779.
M0St USefnl fnr°r PUrP°SeS
° f fining insight intothe agricultural accomplishments of the Seneca . „^ , and into the
appearance of the Indian villages at Canandasaga and Canan-dargua were the Journals of „a jor James Norris and Maj or
s
JOhn BUrr°WS
'
bY Bj"al
° «"^ -unty Historical
Socretv. The Norris journal was particularly^^
-formation on the various Army corps. flnother essential
3°urnal is the "Journal of William McKendry," published in
^^^^^^^
Cambridge, 1S86,
,
29-45. Letters i„ the third volume of
:ited above, also proved very valuable for understanding the
hysrcal contours of Seneca territory.
Two published documents pertaining to the Sullivan
rmy, and valuable for a study of migration into the Genesee
ountry after the American Revolution are Albert H . Wright,
*w York Historical Source Studies, studies in History, No.
(Albany, 1965), and Th^uUxvaj^xpedit^
isses, New York Historical Source Studies, studies in
story No. 33 (Albany, 1965), by the same author. Both
ems are important for identifying men who might have
grated to the lands they had earlier destroyed.
Information regarding the early settlement of the
nesee is available in the form of published and unpub-
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lished narratives provided by pioneer leaders. The
"Narrative of early years in the life of Judge Augustus
Porter," and tne "Journal of Judah Colt," provide excellent
sources for a study of pioneer settlement and coherence
Both narratives are found in the Buffalo Historical Society
£Hblications, VII (1904)> ^
lation and Indian diplomacy in the Genesee are the main
topics of Thomas Morris's
"Narrative," published in The
fii^ca^Maaa^ine, „ (June> ^
_ ^ ^C Hosmer's "Annals of Hartford, Livingston, County, H . Y .,.
offers a good description of a few important pioneers and
their work prior to 1796. This unpublished narrative is
held by the Buffalo and Erie County Historical Society.
Travelers accounts of the settlement and development of
the Genesee Country are vital for understanding life in a
frontier society. During the very early years of frontier
settlement, travelers tended to deal with its commercial
potential, rather than with its state of development. Very
useful for early descriptions is Duncan Ingraham's "visit
to the Genesee Country, 1792," printed in Massachusetts
Historical Society Collections
, I (1892), 284-288, and
Travels in the interior inhabited parts of North America in
the years 1791 and 1792 (Edinburgh, 1793), by Patrick
Campbell, published in the Publications of the Champlain
Society, XXIII (Toronto, 1937). The best account of life
with the Indians and the progress settlers were making at
Canandaigua in the 1790 's is conf^n^ •ntained m Duke De La
Rochefoucault Liancourt's Tra »,a i *.u
^^-JiZ^^Z^AiL.Hidj^m (2 vols
Paints a sharp picture o£ speculators>
-a the problems of frontier settlement
. Less Satisfactory
-cause of its limited soope is Travel^ou^hj^^
'°ls.; London, 1800,, by Isaac Weld Jr
. Weld , s ^
»ot inolude Canandaigua, but he has many good observations
-ertaining to the progress of settlement along the Genesee
:iver. An interesting but brief account of preaching in
he Genesee Country in 1797 is found in "Jacob Lindley's
ournal," in the Buffalo Historical Society Publications
I (190 3), 16 9-182. Lindley commented on the pioneer
eligious excitement during his tour in 1797.
Travelers accounts of social and economic development
1 the Genesee are also essential for gauging settlers
regress during the first two decades of the nineteenth
mtury. There are numerous diaries and journals dealing
•th the Genesee prior to the outbreak of the War of 1812.
-o excellent sources for this period are Timothy Dwight,
avels in New England and New York (4 Vols.; New Haven,
21), and Timothy Bigelow, Journal of a tour to Niagara
Us in the year 1805 (Boston, 1876). In Dwight • s work
ere is a brief, incisive account of Canandaigua
'
s
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appearance, trade, population, ana agriculture. Bigelo„
9lVeS 3 g°0d 3CCOUnt
°
f^ ana landscape found
in the vicinity of Canandaigua. other excellent travelers
accounts include: Rohert Sutcliff, Travei^^parts^
(London, 1811,
J°hn MSliSh
' ^^^-^^^^
^^-^^-MiZ^^ (2 Vols ..
Philadelphia, 1812,
,
and Tho.as Cooper, A^ide^iaoar^n
1809 (Rochester, 1810)
.
The full flowering of frontier prosperity after the
War of 1812, is captured by many able writers who visited
Canandaigua and other parts of the once uncivilized Genesee
Country. Accounts most useful for this study include:
Francis Hall, Travels
_in Canada and tjle_United States in
MlLand_1817 (Boston, 1818); William Darby, A
_Tour from the
City of New York to Detroit, 1818 (New York, 1819); Francis
Wright
'
V^ws of Society and Manner s in America (New York,
1821); col. William L. Stone, "From New York to Niagara-
Journal of a tour," ed. Frank Severance, Buffalo Historical
Society Publications, XIV (1910), 207-272; Henry Tudor,
Narrative of a tour in North America, 1831-1832 (2 Vols.;
London, 1834); and Bernhard, Duke of Saxe-Weimar Eisenach,
Travels through North America during the years 1825 and
1826 (2 Vols.; Philadelphia, 1828). The works of Wright,
Stone and Tudor were particularly helpful in judging the
beauty of Canandaigua 1 s new architecture.
Frontier settlers dealt „i th the problems of overcome
sickness, obstacles of trade and travel, faulty land^
sorl exhaustion, and these aspects of frontier life can he
'
traced in various published sources. Jame s Duane's
"state
of the evidence and argument in support of the territorial
rrghts and jurisdiction of New York," Collections of the
»ew York Historical Society, m (New y^TTsToT, 121.144 .
benjamin Franklin Bache, Brief^^tiUes^^
^2££i^L^-^^_oX^ou^^ (Philadelphia
L791); and William Temple Franklin, Ob^ervations^^he
^ES^^^n_ofland J^^
contribute to an understanding of land title development in
:he Genesee Country. The works of Elkanah Watson, History
I the rise, progress, and existing conditions of the
estern canals in the state of m.,., (Albany
, an<J
adwallader D. Colden, Memoir
... of the New York canals
New York, 1825) gives background information for canal
evelopment in New York State. Essential for studying the
Tipact of the Genesee Fever and for learning about the
ariety of disease encountered on the frontier is Edward G.
JdlOW ' s Observation on the lake fevers and other diseases
:
the Genesee Country (New York, 1S23)
. Also interesting
>r comparing frontier agricultural technique's with
w England farming habits is American Husbandry
, ed.
rry J. Carman (New York, 1939) . Although Genesee soil
s richer, transplanted New Englanders continued to abuse
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" » the same fashion known ^ ^^^^ ^
- -P. Hedrick, Hi^^,^^
SSUEorJc
,
New yGrk, 1956)
, a„^7r^T7^7
Deep_Furrow (Hanover, N.H., 19 76 ) .
''
Other books and Journals providing background materiaifor studying the development Qf Qenesee count^
the "Journal of Libbeus Pi <jh » d„ ko F sh, Rochester Historical Society
^^^^Series, VI (1927)
, 3 18-3 2 3 ; Philip Tome
£i2255£
-^^^^ (Harrisburg, 1928 , .
SHch-ter^Si^and^ (Rochester, 1848, . These works
show that the average frontiersman was reasonably intelli-
gent, literate, and clearly business orientated. Pioneer
economic motive is also the center piece of two works
dealing with frontier opportunity during the early 1800 's.
Louis Bridel offers settlers many attractive possibilities
for migrating in "Le Pour et Le Centre," ed Frank euc
'
Q
« r Severance
,
Buffalo Historical Society Publications, XVII (1914), 259-
312, but Estwick Evans present many good arguments for
staying away from the frontier in A^ede^t^ous_J^ur
through thejgestern_states and territories in l^TR
(Concord, N.H., 1819). Evans was very valuable for
characterizing the motives of typical frontier settlers.
Bridel, however, tends to perpetuate the idea of crudity
and illiteracy among frontiersmen in the Genesee. This
theme is also present in the "Journal of a tour in the
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Umted states of America, 1794-1795 *.«!„
ed. Reverend J E Sfcr' „,
Strickland,
*
t" Ckl
-d
<
New York Historical Society
Collections, 83 (1950), 131-142 •
•
ThlS 3 °urna l Pertains only
-corporate* many common notions of crude frontier l ife
current in Europe and in America, a realistic view of
rentier travel in the Genesee Country is provided by John
Canada in 1 818 and 1819 to ,r„iJ81 (2 Vols.; New York, 1823), and an
excellent picture of mdian character despoiled by white
cwUi«tio» is given in Sket^hes^f^ry^n^^
the United States (New York, 1829).
As the frontier passed away and the land bore fruit
*e Genesee Country became a topic of study among
antiquarian historians. Orsamus Turner plunged into a mass
>f documents provided him by leaders of the Holland Land
company, and by members of the Phelps Wadsworth, and
ther important western New York; families, and produced two
mportant books the Hist£rX_oi_the_Pio^e^^
!^^2^rham^urch^, cited above and the Pioneer
istory of the Holland Porch,., pf western New Yor, (Ngw
^rk, 1849). These books are essential for any serious
:udy of the Genesee Country. Turner had access to docu-
mts that are apparently no longer extant, and because he
:ten times quotes liberally from these sources his works
e indispensable to a scholarly treatment of early western
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New York history.
-so important to the study Qf eariy 0ntariQ
.
° °
f MCI
~' «^^^o^^
(Philadelphia, 1876) atm^ u . ^JI^JLl/o;
" Although written nearly
fhc 85 years after
fl
"7° UnderStanding the pio
-— -
-ne
::r
ui history
°
f
°
ntari
° -—
-
—
,
d
-<2i^-^^^
Thiswo- is accurate in detau much ^^^^ ^
Milliken's A History of Ontario m*-g£JJ H£j£_Countg and itsjPeogle (2
Vols.,- Hew York
, miK ^ voiume ^ ^
-story of the count, and is particularly strong in ^^^^
Israel Chapin's role in Indian Diplomacy
. The
JaBeS
"
H°tChklnS alS
° « important oo„tribution
to the study of western Ne„ york when he published his
(New york, 1848)
. Thls bQok _ ^^^^ ^
the rise of frontier religious denominations.
Other antiquarian publioations oontaining nuggets of
information pertinent to this study are: Henry O-Rielly,
2^otohes^f_Rochester (Rochester, 1838,; E . „. Vanderhoof,
Historical Sketches of western_N^ (Buffalo, 1886);
Chipman P. Turner, The Pioneer period of western t^wYork
(Buffalo, 1888)
;
and William R. McNair, Historical Sketches
(Lima, 1895). John F. Watson's Annals of New York City and
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State (Philadelphia isjnP a
'
1846) and John W. Barber and ffo
ti- , . Henry Howe
York ^ ^!_th^state_of_j^^ (New° , 1841) present documents useful for
. ,
Ui t understanding fullv
r
ioped fr°ntier
— - -ntral New york
. at
y
ettUl19
— B3rber and Howe fQcus
- travel description than on presentlng histQricai
mation.
Local histories of canandaigua vicinity ^
and not comprehensive. Albert Granger^
^^-^i^an^aiaua, cited abovg
_ ^^ ^
Provide much
„ew infection beyond printing extracts frQm
the 'Canandaiguay Records," of 1791 r»„
-
r J./»l. George s. Conover
Produced three work-?- p„i„ „ ,Early History of geneva (Geneva, 1879).
'Kanadasaga and Geneva" (1886) ; and The Genesee Traot
Geneva, 1889,, which shed light on t^e^^ lan<J
-ties in the Genesee, and especially the Gore lands on the
ast boundary of the Purchase. Most helpful was "Cananda-
aga and Geneva," because this work added details pertain-
ng to the Genesee Sickness, road and water transportation,
*d early Indian occupation not found elsewhere. The
>unty histories written by Mcintosh and Conover contain
aple local history and remain the best sources for I
:udying early Canandaigua development.
Although Conover went into considerable detail on land
ties in his pamphlet The Genesee Tract. Howard L. Osgood
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P~sented . finely written and ^^
«-.*«. of the Phelps and Gorhaffl purchase> „ £h^^^2£_tteJ5ochester Historical c„ • , ~
surpassed Conover'q Pfw e •efforts xn both organization and in
scope. Osgood's contribution was to explain „how competing
-elps and Gorham obtained their Pre-emption title, and howth- title was transferred to Robert Morris and the P uite„ey
^tate. until Osgood's work, the topic was mired in legaljargon and obscured by antiquarian writing.
Another subject receiving good antiquarian treatment is
the Indian contribution to settlement and development.
Indian language was studied by George H. Harris in "Notes
on the aborginal terminology of the Genesee River,"
22S!^^^^^
z (1M2)
'
f g _ i8 _
Indian settlements were located and described by w.
Pierrepont White in »Indian possessions and settled areas
in New york state from 1771 to 1820," Rochester Historical
S°CietY Publication Fung Series VII (1928), 255-233, and
the interaction of Indian and Indian Trader was analysed by
George H. Harris in "The life of Horatio Jones," Buffalo
Historical Society Publications
. VI (1903), 383-514.
An excellent guide to western New York Indian treaties is
found in 0. H. Marshall, Historical Writings (Albany, 1887).
Antiquarians also focused their attention on the
conflict between Indians and Americans during the American
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Revolution, producing some worthy
^ ^
study of Sullivan's Expedition of 1779
. Useful „e fi
TlffanY NOrt°n
' ^^^Uivan^^ (Lima
, 1879) .
York (Cambridge, Mass ioon . Ty ' Iias " 1886); Journa2s_^f_tl^
^^^^ the 6 m-j.sas±iis± rn d Nations in 1779
ed. Federick Cook (Auburn, 1887); „iiliam s . stryker
(Trenton, 1885,, and Henry o-RieUy, Notic^s_of_Sul^
Campaign (Roohester, 1842,. There is a valuable letter
written by Andrew McFarland Davis to Justin Winsor
regarding the location of extant diaries in the work 1779 :
Sullivan's expedition .
Recent scholarly works, published and unpublished,
pertaining specifically to the Phelps-Gorham Purchase and
applicable to this study include Helen I. Cowen, Charles
Williamson (Rochester, 1941); Paul D. Evans, "The Pulteney
PUrChaSe '" ^^2rk_Jiis^
xx
(1922), 83-104; Neil A. McNall, An Agricultural Histor^of
the Genesee Valley (Philadelphia, 1952); Neil A. McNall,
"The Land Gentry of the Genesee," New York Historical
Society Proceedings, XXVI (1945), 162-176; Royal L. Garff,
"Social and Economic Conditions in the Genesee Country,
L787-1812," Ph.D. dissertation, Northwestern University,
L939; and Lloyd D. Smith, "Half a century of village
levelopment: the social and economic development Bath,
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Geneva, and Canandaigua, N.Y.
, 1786-1836, M. A. thesis,
Cornell University, 1948.
Cowen's and Evan's work concentrate on English agent
Charles Williamson's attempt to build thriving settlements
at Bath and Geneva. Cowers study, in particular, offered
wise observations on the role of the speculator as town
developer. McNall's work was designed to explain the process
of settlement and agricultural development in the Genesee,
and was valuable for understanding frontier land sales and
credit practices. Also very useful for bibliographic work
and for learning the details of settlement is Garffs
dissertation on the economic development of the Genesee.
Smith's thesis, however, is lacking in sufficient detail
and interpretation to be useful in this study. A deficiency
shared by all of the above mentioned studies, nevertheless,
is a failure to appreciate Phelps 1 significant role in
establishing the commercial framework within which settle-
ment and development took place.
Three modern works helped me understand the role of
the Indians, British and Americans in New York State during
and after the American Revolution. War out of Niagara
(New York, 1933), by Howard Swiggett provided many interest-
ing details relating to one of the leaders of Butlers
Rangers, Col. John Butler. Still, Swiggett' s work on the
British and Indians has been superceded by Barbara
Greymont's The Iroquois in the American Revolution
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Syracuse, 1972). Greymont's well written book proved
essential for a precise grasp of New York and Congressional
:ndian diplomacy after the American Revolution. Also
lecessary for background information on the Seneca tribe is
.nthony F. C. Wallace's The Death and Rebirth of the Seneca
New York, 1970) .
Migration into the Genesee after the American Revolu-
ion has been treated by a variety of modern scholars. A
eneral treatment can be found in Conquering the Wilderness ,
olume 5 of the History of the State of New York , ed.
lexander C. Flick (10 Vols.; New York, 1933-1937), while
he subject of motivation and the effect of the wilderness
n transplanted New England institutions is treated by Lois
imball Mathews Rosenberry in the Expansion of New England
New York, 1909). Rosenberry offers only a brief sketch
f Phelps' purchase from Massachusetts, and little of
ctual frontier settlement. Nevertheless she argues
hat New England migration consisted of rich people following
Dor farmers and hunters into the wilderness. Ruth L.
iggins traces New York settlement from the point of view of
and grants and land tenure in her Expansion in New York
Zolumbus, 19 31) . Higgins shows clearly that land grants to
2alth proprietors slowed down expansion, and actually made
2ttlement in the Phelps-Gorham Purchase attractive because
E the New England practice of granting transferable titles
? the land. An excellent discussion of eastern New York
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lease hold agreements and land nrin0 = a •p ces during the 1790
's is
contained in David „. Ellis
, ^or^^^^^
H
~^^^^ tlthaca. 1946). Ellis also
Provides comparative figures for land seUing ^
New York and in the wiiderness of central New York during ^
Pi°neer Peri°d
-
A^ »°ok for obtaining an over
all view of Bew England migration into New York is Dixon
*«» Xankee^nd^ers (New York, 1940)
. fllthough
he offers a standard account. Fox has some interesting
observations on family migration and ^ ^ Qf^ ^
England missionaries in the DrocPqq of rn „cu p ess discovering the value
of central New York land.
The condition of the early settler on the Genesee
frontier is vividly protrayed in U. P. Hedrick's His^ory^f
^^^^ cited above. Hedrick
deals in an informed and colorful way with the economic and
social plight of the pioneer farmer. The improving economic
condition of the backwoods pioneer after settlement,
however, is the theme of Nathan Miller's Enterprise of a
Free Peop
_le (Ithaca, 1962). while the bulk of Miller's work
pertains to the impact of the Erie Canal upon agricultural
growth he does focus briefly upon the nature of the
commercially minded frontier farmers, and shows that by 1810,
most were producing cash crops and no longer in a state of
subsistance. The result was continued social and economic
growth and this produced stratified classes in Canandaigua
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SlSeWhere
°" fr0"tie
- —en smith KutolQwski , s^ social composltion of political leadership;
Coun ty
, N. y., 1821 - 1850 ,„ ph . D . dissertationi universifcy ^Chester, 1973
, provides SQme comparative evidence alater period in frontier development.
Modern treatment of Genesee Country climate, topography,
and soil is Dlenf-i fni Tv. j_u •P ent ful. m thrs work I have relied upon
Richard A. Mordoff, ?he_C2imate^0e^^ CorneU
Extension Bulletin 764 Uthaca, 1949, and dohn H . Thompson,
Sd
" ^a^Lof^Yor^^te (1st. ed.
; Syracuse, 1968,
with very satisfactory results. The maps of the u. s.
Geological Survey provided excellent topographic data for
Canandaigua, and the various soil surveys produced by the
Department of Agriculture were very helpful. Especially
informative was the Soil Survey of Ontario and Yates
because it provided detailed maps of Canandaigua
s
Ufferent soil quality, thus making a study of the settle-
lent based upon soil fertility possible.
Studies of Massachusetts town-planting technique
rovided background for understanding the distinctive
ystem of township development used in the Phelps-Gorham
urchase. The rationale for New England townships and
heir function in the Puritan Way is admirably explained in
illiam Haller Jr., The Puritan Frontier: Town-Planting in
aw England Colonial Development, 1630-1660 (New York, 1951)
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Roy
"
Akagi
'
T
-*^^^^
"ponies (Philadelphia
, 1924) presenfcs ,^ ^
written picture of New England land granfcing^ ^ ^
evolved during the late 17th iath ^^^^ lOsgood's first volume of Th„0t 5iie_Amer^an_CoJ
:
o^^
Seventeenth Centnry (3 VoXs., New Yorx, 1904
, was also
useful for expiring the origin of the township system
These studies make clear the fact that tow„-planting was a
practrcal „ay of providing economic opportun . fcy f<jr ^
expanding PoPulation, while, at the same time
, protecting
the religious and political values of the Puritan experi-
ment. Towns were the creatures of the Genera l Court and
wherever they were pl.nted purit.n religious and soci ai
values also were established.
The economic success of the town-planting system and
its eventual transformation into a purely speculative
business by the mid-eighteenth century is demonstrated by
Florence M. Woodard in The_^own_P^^ (New
York, 1936), and by Charles s. Grant in Democracyj
1
n_^
^ti^own^f_j^ (New York
, 1961)< ~^^~ d^by
the township, the General Court restructed opportunity by
limiting access to frontier land to wealthy speculators,
thereby directly determined what economic class would
first develop Massachusetts' territory. By 1788, a drive
for profits had obscured the puritan quest for religious
and political fulfillment.
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The corporate nature of the New England tQwn ^ dis _
cussed in charles Francig^ ^^
^»H-i^own (Cambridge, Mass., 189^7^7^
Maclear, ..Early New England^ ^ ^
University Dissertations, 1907-1908 (New York> ^ ; ^
Parker,
»0rigin
,
organi zation, ana influence of the townsa New England," Massachusetts Historical Society2™-^, IX ,1966), U4-165! ana Melville Egieston, The
^^^^^^1^^ (New York, 1 880)
These works show that townships were granted or sold to
groups of proprietors, and these individuals were given the
"ght to develop their lands according to their best
economic interest.
Dwindling opportunity for the establishing of new
towns possessing plenty of good soil, and a rising popula-
tion, by 1785, created a market for town development in the
Phelps-Gorham Purchase. This condition is expertly
described by Kenneth A. Lockridge in "Land, Population and
the evolution of New England Society, 1630-1790," in
Colonial America
,
ed
.
Stanly N . Katz (Boston, 1971), 466-
184. The motives of the western land speculator and
pettier are analysed in Ray A. Billington, "Origin of the
and speculator as a frontier type," Agricultural History
.
:iX (October, 1945), 204-212 and in Rufus Stickney Tucker,
Expansion of New York," New England Historical and
enealogical Register, LXXVI (1922), 301-307. An interest-
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on
ruce L.
«9 comparison of Lockridge's and Tucker , s ^ ^
can be made with a study oonduoted in the 1930 by B
Melvin and Elna N. Smith entitled Youth^n^ul^l
YUiiaes (Works Progress Administration: Research Monograph
XXI; Washington, 1940,. Melvin and Smith discovered that
ever population restricted economic opportunity in farm
communities compelling older, married men, ages 24-30, to
seek economic success away from their home town.
The study of New England migration into Canandaigua
concentrated on the problem of learning who actually settled
in the township, and then determining where these settlers
lived before they moved. The most useful references for
this phase of my study were the land records, maps, and
correspondence contained in the Phelps-Gorham Papers.
Letters, deeds, and mortgages, in particular, were essential
for tracing settlers. Court records, wills, and records of
birth and death proved of no value to me, however. When a
pioneer could not be geographically identified through the
Phelps-Gorham Papers, genealogical references were consulted,
usually with good results. One of the most useful genealog-
ical works was the American Genealogical and Biographical
Index, ed. Fremont Rider (101 Vols.; Middletown, 1952-)
This index includes references to family genealogies,
published state and archival material, and publications of
historical and genealogical societies. Other important
genealogical tools include Massachusetts Soldiers and
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§5i±e£^^SVolutiona£^ [17 Vols . ; ^ _
Franklin B. Oexter, Bi-r^ical^k^^
2^ale_College (6 Vols.; New York, 1885-1912); John t
<*iiSSe (Vols. 1 - ; Boston, 1872-
,
; ^pieton^
Q^EaMia_<2jLA^^^ (7 VolsT^T^, 1887.
190 ° ); ^ 5-toi^veninij^o^ whioh contains a page
of genealogioal questions and answers that runs from 1872 to
19 40, looated in the Boston Publio Library; the publications
of the Connecticut Historical Society and the Hew York
Historical Society; and, the publications of the New York
Genealogical and Biographical Society and the New England
Historic and Genealogical Society.
Family genealogies are covered in great detail in
Munsell's Genealogical Index (5th ed. ; Albany, New York);
and in the Newberry Library, Chicago, Genealogical .ind.v
(4 Vols.; Boston, 1966). Munsell's also lists town and
county histories, historical society publications and
periodicals containing genealogical data. The data is
arranged alphabetically by family name. Both Munsell's
and the_Index were exceptionally helpful in my research,
genealogical periodicals are covered in the Index to
genealogical Periodicals, ed. Donald L. Jacobus (3 Vols.;
iew Haven
<
1932" )• This publication lists entries by
surname, place, and subject as they appear in periodicals.
nhe Godfrey Memorial Library, Middletown, Connecticut, holds
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a large collection of family genealogies as does the
Connecticut State Library, Hartford, Connecticut, and both
libraries provided me with ample research materials.
With genealogical searching and frequent readings in
TUrnSr ' S Si^an^orh^Pur^ and Holland Purchase,
the volume of
..Family sketches," in Concy^T^^"^
Ontario County
,
and in Early Settler, of Ma „, v„.,.^ e(J _
Janet Wethy Poly (6 Vols.; Akron, N.Y., 1934-1940), I
sometimes turned to studying old gravestones. The grave-
stones in the west Avenue Cemetary, Canandaigua, New York,
have been read and recorded. A copy can be obtained from
the County Historian. This cemetary and the Pioneer
Cemetary, also in Canandaigua contain many gravestones with
data pertinent to my study. The Charles R. Hale Collection
of Cemetary Inscriptions, 1796-1865, located in the
Connecticut State Library, Hartford, also was helpful.
This collection lists obituaries from Connecticut newspapers
by family name and by town.
Guides to genealogical research were very helpful, and
anyone attempting to search out the details of America's
New England pioneers should first consult Normal E. Wright,
Genealogy in America: Massachusetts, Connecticut, and
Maine (Salt Lake City, 1968) . Claude Barlow, Sources for
Genealogical Searching in Connecticut and Massachusetts
(New York, 1973); and Ethel Williams, Know your Ancestors :
A guide to genealogical research (Rutland, Vt. 1960) , were
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essential for how to do generalogical research. The
William book, in particular, proved helpful in bating
references pertaining to primary source material.
Obtaining biographical material on the lives of Oliver
Phelps and Nathaniel Gotham was as difficult as searching
for pioneer settlers. Gotham's life was particularly
troublesome to do. The papers in the Phelps-Gorham
collections contain rather small numbers of Gorham letters.
There is virtually no information regarding Gotham's early
life in these papers, and little financial information
beyond his connection with the Genesee land speculation.
Details of Gorham'
s life were therefore gleaned from a vari-
ety of secondary sources. Most helpful was John Eliot, A
biographical dictionary.
.. fj „ t settlers in New p^, ,M
(Boston, 1809), and Peter Thacher and Thomas Welsh, Sermon
°n_the Dead and. .. fining to the memory of the Honor.hl.
Nathaniel Gorham, Ksr, (Boston, 1796). Clinton Rossiter
provided several important pieces of data in his 1787: The
Grand Convention (New York, 1966), and James Truslow Adams
sketch "Nathaniel Gorham," in the Dictionary of American
Biography
,
VII (1934), 433-434 also proved helpful. Without
sufficient primary source materials, Gorham 's early life and
much of his business life remain in obscurity.
The situation surrounding the life of Oliver Phelps is
somewhat different, while not blessed with an abundance of
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ness
-fetation, there is enough tQ outUne pheips , cQntribut
to the American Revolutionary oause and his later busi
aotivities. The papers in the Phelps-Gorham coilection
Albany, ana the Pheips Fami ly Papers in ^ ^
Library contain much information on Phelps' early l ife and
hrs aotivities as a merchant and judge in Granville,
Massachusetts prior to the American Revolution,
life as a young man living in Suffield, Connecticut remains
obscured, however. Secondary sources on Phelps' life
include the valuable Henry R. stiles, AJOstory^iejt
^^^dsor^Hjeoticut (New York, 1859,
,
and, Oliver S. Phelps
and A. T. Servin, The Phelps Family of America (2 vols.;
Pittsfield, 1899). Paul D
. Evan's sketch of Phelps in the
Dictionary of American Bin^ph,, XIV (1935) # 530 . 531<
reflects the state of knowledge of the man among historians.
By relying upon secondary sources, the real significance of
Phelps life remains in a shadow. Works by Robert H. Alcorn,
(Hartford, 19 70); and Albion Wilson, History of GramHn c .
Massachusetts (Hartford, 1954) have oast some light upon
Phelps' early career, but much more is required before a
complete biography of the man can be presented. Articles
such as Samuel H. Wandell, "Oliver Phelps," New York State
Historical Association Proceedings
, XL (1942), 275-282,
presented by an antiquarian, only perpetuate misconceptions,
making the job of correcting the record harder than it must
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be. Because of their contributions to American
-nt, there needs to be fuU length biographical studies of
both Oliver Phelps and Nathaniel Gorham.
-J
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